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Abstract
Numerous regions of the world face immense pressure and competition on their
natural freshwater resources. The situation appears particularly critical along the
Lower Jordan River, where severe physical water scarcity meets very high
population growth in a region with a constant potential for immediate conflict.
Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) is an attractive concept to
obtain more sustainable, equitable and efficient water management. But its
implementation appears an intricate challenge in itself. On the one hand, the
international water sector community strives for ways to translate the theoretical
construct of IWRM into operational guidelines for local application. On the other
hand, a uniform tenor across disciplines emphasises the need to improve
communication and understanding between actors in the IWRM domain, in order
to ensure best-possible responses to the upcoming water resources challenges.
Following these insights, the presented thesis takes a two-staged approach to
contribute to the contemporary IWRM research. On the one hand it investigates
sub-basin-scale IWRM modelling and scenario planning. On the other hand, it
develops an approach to collaboratively manage planning and decision making
knowledge on the basis of semantic web technologies. The Jordanian Wadi Shueib
(~190 km²) is used as exemplary case study for both applications.
Primary water sector challenges in the Wadi Shueib are related to municipal
supply, as well as to the management of the resulting waste water return flows.
In a comprehensive analysis of the existing data from local institutions and
previous studies, holistic monthly water balance time series were constructed.
The conceptual system understanding was represented using a water allocation
and balancing model (WEAP). National water strategy objectives and action plans
were used as normative guideline to craft a set of planning alternatives and
performance indicators with relation to the local challenges. Exemplary scenario
simulations with a planning horizon of 2025 showed that the current
implementation in the study area may fall short of achieving several national
objectives. Room for improvement was identified especially in water resources
protection and water loss reduction issues. The modelling exercise demonstrates a
possibility to provide decision makers with local planning support that is equally
based on national IWRM policies as well as on sound science, and thus can be a
useful instrument in the progress towards operational IWRM.
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In order to investigate the potential of semantic techniques to support knowledge
management in the IWRM domain, the modelling study was used as a blueprint.
An initial working hypothesis was that ontologies and semantic structures could
allow for flexible support of semi-automated IWRM analysis, for example
according to established DPSIR (Driver, Pressure, State, Impact, Response)
models. Within the work of this thesis, limitations and problems of a generic
formal knowledge representation in the IWRM domain within common
frameworks were investigated and uncovered. Finally, a conceptual structure and
requirements were developed and formalized in an ontology prototype for IWRM
planning and decision support knowledge sharing. The concept was implemented
as semantic wiki application and opened to the research and stakeholder
community of the SMART project. The platform demonstrates a potential to
provide solutions for various critical knowledge management requirements. For
example to help water sector experts to easily document and formalize their work
in a semantic structure, invite colleagues and stakeholders to review and
comment, consistently connect their work to previously undertaken studies, and
share their insights and work processes with a wider audience over the internet.
It is expected that future IWRM initiatives could benefit from comparable
approaches, and valuable insights on the subject can be achieved from the pilot
study in this thesis.
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Kurzfassung
Zahlreiche Regionen der Welt sehen sich mit großen Herausforderungen in der
nachhaltigen und gerechten Bewirtschaftung ihrer natürlichen Süßwasservorkommen konfrontiert. Hierzu zählt insbesondere auch die Region des Unteren
Jordantales, die zusätzlich mit hoher Wasserarmut, hohem Bevölkerungsdruck
und einem hohem Konfliktpotential kämpft. Das Integrierte Wasser Ressourcen
Management
(IWRM)
bietet
einen
vielversprechenden
Ansatz
um
Wasserbewirtschaftung möglichst nachhaltig, fair und effizient zu gestalten.
Allerdings sieht sich dessen Umsetzung wiederum eigenen Herausforderungen
gegenüber. Zum einen fehlen bisher meist klare Leitlinien, um das theoretische
IWRM-Konstrukt zur praktischen Anwendungen in konkreten Planungsfällen zu
führen. Zum anderen beklagt die internationale Forschungs- und
Anwendergemeinde das Fehlen effizienter Kommunikationskanäle zwischen den
Akteuren im IWRM Umfeld. Letzteres ist allerdings eine grundlegende
Voraussetzung, um bestmögliche Lösungsansätze für die bestehenden und
zukünftigen Herausforderungen der Wasserbewirtschaftung zu erarbeiten.
Die vorliegende Arbeit verfolgt in dieser Hinsicht einen doppelten Ansatz.
Einerseits wird eine IWRM Modellierung- und Szenarien-Planung auf
Teileinzugsgebiets-Skala durchgeführt und untersucht. Andererseits wird ein
Ansatz entwickelt, der ein kollaboratives und verteiltes Management von
planungs- und entscheidungsrelevantem Wissen mittels semantischer
Webtechnologie unterstützt. Bei beiden Ansätzen erfolgt die Erarbeitung
exemplarisch für das Jordanische Wadi Shueib (~190 km²).
Das Wadi Shueib ist ein dicht bevölkerten Seitental des Jordans, in welchem
Nutzungskonflikte
durch
vorherrschende
Versorgungsknappheit
sowie
inadäquate Abwasseraufbereitung und -ableitung, grenzwertüberschreitende
Belastungen vorhandener Ressourcen und bisher nicht umgesetzte
Schutzzonenkonzepte gegeben sind. Eine umfassende Analyse der bei lokalen
Entscheidungsträgern vorhandenen Datensätze erlaubte die Erstellung
holistischer Wasserbilanz-Zeitreihen auf monatlicher Skala. Das erworbene
Systemverständnis wurde in einem WEAP Model repräsentiert. Zielstellungen
der nationalen Wasserstrategie und geplante Umsetzungsvorhaben dienten als
normative Richtlinien zur Erarbeitung einer Reihe von Planungsalternativen und
Bewertungsindikatoren für die lokalen Herausforderungen im Wadi Shueib. In
beispielhaften Szenarien-Simulationen bis 2025 wurde aufgezeigt, dass die
derzeitigen Umsetzungsvorhaben möglicherweise nationale Planungsziele
iii

verfehlen. Verstärkte Anstrengungen erscheinen hier insbesondere im Bereich
des Ressourcen-Schutzes und bei der Reduzierung der hohen Versorgungsverluste
vielversprechend. Der vorgestellte Modellierungs-Ansatz zeigt Möglichkeiten auf,
Entscheidungsträger auf der lokalen Planungsebene zu unterstützen und dabei
ebenso nationale IWRM-Prinzipien sowie ein wissenschaftlicher Methodik gerecht
zu werden.
Die Wadi Shueib Modellierungsstudie diente auch als Vorlage, um das Potential
semantischer Technologien für ein IWRM-Wissensmanagement zu untersuchen.
Dazu wurde ein Wissensmanagement-Konzept erstellt und eine Bedarfsanalyse
durchgeführt, sowie der Prototyp einer Ontologie für IWRM Planungs- und
Entscheidungswissen formalisiert. Eine anfängliche Arbeitshypothese bestand in
der Annahme, dass eine semantische Strukturen zu semi-automatisierten IWRMAnalyse-Systemen, beispielsweise nach dem bekannten DPSIR-Model (Driver,
Pressure, State, Impact, Response), führen könnten. Im Laufe der Arbeit konnten
Grenzen und Problematik generischer Wissensrepräsentation mittels klassischer
Modelle untersucht und aufgezeigt werden. Das Konzept wurde schließlich
mittels eines semantischen Wikis implementiert und der Forschungs- und
Anwendergemeinde des SMART-Projektes zur Verfügung gestellt. Die Plattform
zeigt deutlich, wie zentrale Wissensmanagement-Anforderungen in einem
kollborativen semantischen Wiki unterstützt werden können. Beispielsweise
können Wassersektor Experten dabei unterstützt werden ihre Arbeiten und
Analysen innerhalb einer semantischen Struktur zu dokumentieren und zu
formalisieren, mit Kollegen gemeinsam daran zu arbeiten, konsistent mit
anderen Arbeiten zu verknüpfen und ihre Erkenntnisse dauerhaft und sichtbar
einem großen Publikum über das Internet zur Verfügung zu stellen. Zukünftige
IWRM-Initiativen könnten von vergleichbaren Ansätzen profitieren und die
vorgelegte Arbeit bietet als Pilotstudie wertvolle Einsichten zu diesem Thema.
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The White Rabbit put on his spectacles.
"Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?" he asked.
"Begin at the beginning,", the King said, very gravely,
"and go on till you come to the end: then stop."
Lewis Carroll (1865: Alice's Adventures in Wonderland)

1.
1.1.

Introduction
Challenges of the Global Water Situation

Fundamental change and rapid development of human society during the last two
centuries has put immense pressure and competition, be it in quantitative or
qualitative regard, on the natural freshwater resources in numerous regions of
the world. Future water security is one of the major challenges addressed by the
Millennium Development Goals, not only in terms of safe drinking water supply
and sanitation, but also in its inherent relation to food and health security,
economic development and environmental conservation. Typically, countries
affected by the most obvious and dramatic negative effects are among the world’s
poorest. Their water stress usually caused by limited natural freshwater
availability or by the lack of adequate infrastructure to utilize available resources
- or most often even both.
The United Nations define “water stress” to occur where the volume of freshwater
available for supply to agricultural, industrial, environmental and domestic
purposes lies below 1700 m³ per year and person, and “water scarcity” occurs
when annual water supplies drop below 1000 m³ per person (Falkenmark, 1989).
Many regions in the World experience even much more critical scarcity, providing
less than 500 m³ per person and year, which is then considered as “absolute water
scarcity”. Global studies estimate that today approximately one billion people are
already experiencing water stress or water scarcity due to deficient resources
(UNDP, 2006). Additionally, 500 million more live in regions threatened by water
stress, due to their natural surface water resources being exploited beyond
sustainable limits (CAWMA, 2007). As illustrated in the map (Fig. 1.1), physical
scarcity appears to be most acute in countries of the Middle East and Northern
Africa, but also in parts of Northern China, India, Australia and the United
States. Another 1.6 billion people face shortage of clean freshwater even in
countries with abundant resources, due to the lack of appropriate infrastructures
and insufficient capacities to develop such (CAWMA, 2007). Nearly a quarter of
Sub-Saharan Africa’s population is estimated to live under such conditions of
economic water scarcity (UNDP, 2006).
Beyond natural hydrologic conditions, lacking infrastructure and high population
pressure, another major reason for the degradation of freshwater resources often
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Fig. 1.1: Areas of physical and economic water scarcity. Physical water scarcity as
defined here occurs when 75% of the total available water resources are withdrawn for
utilization. The threshold for approaching physical scarcity is 60%. Economic water
scarcity occurs in regions where malnutrition exists despite abundant resources.
(UNEP/GRID-Arendal, 2008).

lies in mismanagement. Notwithstanding the rising global awareness for
sustainability, the rapid development of urbanisation, industrialisation and
economic growth has ever outpaced society’s adaptive reactions to the complex
demands of future water security. Thus, inefficiently targeted investment,
insufficient human capacity, ineffective institutions and poor governance have
resulted in continuous misuse of the resources over the past decades. Extensive
policy and market failures have received only limited corrections from concerned
institutions (Biswas et al., 2009).
Unfortunately the countries that are facing the most urgent need for institutional
reform and large investments are again the world’s poorest in terms of per capita
income. Grey and Sadoff (2007) see these countries in a low-level equilibrium
trap, having never been able to make the investments needed to achieve water
security, because such investments can only be resourced from the growth that
water insecurity itself constrains. From a slightly more pessimistic perspective,
this situation does not only pose an equilibrium trap but an actual downward
spiral, since the driving factors that are denying improvements are also likely to
induce negative feedback on the actual water situation. This is the case for
2
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example with the process of desertification or the salinization of groundwater due
to continuous overpumping. Once more, the consequences are persistent in
limited development opportunities, environmental degradation, declining
groundwater tables and increasing conflict over water allocations.
The highest social and political complexity in water management matters arises
where competition over water resources becomes transboundary. As today almost
half of the world’s population lives in internationally shared river basins, bi- or
multilateral collaboration over water resources truly is an issue of global
significance. History has revealed that interaction on transboundary freshwater
resources bears as much, or actually even more, incentives for cooperation and
political stability, as it holds potential for conflict if neglected (Hamner & Wolf,
1998). However, many challenges remain to be addressed in order to extend and
stabilize sustainable water sharing between riparian actors, particularly with
regard to an expected future of worldwide intensifying freshwater competition.
Despite the international efforts, the envisioned Millennium Development Goals
for water security appear unlikely to be met in 2015 (UN, 2010a). On the
contrary, several trends are likely to aggravate the situation over the coming
years in fast pace. Many of the already water-stressed countries are facing
continuous high population growth rates. In addition, the per capita water use
has been growing ever faster, while water use patterns changed. Simultaneously,
pollution and decline of natural freshwater bodies show upward trends.
These considerations lead to the prognosis that the pressure on water resources
will constantly increase with rising demands from agricultural, municipal,
industrial and environmental usages. By 2025 it is estimated that 1.8 billion
people will be living in regions with severe water scarcity, and two-thirds of the
world population could be under conditions of water stress (Alcamo et al., 2003;
Oki & Kanae, 2006; UN-Water & FAO, 2007). Climate change scenarios expect
changes in rainfall patterns and amplification of extreme events and additionally
undermine the urgent need for a more coordinated and integrated approach to the
present water resources situation (IPCC, 2007; Oki & Kanae, 2006).
In the effort to cope with these challenges, the Integrated Water Resources
Management approach has been the most prominent strategic water management
concept in the international discourse during the last decade. But its
implementation appears an intricate challenge in itself. In this respect, a uniform
tenor across disciplines is heard, which consistently emphasises the necessity to
enhance the communication and understanding between scientific domains, as
well as between scientists, policy makers and the public society, in order to ensure
a best-possible response to the upcoming water resources challenges (Jacobs et
al., 2005; Liu et al., 2008; Oki et al., 2006; Pahl-Wostl, 2007).
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1.2.

Motivation of this Thesis

Following the paradigm of Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM)
presumes a basin-wide holistic modelling approach and the definition of
sustainable long-term planning scenarios. Therefore, a comprehensive IWRM
framework has to combine complex data and information from various different
domains to produce transparent and application-ready information for decision
making. These requirements result in two fundamental challenges, which are
currently not yet practically resolved:
Basin scale planning models and scenarios are often experienced as useful for
setting broad national water management strategy goals, but they frequently lack
reliability due to the non-validated assumptions on their local implementation.
This certainly contributes to the main critiques of the IWRM approach as a
concept that is rather ideological and vague (Biswas, 2004; Lankford et al., 2007)
and generally without sufficient empirical evidence for its benefits (Galaz, 2007;
Jeffrey & Gearey, 2006; Merrey, 2008). In this regard, it has been suggested that
the theoretical construct of IWRM is not to be understood as universal operational
guideline, but rather at a normative and strategic level (Mitchell, 2004) and that
any local or regional initiative eventually has to develop its own specific practice
adapted to the given situation (GWP, 2000). Methodical approaches that support
planners and decision makers in finding appropriate balance between the local
planning reality, national IWRM policies, and a sound scientific basis, are still
subject of research in international IWRM initiatives.
The other discussion, that has already been progressing for several years,
concerns the gap between environmental scientific modelling and respective
political decision making (Acreman, 2005; Cash et al., 2002; Kolkman et al., 2005;
Liu et al., 2008). Most contributions on that topic agree on the urgent need of new
and improved communication channels between science and policy. Regarding
multi-disciplinary research projects, it also the information flow between the
participating experts that poses challenges. The combination of physical system
modelling with social, ecological and economic factors makes an IWRM analysis a
highly collaborative and knowledge intensive process. And the impacts of
planning scenarios have to be jointly assessed from various perspectives,
corresponding to the knowledge of experts in different domains as well as to the
interests of various stakeholders. Thus, the development of a comprehensive and
interdisciplinary water resources knowledge base is perceived as fundamental to
integrated water resources assessment and consequent decision making (GWP,
2000). In this regard, it is also recognised that contemporary knowledge
management techniques can contribute to improving the performance and
effectiveness of both capacity development (Luijendijk & Lincklaen Arriëns, 2007)
4
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and knowledge sharing (Giupponi & Sgobbi, 2008; Roux et al., 2006) in the water
sector, provided that there is a basic capacity in place to coordinate this approach.
However, the direct support of IWRM decision processes in the planning practice
through contemporary knowledge management strategies is still lacking
satisfactory consideration in current IWRM planning and decision support.

1.3.

Objectives

This thesis mostly evolved from the work within the SMART-Project for
Sustainable Management of Available Water Resources with Innovative
Technologies in the Lower Jordan Valley (Wolf & Hötzl, 2011). Against this
background, it is as much an input to a multi-lateral and interdisciplinary IWRM
research initiative, as a contribution to the domain of IWRM planning and
decision support.
Within this framework, the primary objectives were to
1. Establish and test an operational approach for sub-basin-scale IWRM
modelling and scenario planning within a case study for the Jordanian
Wadi Shueib sub-catchment.
2. Explore the impacts of the current water resources planning practice in the
Wadi Shueib and compare them to the national strategic objectives.
3. Investigate the possibilities to make use of contemporary semantic
knowledge management techniques to improve collaboration in operational
IWRM planning and decision making.
4. Develop a functional platform that can be used for collaborative knowledge
management by the participants and stakeholders of the SMART project,
and has a potential to be integrated into future IWRM initiatives.
These objectives brought forth a set of essential research questions that are not
yet answered in the international research literature:
-

Is the currently available data basis for the Wadi Shueib catchment
sufficient to establish an operational sub-catchment IWRM-model?
How can planning alternatives be practically evaluated and compared in
terms of IWRM principles and the Jordanian national policies?
What are the critical knowledge management requirements in IWRM
planning and decision support in Jordan?
How can knowledge of participants in the IWRM-process be practically
formalized to allow collaborative authoring with semantic technologies?
How can a collaborative knowledge management approach integrate into
the workflow of participants in the Lower Jordan Valley IWRM-process?
5
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The presented thesis delineates the process of the conceptual development and
application of the Wadi Shueib WEAP IWRM-modelling and scenario planning
study, as well as the parallel design and implementation of the DROPEDIA
semantic wiki platform for collaborative IWRM knowledge management.

1.4.

Thesis Structure

Chapter 2 begins with an introductory overview to the general geography of the
Lower Jordan River Basin, and then establishes a context of the region’s water
resources related challenges in a short review of the historical and contemporary
situation. With a comprehensive literature review, the following sections embark
on a thorough attempt to elaborate a clearer understanding of the broadly defined
concepts of 2.2 Integrated Water Resources Management, 2.3 Decision Support
and Scenario Planning and 2.4 Knowledge Management.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the development and application of the IWRMmodelling and scenario planning framework and the Wadi Shueib use case. It
describes the water resources related aspects of the 3.2 Wadi Shueib study area,
the 3.3 development of the Wadi Shueib WEAP model and the 3.4 Planning
Scenario development, simulation and result discussion. A 3.5 summary and the
drawn 3.6 conclusions are given at the end.
Chapter 4 introduces the approach of collaborative knowledge management for
IWRM planning and decision support by shortly discussing the 4.2 perception of
knowledge management in the Lower Jordan Valley water sector. The
development of the knowledge management platform includes a preliminary 4.3
requirements analysis to guide the subsequent 4.4 implementation of the
DROPEDIA semantic wiki platform, and a concluding 4.5 evaluation against the
requirements. Again, 4.6 summary and 4.7 conclusions are given at the end.
Chapter 5 gives a brief recollection of the most important aspects found in this
thesis and concludes with an outlook on potentially interesting future studies.
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“Just because you’re an atheist, doesn’t mean you wouldn’t love for things to have reasons for
why they are.”
Jonathan Safran Foer (2005: Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close)

2.

General Background

2.1.

Water Scarcity in the Lower Jordan River Basin

Countries in the Middle East are among those suffering the highest grade of
water scarcity worldwide (CAWMA, 2007). The situation appears particularly
critical along the Jordan River where utmost physical water scarcity meets very
high population growth and development rates in a region with a constantly
sizzling potential for violent conflict.
The following sections will give a general overview on the regional situation in the
Lower Jordan River Basin in terms of the natural availability of water resources,
the recent history of their utilization and their current status.

2.1.1.
2.1.1.1.

Geographic Overview
Geography

The catchment of the Jordan River usually is divided into an upper and a lower
part. The Upper Jordan River catchment comprises the drainage area of the
Jordan River headwaters with its main tributaries (Hasbani, Banias and Dan)
originating in the Mount Hermon region of the south-western Anti-Lebanon
mountain range and reaches until the Jordan River enters into the Sea of Galilee
(also: Lake Tiberias), the latter usually also included in the upper catchment part.
The upper catchment is shared between the southern parts of Syria and Lebanon
and the northern part of Israel. The Lower Jordan River Basin (LJRB) as a
part of the Jordan Rift Valley comprises the Lower Jordan River Valley (LJV)
between the Sea of Galilee and the Dead Sea as well as the eastern and western
river valley escarpments and the Yarmouk and Zarqa rivers as main tributaries
(Fig. 2.1). The whole catchment of the Jordan River from the springs in the
Mount Hermon region to the inflow into the Dead Sea has an area of
approximately 18,250 km², whereof the LJRB drains about 15,400 km² (MWI,
2004). The Lower Jordan River itself is shared by Israel, Jordan and the
Palestinian Westbank as territorial border and mutual water resource.
The Jordan Rift Valley forms an endoreic basin with the Dead Sea as a “deadend” lake without outlet streams. The rift structure constitutes a distinct
topography with terrain elevations below sea level at the Jordan Valley floor
(200 m bmsl south of Sea of Galilee and 420 m bmsl at the Dead Sea) climbing in
9
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steep ascent to above 1,200 m amsl at the eastern rift flanks (and 900 m on the
western side). The entire closed watershed of the Dead Sea covers 40,650 km²
(EXACT, 1998), adding the eastern and western wadis that discharge directly into
the Dead Sea and the area of the North Wadi Araba Basin to the south. The
topographic low of the Jordan Rift valley acts as drainage for the surface water as
well as the groundwater from the eastern and western rift flanks.

2.1.1.2.

Climate

The mostly arid to semi-arid climate of the LJRB is characterized by winter
rainfalls that are mostly related to the Mediterranean circulation. The summer
months are usually without any precipitation. The total annual rainfall is
increasing from less than 100 mm over the Dead Sea to the higher altitudes of the
rift valley escarpments, where it exceeds 600 mm per year in the Mediterranean
climate of the Ajloun Mountains. Potential evaporation follows a hereto inverted
trend with extreme values of 2,600 mm per year in the Dead Sea area and a
maximum of 1,900 mm in the highlands. Actual evapotranspiration losses account
for 65 % up to over 90 % of annual rainfall volumes (Flexer et al., 2009; M. J.
Haddadin, 2006). The region also experiences strong interannual precipitation
variability with a standard deviation in annual totals of about 30 % (Black et al.,
2011), that amplifies the uncertainty of available water resources in the region.

2.1.1.3.

Ecology and Land Use

The ecosystem of the Lower Jordan River Basin shows a passage from a
Mediterranean to semi-desert environment as descending from the rift flanks
towards the Jordan River Valley. On the higher altitudes the natural biome
includes oak and pine forests, wood- and shrubland which gradually transforms
into the dominant xeric shrubland in the Jordan Valley and Dead Sea region.
Dense habitats are usually found in the wetlands around natural springs and
along the surface water courses with a very high biological diversity and many
endemic species (Scott, 1995). Today the Jordan River Basin is characterized by
intensive agricultural activity, concentrated as irrigated agriculture along the
Jordan Valley Floor and a more rain-fed based on the highlands of the rift
shoulders. Some natural forests and reforested areas still cover the upper reaches
together with grasslands and orchards of olive and citrus trees that are also quite
abundant along the wadis of the rift flanks.
The urban centers are generally situated along the mountain crests of the rift
shoulders, whereas smaller communities are found throughout the wadis and the
Jordan Valley. During the last decades a thriving tourism sector has evolved and
a number of large hotels have been constructed along the Dead Sea shores.
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Fig. 2.1: The Jordan River Basin and the Dead Sea Basin.
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2.1.1.4.

Geology and Hydrogeology

The Jordan Rift Valley is part of the Dead-Sea-Wadi Araba-Transform Valley, a
continental transform plate boundary which was formed by the second phase of
the break-up of the Arabian-African continent in the Late Cenozoic (Bayer et al.,
1988). The Rift Valley formed as a sinistral strike-slip fault system with an
estimated 105 km offset connecting the divergent plate boundary in the Red Sea
to the convergent plate boundary in the Taurus Mountains in southern Turkey
(Freund et al., 1970). For a comprehensive disquisition of the geologic and tectonic
history of the Jordan Rift Valley see Horowitz & Flexer (2001).
The lithostratigraphy exposed in the Lower Jordan Rift Valley contains
sandstones, carbonates, chert, chalk, evaporates, gravels and sands of Triassic to
Holocene age. The eastern and western banks show an asymmetry of successions.
The eastern side exposes deeper levels of Triassic to Neogene sediments of
limestone, sandstones and marl layers, whereas on the western side the outcrops
only start in Late Jurassic. The Jordan Valley is filled with young formations of
Miocene to Holocene age that consist mainly of sand, gravel, marls, clays,
evaporites and clastic sediments (Bender, 1974).
In the highland areas the limestone and sandstone layers of the Cambrian
(southern Jordan) to Upper Cretaceous (northern Jordan) formations build
important regional aquifer systems which receive their natural groundwater
recharge mainly from precipitation in their outcropping areas along the
escarpments in Jordan and the West Bank. The Judea Group on the western side
forms the aquifer system of the Mountain Aquifer which is traditionally separated
into three basins: the Western Aquifer, the Eastern Aquifer and the NorthEastern Aquifer basins and of which the two latter drain towards the Lower
Jordan River Valley. On the eastern side of the Rift the Ram, Zarqa and Kurnub
form the Deep Sandstone Aquifer Complex and the Ajloun Group forms the
important Upper Cretaceous Aquifer of the Side Wadis Basin. A number of
springs emerge from these layers on both sides of the valley which traditionally
are an important water source for the communities in the wadis.
In the Jordan Valley itself local aquifers are formed by sand beds and gravel
layers in the valley floor deposits and in the alluvial deposits of the side valleys.
Recharge to these local aquifers comes from various sources including
precipitation, infiltration of wadi drainage, irrigation return flows and upwardseeping water from deep aquifers (Guttman, 2009). Along the foothills of the
Jordan Valley several deep salt-bodies with ascending brines as well as some
shallow salt bodies result in brackish spring discharges.
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2.1.2.

Today’s Water Situation in the Lower Jordan River Basin

The naturally available water resources in the Lower Jordan Valley consist
mainly of waters from Lake Tiberias and the Yarmouk river catchments, smaller
streams from the side valley wadis with their base and flood flow and the
groundwater bodies of the Mountain Aquifer on the western side and the
Jordanian groundwater basins on the eastern side of the Jordan River.
Transboundary groundwater and surface water inflows from Syria and Lebanon,
but also in between the riparians contribute to their accounted renewable
resources. In addition to these conventional resources, the riparians are
increasingly utilizing unconventional supplies, e.g. treated wastewater and
desalinated water in order to meet their rising demands.
The Lower Jordan River Basin is a naturally water scarce region. Nonetheless, it
has experienced an enormous population increase of 654 % in Israel, Jordan and
the Palestinian West Bank during the last 60 years from 2.5 million in 1950 to
currently more than 16 million people (UN, 2010b). Along with the demographic
growth the region has been developing on all sectors, especially in regard to an
intensifying agriculture but also growing industries and urban development with
rising living standards and a blooming touristic segment. This has resulted in an
immense resource-pressure and water has become the most critical natural
limitation on the economic growth.
Already today, surface and groundwater freshwater resources are exploited to
nearly full extent and in many places the available groundwater is pumped
beyond sustainable yield. This has resulted in a continuous degradation of quality
and quantity of the surface- and groundwater resources during the last several
decades and remaining quantities are constantly depleting and are highly
threatened by salinization and contamination (El-Naqa & Al-Shayeb, 2009; Marie
& Vengosh, 2001). The most prominent observable effect of the regions
environmental water stress is the decline of the Dead Sea surface water table at
an average rate of 0.6-1 m/year since the late 1970s (Khlaifat et al., 2010).
Salameh & Wl-Naser (1999) estimated the natural water inflow into the Dead Sea
prior to the water resources development at 1,980 million cubic meter per year
(MCM/a) and the present inflow volume to 617 MCM/a (both figures including
fresh and brackish groundwater and surface water inflows from the Lower Jordan
River Basin and the Dead Sea Basin (cf. Fig. 2.1)).
The majority of runoff in the Jordan River is generated in the northern catchment
area of Lake Tiberias and Yarmouk (approx. 1,000 MCM/a) and is for the most
part already abstracted by Israel, Jordan and Syria before it reaches the Lower
Jordan River. Table 2.1 gives an approximate water budget for the Lower Jordan
River Basin in an average water year.
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Table 2.1: Available freshwater resources in the Lower Jordan River Basin (LJRB),
current abstractions and additional national resources. The given groundwater volumes
comprise renewable and non-renewable resources. Unconventional resources comprise
desalination capacities and utilization of treated waste water. Budget estimates given
here were compiled from various sources: (MWI, 2004; Nazer et al., 2008; Salameh & ElNaser, 1999; Suleiman, 2004; Weinberger et al., 2012; Zeitoun et al., 2009).
Natural
freshwater
resources

Source


Abstractions
Jordan

Palestine
Israel (WestBank)

MCM/year

UpperJordanandLakeTiberias

565

55

500

0

YarmoukinflowfromSyria*

400

150

20

0
0

Eastern
LJRB**
Western
LJRB***

surfacerunoff(floodflow)

100

60

0

groundwaterrecharge&baseflow

200

240

0

0

directrunoff(floodflow)

25

0

5

10

groundwaterrecharge&baseflow

275

0

150

110

TotalLJRBfreshwaterresources

1565

505

675

120

surface

160

150

0

groundwater

230

800

80

unconventional

100

675

8

Totalnationalfreshwaterresources

995

2300

208

Additional
resources
outsideofLJRB


Population(estimatesfor2010)


capita

6187000

7418000

2568555

Percapitaavailablefreshwaterresources
m³/c/a
161
310
81


*SyrianabstractionfromtheYarmoukisestimatedatcurrently200Ͳ240MCM/year(P.M.J.Haddadin,2006)
**includingJordanValleyandSideWadis,Yarmouk(Jordaniancatchmentarea),ZarqaRiver
***includingJordanValleyandtheEastern&NorthͲEasternBasinsoftheMountainAquifer

In Jordan for example the current annual average amount of renewable
groundwater is estimated at around 275 MCM, but the actual abstraction rate
reached 390 MCM in 2010 leading to a severe over-pumping of the aquifers. In
addition fossil groundwater resources in the Jafr and Disi basins are currently
utilized with a rate of 80 MCM per year (MWI, 2010) and pumping is planned to
be increased through the Disi-Amman conveyance project scheduled to operate in
2013. With the contribution of about 530 MCM of exploitable surface water
resources as well as 90 MCM of reclaimed water, the overall average available
freshwater resources in Jordan are estimated at around 900-1,000 MCM, which is
about 160 m³ per capita and day, thus lying considerably below the UN threshold
for absolute water scarcity of 500 m³ per person and year and places it as one of
the most water scarce countries in the world on a per capita basis.
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In terms of water scarcity, the situation in Israel and the Palestinian West Bank
is comparable to that in Jordan. In fact, because large parts of the West Bank are
regions of higher precipitation and recharge (685 MCM/a estimated average
recharge of the Mountain Aquifer), this area could be less stressed in terms of
total renewable resources per capita. However, the issue between Israelis and
Palestinians regarding the shared resources and their control in the area of the
Mountain Aquifer makes it utterly more complicated. With the full utilization of
the Tiberias waters and intensive pumping from the Mountain Aquifer and other
regional groundwater basins, Israel reaches a per capita availability of 220 m³/c/a
of natural freshwater resources which is raised to about 310 m³ per capita
through the considerable efforts that are put into the development of
unconventional resources (desalination and reclaimed water). In the current
situation the Palestinians in the West Bank dwell on an estimated volume of 7585 m³ per capita of freshwater resources (World Bank, 2009b). When one
considers regional differences within the countries and the actual available share
of daily drinking water, the situation in the West Bank territories seems even
worse (Hareuveni & Stein, 2011; Lein et al., 2001).
In light of the recent trends of population growth and water demand development
the current water deficits suffered by the riparians are expected to continuously
aggravate. Furthermore, the potential to develop new natural resources is
becoming more and more meagre and every additional drop abstracted from the
remaining streams flows and aquifer storages means additional stress on the
plagued environment of the Lower Jordan River Valley. Thus, the extended
exploitation of unconventional resources has become one major development goal
for the water sector in the three countries. This, however, has to be seen with
regard to the very different background situations, which for example makes
large scale desalination projects more difficult for Jordan (due to long-distance
and high-altitude conveyance) and almost impossible for the inhabitants of the
West Bank. Many hopes, especially in Jordan, are therefore set on the
controversial and uncertain realization of mega-projects like the MediterraneanDead-Sea or the Red-Sea-Dead-Sea canal (Murakami, 1998). On the other hand,
during the last decades the water sector development in the region has already
been dominated by a supply-side management (“greening deserts”) that focused
the majority of efforts on the maximization of available resources. Yet, recently
and despite a strong opposition mainly from the agricultural lobby which still is
the main water user in the region (agricultural consumption of available
freshwater resources: Israel: ~55%, Jordan: ~70%, West Bank: ~70%) it appears
that the political will is rising towards urgently necessary demand management
approaches (Zeitoun et al., 2012; Zeitoun et al., 2009).
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2.1.3.

History of Conflict and Cooperation in the Jordan River Basin

After the declaration of the State of Israel in 1948 the governments in the region
began with the pursuit of national plans for the water resources exploitation of
the Jordan River Basin (Haddadin, 2002). These unilateral activities soon led to
first water related disputes and conflicts between the riparians until, in 1953 and
on initiative of the USA, the four countries Lebanon, Syria, Jordan1 and Israel
started working on the so-called “Johnston Plan”, with the goal of a multilateral
agreement on water use rights for the Jordan River (Smith, 1966). Although the
plan was technically accepted, it was never ratified by the Arab League due to
politically motivated reasons related to the Arab-Israeli tensions. With the failure
of these negotiations, the riparians resumed their unilateral actions in order to
secure their share of the Jordan River. In particular Israel, Jordan and Syria
continued to develop their water resources and realized major projects in this
period that still determine todays water regime in the Lower Jordan catchment
(Haddadin, 2002).
During the first half of the 1960s Israel built the National Water Carrier that
pumps water from the north-western part of Lake Tiberias to Tel Aviv and into
the Negev for irrigation and domestic purposes. At about the same time Jordan
realized the East Ghor Canal (today known as: KAC – King Abdullah Canal)
which diverts water from the Yarmouk River and runs it southward parallel to
the Jordan River where the water is used mainly for irrigation in the Jordan
Valley and drinking water supply of Greater Amman. In the 1970s Jordan
constructed the King Talal Dam and the Wadi al Arab Dam to supplement the
KAC system (Haddadin, 2002). Syria constructed several dams on the Yarmouk
River and later on also started to utilize spring water from the upper parts of the
catchment (Al-Kloub & Abu-Taleb, 1998).
From their very beginning these activities resulted in various smaller military
conflicts and contributed to the overall tensions that ultimately reached a climax
with the Arab-Israeli War (also: Six-Day War) in 1967 and which fundamentally
changed the settings in the region through the Israeli occupation of the West
Bank and the Golan Heights2 (Ziegelmayer, 2008). Dispute on water resources
questions has ever since continued to put strains on regional politics in the
The area of the West Bank was annexed part of Jordan at the time of the Johnston
negotiations.

1

Jägerskog (2003) points out that by these occupations “…Israel enhanced its ‘hydrostrategic’ as well as its military–strategic position. By the acquisition of two out of the
three sources of the upper Jordan River and through increased control of the Yarmuk
River,…” and “…including the control over the West Bank aquifers, Israel now had
control over 80 per cent of the surface and groundwater resources it uses.”

2
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Jordan River Basin and the most recent eruption in form of the Wazzani conflict
between Israel and Lebanon in 2002 is probably only the latest but not the last
outbreak of water related skirmishes in the region (Amery, 2002).
However, despite the persistent potential for conflict, the countries of the Jordan
River Basin have also realized their urgent need for cooperation during the last
decades. So, after a period of coexisting water resources development without
mutual cooperation, the riparians took up serious negotiations during the 1990s
and eventually signed several, foremost bilateral, legal agreements on the
distribution of the water resources (surface water and groundwater) in the Jordan
River Basin (Haddadin, 2002; Jägerskog, 2003). The two central agreements in
this respect are the Israel–Jordan Treaty of Peace signed in 1994 and the IsraeliPalestinian Interim Agreement (also: Oslo II) from 1995 (Interim Agreement,
1995; Treaty of Peace, 1994). Although both agreements have been of utter
importance to the water question in the region, it has to be stressed that so far
they have resulted in different levels of success. The Israel-Jordan Peace Treaty,
for all unsolved question and open dispute, has already improved the water
situation (especially for Jordan), and even fostered collaboration beyond the
original agreements between the two countries. Whereas the negotiations
between Israel and the Palestinians, important as they are, so far have only
resulted in an interim agreement and the water situation for the Palestinians in
the West Bank (and the Gaza Strip) is still one of the most sever worldwide and
unequally more difficult than that of their co-riparians (Phillips et al., 2004;
UNDP, 2006).
However, aside the difficult situation and the persistent problems, Jägerskog
(2003) nevertheless concludes that the ongoing process of water collaboration in
the Lower Jordan River Basin has proved to be rather robust and resilient. This is
demonstrated by the facts that the water cooperation was continuing between
Israel and the Palestinians despite of the Second Intifada in 2000 and
furthermore, Jordan and Israel managed to solve problems that have surfaced, for
example, when there was a dispute over allocations during the drought in 1999,
through communication and dialogue (Jägerskog, 2003).

2.1.4.

Institutional Setting in the Jordanian Water Sector

Planning and regulation in the light of limited water resources has ever been a
central political issue in the Lower Jordan Valley. With regard to the focus area of
this thesis the following section presents a short overview on the development
and actual status of the Jordanian water sector. For reviews of the institutional
settings in Israel and Palestine please refer to the literature (e.g. (Fischhendler &
Heikkila, 2010; van der Molen et al., 2011).
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The timeline in Fig. 2.2 portrays the historical development of the Jordanian
water sector since the sovereignty of the Hashemite Kingdom which spans from
an initial phase of water-service self-organisation over a period of
institutionalisation and centralization and towards the recent strategy of IWRMorientation and private sector participation.

Fig. 2.2: History of key steps in the development of the Jordanian water sector since
the sovereignty of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.

Special importance in this regard has to be accounted for the major water sector
reform during the late 1980s and the establishment of the Ministry of Water and
Irrigation (MWI) in 1988 as the formally highest political decision making
institution, thus dividing policy making (MWI) from service provision (Water
Authority of Jordan (WAJ) and Jordan Valley Authority (JVA)). Since its
establishment, the MWI has also been continuously supported by several donor
organizations that have assisted in the development of water policy and water
master planning as well as the restructuring of the water sector. On this basis
and in the wake of a tight water situation after a series of droughts and in
harmony with the international development of sustainability thinking, Jordan
started to adapt integrated management principles in its national water policy
during the 1990s. The first comprehensive national Water Strategy, adopted in
1997, consequently stressed the need for improved resource management with
particular emphasis being placed on the sustainability of present and future uses
(MWI, 1997). The 1997 Water Strategy embraced key aspects of resource
protection, efficiency and equity of distribution, resource reuse and the use of
unconventional water resources as well as a dual demand and supply
management approach and can thus be considered as first Jordanian IWRM
policy instrument. Another fundamental step towards integrated management in
Jordan has been the launch of the digital National Water Master Plan in 2004 as
a dynamic and regularly updated cross-institutional source of authorized water
18
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sector status and planning information (MWI, 2004). With the water supply
management contracts in Amman and Aqaba, the MWI also began to endorse the
expansion of private sector participation in water service provision. Various forms
of operational arrangements or, more recently and on the basis of the gained
experience, the establishment of publicly owned corporations have therefor been
launched (Ditzel, 2008).
Although quite comprehensive in considered topics, the 1997 Water Strategy,
however, remained fairly reluctant in directly demanding substantial changes in
important aspects like for example the overall reduction of agricultural
freshwater consumption or the full implementation of TWW reuse schemes.
Therefore it was experienced to provide yet not to sufficiently stimulate the
implementation of water laws, regulations and policies (Saidam & Ibrahim, 2006).
Furthermore, implemented projects within the framework of this strategy that
mainly emphasized the need to tap the full potential of available resource, have
been experienced to be disadvantageous to the environment and additionally
contribute to the depletion of the Dead Sea (Salameh, 2008).
Hence, the need to address these challenges and speed up the implementation
process led to the preparation of the new water policy: “Water for Life, Jordan’s
Water Strategy 2008-2022”, which was adopted in 2009 by the Government of
Jordan and includes a strategic water sector investment program and an
implementation action plan (RCW & MWI, 2009). In contrary to the former
strategy from 1997 this new policy demonstrates much more dedication to critical
changes in water allocation and economic principles and also states concrete
actions to be taken in these regards.
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2.2.

Integrated Water Resources Management

The importance as well as the challenges of achieving future water security has
already rooted in the global awareness nowadays (cf. Chap. 1.1). The right way
forward, however, remains item of research and dispute and for some part even
belief.
In this respect, the Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM)3 approach
has been the most prominent strategic water management concept in the
international discourse during the last decade. The intellectual evolution of the
IWRM idea has to be understood in different facets and steps. Although it
appears difficult to define the exact origin of the term IWRM itself, the United
Nations Water Conference in 1977 in Mar del Plata is often seen as fundamental
benchmark in the development of a global water awareness (Biswas, 2004). The
contemporary rising international recognition, however, certainly started from
the Rio and Dublin Conferences in 1992 in accordance with the general
strengthening of sustainable development ideas and international integrated
resources management thinking.
However, coordinated efforts towards integrated management in the form of
comprehensive and strategic planning practices have already been undertaken for
a considerably longer period. The basic moving spirit hereto was the transition
from the historical approach of sectoral separated towards a holistic planning and
implementation strategy of water issues and related resources. This transition
originated in the wish for an improved coordination and development between
competing uses (e.g. flood and pollution control, water supply and conservation)
under increasing usage pressures resulting from population growth, intensified
irrigation and industrialization. This progress already started at least during the
first half of the 20th century with the multiple purpose river development
practices in the USA in the 1930s and eventually on international level from the
1950s (Mukhtarov, 2008). Rahaman & Varis (2005) even recognize century old
forerunners of some basic IWRM principles in some regions of Spain where multistakeholder and participatory water tribunals have operated at least since the
tenth Century.

The exact term IWRM is used primarily in the European vocabulary. Labels of similar
or comparable approaches in other regions are e.g. Integrated (Water) Resources
Planning (IRP), Total Water Management (TWM), Integrated River Basin Management
(IRBM), Shared Vision Planning (SVP) and others.

3
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Besides this sectoral coordination, it has especially been the spatial integration
that received early attention in water management. There are approximately 261
international river basins today (Wolf et al., 1999) and good water relations have
always been a factor of political stability between co-riparian administrations.
While historical transboundary cooperation mostly concerned issues of
navigation, borders and single purpose rights, it has developed in accordance with
the water sector to nowadays serve multi-purpose basin strategies. Hamner and
Wolf (1998) listed 145 transboundary signed treaties dating between 1870 and
1984 that specifically negotiate water management matters between riparian
nations (excluding navigational, boundary and fishing rights).
Following this tradition of trans-sectoral and transboundary integration and
coordination the contemporary IWRM understanding is furthermore clearly
guided by the principles formulated by the International Conference on Water
and the Environment in Dublin in 1992:
1. Freshwater is a finite and vulnerable resource, essential to sustain life,
development and the environment.
2. Water development and management should be based on a participatory
approach, involving users, planners and policymakers at all levels.
3. Women play a central part in the provision, management and safeguarding
of water.
4. Water has an economic value in all its competing uses and should be
recognized as an economic good.
Although criticized for their generality and especially for the heavily disputed
aspect of water commodification (Barlow & Clarke, 2002; Biswas, 2004), these
basic principles have been regularly confirmed in subsequent international
forums during the last two decades (for an interesting overview hereto see for
example Rahaman & Varis (2005)). Moreover, additional aspects also achieved
recognition as fundamental IWRM topics, including facets of social equity and
poverty alleviation in water services, the role of water as a patron of peace or
conflict, the challenges of imminent global changes, the appropriate levels of
implementation or the necessity of highly adaptive strategies in order to realize
any of the envisioned goals. And as the extensive body of available literature and
active research suggests, the journey towards a comprehensive understanding of
the requirements, boundaries and possibilities of truly holistic and sustainable
water sector strategies appears far from ending any time soon.
In view of this continuous development process as well as due to the universal
and visionary character of the IWRM principles it is not surprising that various
definitions have evolved that try to grasp the concept. A comparison of some
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major players in the IWRM domain highlights some interesting commonalities
and differences in the IWRM understanding (Table 2.2).

Table 2.2: Selection of definitions used by some major actors in the IWRM domain.
Organization
(Reference)
GlobalWater
Partnership
(GWP,2000)
USAID
(USAID,2002)

“IWRM…”
“…is a process which promotes the coordinated development and
managementofwater,landandrelatedresources,inordertomaximizethe
resultant economic and social welfare in an equitable manner without
compromisingthesustainabilityofvitalecosystems”
“…Isaparticipatoryplanningandimplementationprocess,basedonsound
science, which brings together stakeholders to determine how to meet
societies longͲterm needs for water and coastal resources while
maintainingessentialecologicalservicesandeconomicbenefits.”

U.S.ArmyCorpsof
Engineers(USACE)

“…is a goalͲdirected process for controlling the development and use of
river, lake, ocean, wetland, and other water assets in ways that integrate
andbalancestakeholderinterests,objectives,anddesiredoutcomesacross
(Cardwelletal.,2006)
levels of governance and water sectors for the sustainable use of the
earth’sresources.”
TheWorldBank
(Millingtonetal.,
2006)

“…aims to establish a framework for coordination whereby all
administrations and stakeholders involved in river basin planning and
management can come together to develop an agreed set of policies and
strategies such that a balanced and acceptable approach to land, water,
andnaturalresourcemanagementcanbeachieved.”

Perhaps the most frequently quoted definition has been developed by the Global
Water Partnership (GWP), who has also long been a major advocate of the IWRM
concept. It explicitly states the need to jointly address water, land use and other
resources issues, thus requesting a very holistic management approach reaching
beyond the water sector alone. In this point the cited World Bank definition
agrees but at the same time it puts more weight on the aspect of IWRM as
participatory process with a need for stakeholder involvement. Participation
appears also the leading aspect in the USAID understanding, the latter also
giving the sole definition directly demanding an integration of scientific views and
approaches. The aspect of economic, social and environmental consideration in
the water management process, appears to be inherent in all discussed
definitions, however, it is most emphasized in the wording of the GWP and the
USAID. On the other hand, the World Bank definition and to a lesser extent the
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USACE, appear to shift from the archetypical goal of sustainability to rather
promote a “balanced and acceptable” (or in other words: less un-sustainable)
utilization of the resources. It is furthermore interesting to note, that GWP,
USAID and USACE understand IWRM essentially as a process, not a state or a
concept, thus implicating continuity. The World Bank definition takes an
exceptional position here as well, describing IWRM as a coordinative framework
to be established as a platform for balanced water management processes.
Although helpful for a first contemplation of the subject, such musings on
definitions, however, only succeed to scratch on the surface of the IWRM matter;
and it has to be kept in mind that all such short definitions carry along an almost
overwhelming volume of discussions and considerations in the form of reports,
background papers and recommended guidelines. Moreover, defining IWRM
within one or two sentences appears to advocate the approach as fully sensible
and pragmatic procedure, and consequently as the rationally favourable path
towards sound and responsible water management. This, however, is not
undisputed, and the complexity of the subject becomes clearer when one considers
the multiplicity of processes necessary to implement the stated principles as well
as the vast amount of tools that have been recommended for their facilitation
(Fig. 2.3). The insight that immediately follows such examination is twofold:
First, the theoretical construct of IWRM cannot be understood as operational
guideline and any local or regional initiative eventually has to develop its own
specific practice adapted to the given situation (GWP, 2000).
Second, attempting to fully implement the theoretical IWRM logic means that
before any truly integrated management decision can be conducted, so many
prerequisites of finding right balances and levels of integration have to be fulfilled
that the whole concept appears hopelessly ideological (Lankford et al., 2007).
This is also where the main critiques of the IWRM approach set in. Biswas (2004),
for example, sees a fundamental flaw of the whole concept resting in the
vagueness of its core principles and the resulting lack of any operational
guideline, a case he states especially for the concerns of developing countries.
Other authors are generally less fundamental in their critique but agree that,
despite the extraordinary investments and efforts channelled towards IWRM
during the last decades, the theory has not yet been able to provide sufficient
empirical evidence for its benefits (e.g. Galaz, 2007; Jeffrey & Gearey, 2006;
Merrey, 2008). And due to the mentioned lack of guidance, Molle (2008) as well as
Merrey (2008) fear that water managers in their struggle to implement the full
normative IWRM package, are lead to a paralysis rather than to a prioritized set
of actions. Or as Merry puts it, the concept that set out “…to help water
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professionals ‘think outside the box’ […] is now becoming a new box confining
thinking and action.” (Merrey, 2008).
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Fig. 2.3: Principles-Processes-Tools in the IWRM framework.
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These critical reflections are perhaps in large parts rooted in a frustration about
the very slow or sometimes not even visible progress of societies towards the
ambitious visions of the Millennium Development Goals. And of course they
appear valid and very important in generating the insight that the current value
of IWRM thinking lies more at the normative and strategic level, hence describing
what best should be, and not so much at the implementation level, guiding how
things are best done (Mitchell, 2004). Thus, the IWRM process perhaps has to be
understood as much a process of learning to implement as implementing itself.
Some authors have already labelled these notions, among some other conceptual
revisions, under the new term “Adaptive Water Management” (Gleick, 2003;
Medema, 2008; Pahl-Wostl et al., 2005).

Although many fundamental questions remain unanswered, it is nonetheless
obvious that the last two decades have been witness to tremendous changes and
reforms in water sectors in many parts of the world. And even if not yet successful
in any of the ambitious objectives, the strong urge for integration in the IWRM
paradigm has at least succeeded in bringing water professionals together, intersectoral and transboundary, in a community that goes far beyond questions of
legitimation (see also: van der Zaag (2005)). Especially in an environment as
conflict-prone as the Middle East, this already has to be perceived as an
invaluable success.
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2.3.

Decision Support

Rational decision making is obviously a problem of choice between alternative
ways of action with the aim to find the best possible (or most appropriate) solution
according to given objectives. When the decision objectives are based on more
than one criterion, which usually is the case, the decision problem becomes
complex and requires a systematic approach, presumed a rational choice is
desired. Once multiple objectives and criteria as well as uncertainties about the
different alternatives pay-offs come into play, the decision situation becomes illstructured, which basically means that the choice cannot be automated but
requires a true cognitive decision. Typical questions the decision makers are
confronted with in such situations are related to the benefits, conflicts and
efficiency of alternative solutions with regard to their defined objectives. In this
sense Roy (1996) understands decision support (also: decision aid) as
“[…] any activity which, by explicit but not necessarily fully formalized models,
helps to obtain elements of responses to the questions posed by a participant in a
decision process” (Roy, 1996).
Following the principles of IWRM, planning and decision making has to be
collectively evaluated from various viewpoints, corresponding to the knowledge of
experts in different domains as well as to the interests of various stakeholders.
Furthermore, the decision situations addressed are usually highly ill-structured
or often even “wicked”, the latter describing problems that defy even an
unambiguously correct formulation (Rittel & Webber, 1973). In such a context
each person involved in the problem solving may see the problem from his own
perspective and uses his own position to its characterization (Mysiak et al., 2005).
In this regard any IWRM approach conveys the urgent requirement for efficient
and transparent decision support, which is also recurrently stated by scientists
and practitioners alike (GWP, 2000; Kok de & Wind, 2003; Mysiak et al., 2005;
OECD, 2006).
The comprehensive nature of the IWRM process hereby recommends different
supportive strategies dedicated to different stages of the planning and decision
making process. An exhaustive collection of the countless promoted strategies
cannot be given here, but the following sections are meant to provide an overview
through a short discussion of some exemplary and popular approaches.
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2.3.1.

IWRM Planning Frameworks

On a very generic scale, the process of planning and decision making is classically
divided into four major phases: intelligence, design, choice and implementation,
which again can be subdivided to identify several key steps to be addressed
during the process. (Simon, 1960; Sprague & Carlson, 1982). In the effort to
achieve good practice in integrated water resources planning, many authors have
already adapted this perception and proposed flowchart-like guidelines for a
stepwise organization of the process (Fig. 2.4) (Becker & Hattermann, 2005; Liu
et al., 2008; Malczewski, 1999).
The understanding of the actual state and the urgent challenges of the observed
system is perceived as functional starting point in any environmental planning
project. This first “intelligence phase” comprises the formulation and
identification of specific focus problems, particular objectives and possible
response options. Thorough review of the available information and strong
stakeholder participation are two key necessities in this stage of the decision
process. Thus, efficient information retrieval procedures as well as techniques for
structuring, visualizing and sharing the relevant and processed information
provide significant help in this phase.

Fig. 2.4: Phases and steps in the IWRM modelling, decision and implementation
process (modified after Malczewski (1999)).
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2.3.2.

Indicator Frameworks

Besides setting the objectives, the crucial outcome of this first phase is a clear
formulation of the eventual decision evaluation criteria, or in other words the
questions that will subsequently define the modelling requirements and finally
govern the choice between the alternative options. In this context the need for
suitable indicators arises, that allow to measure the performance of the different
planning alternatives with regard to the stated objectives.
Recommended frameworks for the selection or the development of sustainability
indicators, as well as proposed collections of indicators can be found in abundance
in the literature. Especially the advent of environmental assessment and state of
the environment reporting during the last decades have led several large
institutions to propose own core sets of environmental sustainability indicators,
e.g. the European Environmental Agency (EEA, 2005), the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 1993), the United Nations
Commission of Sustainable Development (UN, 2001) and the World Bank
(Segnestam, 2002).
The overarching intention of economical, ecological and social sustainability
hereby results in some recurrence of advocated general indicator themes between
different IWRM initiatives, such as for example the quantity and reliability of
water supply, the provision, cost and affordability of supply and sanitation
services, or the recognition of environmental water requirements. This has also
led various authors to provide more or less exhaustive collections of indicators
proposed as suitable to evaluate sustainability in general or to a certain topics
therein (e.g. Esty et al., 2005; Garfi & Ferrer-Marti, 2011; Giannini & Giupponi,
2011). On the other hand, the particularity of each planning context inevitably
leads to the necessity of specific indicator collections to account for the concrete
objectives in adequate detail. Consequently, the number of IWRM indicator sets
that have been proposed probably comes close to the total of IWRM initiatives
that have been conducted.
A popular approach to a systematic development of such indicator sets is the
Driver-Pressure-State-Impact-Response model (DPSIR). Introduced by the
European Environment Agency (Smeets & Weterings, 1999) as “a framework for
describing the relationships between the origins and consequences of
environmental problems”, it was basically an extension of the former PressureState-Response (PSR) framework used for the State of the Environment reporting
of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD, 1993),
which itself was derived from the stress-response approach of Rapport and Friend
(1979).
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Fig. 2.5: Framework of the DPSIR-model. The rectangles propose possible measures
and/or indicator categories applicable in the different stages (modified after Smeets &
Weterings (1999)).

The DPSIR framework is meant to provide a structure in which to identify and
organize environmental indicators. Therefore it uses a model of cause-effect
relationships that link human activities to their eventual environmental impacts
and to the consequential societal response options. As depicted in Fig. 2.5 the
chain of causal links starts with human activities as ‘driving forces’ (e.g. an
agricultural irrigation practice) that create ‘pressures’ on the environment (e.g.
groundwater abstraction rates) which result in a change in environmental ‘states’
(e.g. sinking groundwater tables) that might have ‘impacts’ on other human
needs, health or ecosystem functions (e.g. drying out of nearby drinking water
wells) and eventually require political and societal ‘responses’ which might aim to
address any of the former stages (e.g. irrigation regulation or water imports).
The DPSIR concept is used as indicator framework for the State of the
Environment Reports in the European countries as well as in the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP), where it is especially promoted as a tool to
“enable feedback to policy makers on environmental quality and on the resulting
impacts of the political choices made, or to be made in the future” (Kristensen,
2004). It also has been adopted by Decision Support Systems in the field of IWRM
(e.g. MULINO, WaterStrategyMan).
It is important to understand that an indicator set in the DPSIR framework
should not be misinterpreted as a comprehensive model of environment-socioeconomy-relations, since the complex system is necessarily broken down to rather
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simple causal chains. In this respect the DPSIR concept also provokes some
critique as it often appears difficulties to draw clear boundaries between the
categories and a certain indicators might thus be assigned to different types. For
instance, a type of land cover can be understood as a State indicator, being
dependant on different Driving forces of human activity, or it can be seen as a
Driving force itself, influencing other State indicators, e.g. soil properties or
surface runoff (Moxey et al., 1998). The most serious objection to this approach is
that it neglects the systemic and dynamic nature of the processes, and their
embedding in a larger total system containing many feedback loops and multiple
pressure and impact relations (Bossel, 1999; Müller & Wiggering, 2004).
Besides the DPSIR model, a broad range of other indicator frameworks can be
found in the realm of sustainable development studies (e.g. Giannini & Giupponi,
2011; Niemeijer & de Groot, 2008) and the theoretic literature on indicators is
quite extensive. Additional information on the topic can be found for example in
Helming et al. (2008).

2.3.3.

Decision Support Systems

Transferring the broad definition of decision support as given in the introductory
section of this chapter (cf. Chap. 2.3) to a technical level, means that decision
support is already given by systematic data organization as provided by any
information system as well as through the analytical capabilities of respective
domain models. And decision support systems (DSS) hence are commonly
understood as:
“[…] interactive computer-based systems that help decision makers to to retrieve,
summarize and analyze decision-relevant data.” (Power, 2002).
Systems designed to that purpose have been developed since the 1970s from the
basis of rather simple information systems towards systems that were capable of
assisting in problem analyses. Hereby, the main task assigned to the DSS was
always to assist the decision maker in the exploration of large amounts of
information and its reduction to a few core indicators to be evaluated for the
alternative solution options (Gupta & Harris, 1989). Especially in the fields of
operations research in industry, engineering and management this led to the
development of the theoretical basis of technical decision support and decision
support systems (e.g. Blanning, 1979; Geoffrion, 1983; House, 1983; Mittra, 1986;
Sprague & Watson, 1986)
Concerning the schematic architecture, many authors (e.g. Haag &
Kaupenjohann, 2001; Power, 2002; Sprague & Carlson, 1982 and others) identify
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the three major components of DSS as: (a) Database and Database Management
System, (b) Models and analytical tools and a related Model Management System,
(c) A user interface which enables an interactive dialogue between decision maker
and DSS. Haettenschwiler (1999) and Marakas (2003), among others add another
important component to this conceptual architecture: (d) the User. When the
system, through incorporation of a GIS component, is furthermore capable of
spatial data analysis it is often referred to as spatial decision support system
(SDSS) (Batty & Xie, 1994; Fedra et al., 1992).
The above cited system architectures are very much focussed on the information
system part of a DSS. But the actual process of finding a final choice between
alternatives in a complex and ill-structured decision situation also allows for
formalization and support within decision models. The typical approach hereby is
for the decision maker(s) to assign weights to the preliminary defined goal criteria
in accordance to their preferences and to afterwards rank the performance of the
decision alternatives with respect to the goals and given weights. Various
systematic approaches have been proposed thereto that are commonly subsumed
under the domain of Multi-Criteria-Decision-Analyses (MCDA; MCA). Typical
MCA-models are Outranking approaches (e.g. ELECTRE (Roy, 1968) or
PROMETHEE (Brans & Mareschal, 1994), Pairwise comparisons (e.g. AHP
(Saaty, 1987)) or Fuzzy MCDA (e.g. Fuzzy set analysis (Buckley, 1985)).
The complexity of the IWRM process has always challenged researchers and
practitioners to develop dedicated decision support models and tools. Some
address rather technical questions to support engineers, scientists and planning
managers, others aim to provide support for policy decisions by administrators
and public participants from the stakeholder groups. Consequently there have
been numerous DSS-labelled approaches developed within the water resources
management field that can be loosely classified as:
Specialised domain models are probably the most straightforward transfer of
scientific understanding into decision support. These models are usually very
specialized and often require considerable expertise in their handling. Typical
examples of this category in the IWRM domain comprise hydrological and
groundwater models, technical and economic feasibility models (e.g. for
decentralized waste water treatment plants) or operational models (e.g. for
network maintenance or irrigation scheduling). By allowing the assessment of the
impacts of decisions on the modelled system they build a robust basis of a decision
support framework. Taken isolated, however, such specialized models cannot
address the integrative needs of an IWRM planning situation.
IWRM models were therefore developed to provide an integrative platform to
address the different subsystems of the IWRM domain. In most cases they
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emerged as river basin simulation models from a hydrological basis with a focus
on water allocation and water balancing. Typical application objectives are to
manage river basins operation and development, address conflicts in water uses
or evaluate socio-economic and environmental impacts of alternative management
strategies. A classical distinction is made between simulation and optimization
models, although state-of-the-art models often contain elements of both (Wurbs,
2005). The general approach is to simulate the movement of water through a
system of river reaches and nodes that represent reservoirs, diversions and
abstractions, demand sites and other network elements, in order to simulate and
optimize different allocation scenarios. For this purpose most applications adopt
some form of Linear Programming solvers, but other optimization algorithms
have also been proposed (e.g. dynamic programming, gradient search, genetic
algorithms and others). The river basin model often provide a more or less
interactive linkage to other model components, e.g. above mentioned specialized
domain models, in order to fulfil the objective of IWRM modelling. Hundreds of
IWRM-River basin models can be found in the published literature, of which
prominent and elaborate examples are the models developed by the Hydrologic
Engineering Center (HEC) of the USACE (HEC-HMS, HEC-RAS, HEC-ResSim),
the MIKE model family (MIKE SHE, MIKE BASIN) from the Danish Hydraulic
Institute (DHI), the MODSIM model (Labadie, 2005), RiverWare (Zagona et al.,
2001), RIBASIM by Delft Hydraulics as well as the WEAP model by the
Stockholm Environmental Institue (SEI) (Yates et al., 2005).
Participatory decision making tools are focussed on supporting the process of
finding a consensus and an eventual choice between different alternative ways of
action. In this sense they are probably closest to match the actual term decision
support. Proposed software tools typically employ models from the set of MultiCriteria-Decision-Analyses techniques and are not necessarily specialized on
water management issues alone but decision situations in general. Special focus
within the integrated water resources management domain (but also not
exclusively there) has, however, been given to the support of participatory
decision making. Depending on the technique and decision model applied the
process can focus on finding the most rational choice (optimization models) or one
that applies best to the perspectives of the decision makers and stakeholders
(Weighing and Ranking models). An exemplary tool for participatory decision
making in the IWRM field was developed within the MULINO (MULtisectoral,
INtegrated and Operational Decision Support System for Sustainable Use of
Water Resources at the Catchment Scale) framework (Giupponi, 2007). A very
helpful review on further types and applications of MCA in the field of water
resources management is given by Hajkowicz & Collins (2007).
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2.3.4.

Scenario Planning

Scenario Planning can basically be understood as the art of alternative thinking
in long-range strategic decision making processes (Godet, 2000).
When we imagine the future we usually rely mostly on our memory of past
experiences. Moreover, psychology and neurosciences provide evidence that the
cognitive processes of recalling empirical knowledge and of planning for the
future basically utilize the same neural mechanisms and allow us a "mental time
travel” into our past as well as into an imagined future (Tulving, 1985). In this
regard Schacter et al. (2007) propose to think of the brain as a fundamentally
prospective organ that is designed to use information from the past and the
present to generate predictions about the future”.
These considerations imply two important aspects of how we usually deal with
the inherent uncertainties of future planning and decision making.
On the one hand, uncertain aspects of the future that are strongly linked with
personal experiences are often naturally considered within what appears to us as
a plausible range of expectations. For example, planning with variable weather
conditions for a weekend trip to the mountains seems commonsense, as we
probably have a solid empirical knowledge of the variability of mountain weather.
So, in this example we might naturally plan our actions on the basis of a set of
different plausible futures.
On the other hand, when asked to systematically construct a longer, yet still
imaginable (e.g. 5-15 years), view into the future we typically lack this close
personal memory of the variability and uncertainty of the different development
aspects that have to be considered. And even if we are aware of the plausibility of
variance because it had so been experienced in historical events, this
understanding is usually far less strongly linked with experienced memory but
more with theoretical knowledge. In such situations we tend to fall back to what
appears to us as most rational, which is to anticipate a most likely “official future”
by projecting current conditions and trends into the years to come (Schwartz,
1991). And actually there are many cases in which such trend predictions are
experienced to prove reasonably accurate, e.g. in the case of demographic
projections. The weak spot of the “official future” in the light of planning and
decision making, however, is that it is often observed as single probable future,
thus limiting the possible variability assessed in the planning view and resulting
in rather concealing risks than revealing risks (van der Merwe, 2008). And
especially when the planning exercise has to consider elements within quickly
changing circumstances, such as for example in business or policy settings,
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history has shown that simple extrapolations of past trends, are unlikely to
produce reliable forecasts in the medium or long term (Makridakis et al., 2009).
The concept of scenario planning (also: scenario learning) has been developed to
offer a systematic approach to consider a range of plausible futures rather than to
focus on the attempt of a highly accurate prediction of a single most likely
outcome (Fig. 2.6). The principal focus hereby is put on the alternative
development of the critical uncertainties of the observed system as well as on the
possible occurrence of unexpected events that disrupt observed trends (also:
wildcards). According to Schoemaker (1995) this involves a preliminary
distinction between the aspects “we think we know something about” and which
we perceive as better predictable and thus might leave to follow the momentum of
their current trends, and those aspects “we consider uncertain or unknowable”
and that will diverge within their plausible range and thereby define different
future scenarios. Schoemaker (1995), Wack (1985) and others also emphasize that
a set of scenarios must not be understood to represent a mutually exclusive and
exhaustive set of future states but rather as an attempt to bound the futures
inherent uncertainties. Thus, the important idea of scenario-building is not to
make predictions or forecasts, but rather to provide images of the future that
challenge prevalent assumptions and broaden perspectives.
The numerous scenario definitions found in the related literature basically follow
the above considerations (e.g. (Fahey & Randall, 1998; Godet, 2000; Schoemaker,

Fig. 2.6: Scenario Funnel (adapted from Timpe & Scheepers (2003) and Gausemeier et
al. (1998))
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1995; Schwartz, 1991; van der Heijden, 1996)). A suitable synthesis is found in
the definition used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC):
‘‘A scenario is a plausible description of how the future may develop based on a set
of coherent and internally consistent assumptions about driving forces and key
relationships. Scenarios may be derived from projections, but are often based on
additional information from other sources, sometimes combined with a narrative
storyline.’’(IPCC, 2007).
The concept of thinking about alternative futures, utopias and dystopias is surely
dating back to earliest philosophical considerations in human history. The formal
development of modern day strategic scenario planning methodologies, however,
appears to root in US military strategy exercises during World War II and their
subsequent extension towards the fields of social forecasting and public policy in
the early 1960s (Bradfield et al., 2005). However, it appears that for the most part
of the last century, significant consideration to the concept had only been given by
practitioners and not so much by academics. A growing number of companies
started to adapt scenario planning for their long range strategic decision making,
including for example Royal Dutch/Shell, IBM and General Motors, whereof
especially Royal Dutch/Shell repeatedly reported great success stories (Chermack
et al., 2001), which also secured them the prevalent pioneering role in the
development and application of strategic planning scenarios. After an observable
decline of interest in the commercial world during the 1980s (Chermack et al.,
2001), scenario planning has experienced a vivid renaissance during the last two
decades, also because it was discovered as a tool for interdisciplinary long-range
policy analysis especially in the course of sustainable development planning (e.g.
Anderson et al., 2003; Baker et al., 2004; IPCC, 2007). In this course the subject
has also attracted increasing attention of the academic world in both, the natural
science as well as the business study domains (e.g. Goodwin & Wright, 2001;
Mahmoud et al., 2009; Mietzner & Reger, 2005; Nguyen et al., 2007).
The longer history of the scenario planning concept and especially its highly
heterogeneous field of application have resulted in such a wide variety of
proposed techniques that it already has been described as a “methodological
chaos” (Martelli as cited in Bradfield et al. (2005)). A matter surely contributing
thereto is the fact that scientific evidence for the functionality of a certain
scenario methodology is difficult to obtain. Various authors have also criticized
the lack of a clear terminology and a resulting ambiguity of used definitions to the
point of “misuse and abuse” of the terms strategy and scenario (Godet, 2000).
Consequently there have also been almost as many attempts on finding suitable
categorizations of scenario types and methodologies, which, however, rather
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results in an additional classification confusion (for an overview please refer to
Mietzner & Reger (2005)). An important aspect found as distinctive scenario
characterization is their nature of being either exploratory or anticipatory (Godet,
2000), the former using forecasting methods to lead historical and present trends
to possible futures, whereas the latter are built on the basis of alternative visions
of the future and then construct sequences of developments that could lead there
(backcasting). Other distinctions include quantitative versus qualitative
scenarios, individual versus group scenarios, stakeholder versus expert scenarios
or according to their originating methodological schools: (i) Intuitive Logics, (ii) La
Prospective and (iii) Probabilistic Modified Trends (Bradfield et al., 2005).
Despite the apparent methodological jungle in the scenario planning domain,
some common ground can still be identified as the majority of approaches still
agree on a set of basic steps as originally developed in the works of Royal
Dutch/Shell which were later also proposed in the foundational work of Schwartz
(1991). On the same foundation Mahmoud et al. (2009) proposed a formal
framework for scenario development in environmental decision making processes
which puts a stronger focus on scientific modeling-based approaches. Table 2.3
shows a comparative list of the sequential scenario processes as proposed by the
mentioned authors. It is obvious that these steps have to be understood as of very
generic nature and might each comprise a multitude of subroutines, the inclusion
of various actors and different modeling as well as forecasting techniques.

Besides the scenario method described here, other techniques with the purpose to
create, present, manipulate, and evaluate images about alternative futures have
been elaborated. Notable methodologies include trend exploration, contingency
planning, sensitivity analysis, the delphi method (Linstone et al., 1975) and
morphological analysis (Ritchey, 2006; Zwicky, 1969).
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Table 2.3: Comparison of the sequential scenario development phases according to the
processes proposed by Schwartz (1991) and Mahmoud et al. (2009).
“IntuitiveLogics”approachbySchwartz(1991)
1.Definitionofthefocaltopicordecisionissueandthe
spatioͲtemporalscope
2.Identificationofthekeyfactorsthatgovernthedefined
topicorinfluencethedecision(decisioncriteria)

EnvironmentalmodelͲbased
approachbyMahmoudetal.(2009)

1.Scenariodefinition

3.Identificationoftheexternaldrivingforcesthatinfluence
thedevelopmentofthekeyfactors(decisioncriteria)
4.Identifythecriticaluncertaintiesinthefuture
developmentofthedrivingforces
2.Scenario
5.Definitionofthebasicscenariologicandtheinitialplots construction
6.Fullconstructionofscenariosbycompositionofplausible
alternativedevelopmentplotsthatmightleadtothe
envisionedfuturestateofthedrivingforcesandsimulation
withadequateforecastingorbackcastingtechniques



System
conceptualization
Modelselection
ordevelopment
Datacollection
andsimulation

3.Scenarioanalysis
7.Assessmentoftheimplicationsonthedecisioncriteria,
theobjectivesandstrategiesandthepropositionofpossible 4.Scenarioassessment
mitigationoptions.
5.Riskmanagement
8.FollowͲupresearchandmonitoringof“signposts”that
6.PostͲauditandmonitoring
indicateinwhichdirectiontheactualdevelopmentunfolds

2.3.5.

Summary

To summarize the previous elaborations on decision support and related
approaches it seems important to emphasize once more that the subject truly
spans a much wider domain than could be discussed here. Moreover, in such an
integrated domain as IWRM, complex decision processes take place during all
planning and implementation steps and at various technical and policy levels. In
this respect the presented methodologies are never to be understood as mutually
exclusive and a holistic IWRM decision support framework would probably
employ several or all of them as well as some other approaches that were not
discussed here.
Furthermore, the careful reader might have noticed the terminological
ambivalence occurring between (and even within) the fields of decision support,
strategic planning and scenarios. Thus, it appears most sensible to conclude with
a summary of the key terms and their definitions and interrelations as used in
the further course of this thesis:
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A Decision situation involves: decision objectives and, depending on the
complexity and abstraction grade, further sub-objectives; a set of decision
alternatives that might comprise single or multiple potential options/actions
(e.g. Responses in the DPSIR model); a set of decision criteria used to evaluate
the alternatives according to the objectives. In complex systems the criteria are
often understood as indicators that describe the state of the system (Pressure,
State and Impact in the DPSIR model). They are not required to be independent
of each other but it is beneficial for a rational choice if they are not redundant; a
decision model is the logic and reasoning that is used to ultimately choose
between the decision alternatives according to the (formerly evaluated) criteria.
A vision is consent of a desired future condition that becomes tangible and
distinct in a set of stated goals. For example the IWRM principles can be
understood as a wide-ranging vision of equitable and sustainable water
management with a set of stated goals related to the meaning of equity and
economic and ecologic sustainability. The vision and the general goals become
explicit in a set of strategic objectives.
A strategy is the long-term systematic approach (also: policy; roadmap) towards
achieving the vision and goals by means of utilizing the available resources. In
this regard a strategy incorporates the strategic objectives and the basic
directional decisions that will consequently govern the subsequent operational
decisions and actions within the strategic planning framework. As a strategy is
dependent on the assumption of external as well as internal conditions and
constraints (scenarios), it has to be regularly updated in the light of new
developments. The strategic plan is a coherent and explicit set of operational
decisions about the use of resources and actions to be undertaken to achieve the
strategic objectives.
A scenario is a consistent and plausible description of a possible development
pathway of a set of driving forces that leads towards a certain future state of the
observed decision criteria at a defined scenario horizon (or planning horizon). It
contains a scenario narrative as well as qualitative and quantitative information
on the driving forces spatio-temporal development.
Driving forces or Drivers are the essential societal or environmental processes
and trends that effect the development of the observed criteria. In the DPSIR
model the drivers are usually assumed as human activities, whereas in scenario
planning they are also understood environmental forces (e.g. climatic factors). In
both models driving forces are assumed as difficult to directly influence by the
decision maker and in this regard it is also sometimes differentiated between
external and internal drivers, whereof the latter are at least in the sphere of
possible influence.
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2.4.

Knowledge Management

2.4.1.

What is Knowledge Management

First of all, “Knowledge Management” seems another one of those universally
applicable, yet utterly vague terms that implicate a huge buzzword potential. In
the case of Knowledge Management it becomes especially inexplicit, due to the
trouble of grasping the term “knowledge” to begin with. And trying to generally
reify the concept of knowledge inevitably leads into the thick of the realm of
epistemology and a philosophical debate that is led at least since Aristotle’s times.
In the wake of the information age, however, the recognition of knowledge as
major intangible asset started to attract considerable attention to the topic in
both academia and economics. Classically, there have been two groups of
approaches towards Knowledge Management stemming from different origins.
On the one hand a human-process oriented perspective, coming from the
background of organizational learning and organization science and on the other
hand a technical and structural approach from an information science and
artificial intelligence background. Primary fields of interest have since been the
relation of knowledge to information and modern information technologies, as
well as the quest for efficient strategies to handle knowledge as a critical
production factor in economic environments. The hence emergent multidisciplinary field of Knowledge Management has proposed a large range of
definitions for its subject. Put in the broadest context they can be summarized in
the following characterisation:
Knowledge Management comprises the strategies and techniques that an
organisation (or enterprise, or community) deliberately employs to create, gather,
retain, organize, analyse, improve and share its knowledge in order to achieve its
strategic objectives.
Given this definition it is important to note that Knowledge Management, while
usually facilitated by technology, is not necessarily technology-bound. This
highlights one major difference to the closely related field of Information Systems.
However, in contrary to a philosophical and universal perspective, the knowledge
definition in the Knowledge Management literature of course progresses from a
more (information-) technical approach. And although it remains issue of
considerable dispute within the discipline itself, to develop a working definition of
knowledge is perceived as fundamental prerequisite to understand and undertake
any knowledge management activity (Fahey & Prusak, 1998).
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2.4.2.

Defining Knowledge in Knowledge Management

A popular understanding of the concept of “knowledge” in the field of Knowledge
Management is based on the data-information-knowledge-wisdom hierarchy
(DIKW), often pictured in form of a pyramid (Ackoff, 1989; Rowley, 2007; Zeleny,
1987). The left flank of the pyramid in Fig. 2.7 shows the “classical” DIKW
hierarchy (the “Noise”-level is not included typically), which is grounded on the
assumptions, that
-

the concepts of data, information, knowledge and wisdom are distinct
categories,
there is a relation and a linear hierarchy between these concepts, and
there is a kind of refinement of data via information and knowledge
towards wisdom through some sort of filtering mechanism (hence the
pyramid that narrows towards the top).

Fig. 2.7: The Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom-Pyramid (extended from Ackoff,
1989).

This simplified construction has been often disputed and modified in order to
represent a higher complexity in the categories and their interrelations (e.g.
(Matthews, 1997; Tuomi, 1999). Bellinger, Castro and Mills (2004) focused on
possible transitions from data to information, knowledge and finally to wisdom,
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and found that it is the process of “understanding” that enables this transition
from each stage to the next (cf. the right flank of the pyramid in Fig. 2.7).
More recent approaches recommend to completely abandon the pyramid image in
favour of alternative models that account for the non-linearity of the data,
information and knowledge concepts and their linkages (e.g. Faucher et al., 2008;
Firestone & McElroy, 2004; Frické, 2009; Hicks et al., 2006). Nevertheless, even
though debated for its reductionism, the DIKW model provides a useful basis for
discussing some key differences between the concepts of data, information and
knowledge and the eventual significance for understanding the terms Data
Management, Information Management and Knowledge Management. Faucher et
al. (2008) and Wallace (2007) both offer interesting overviews of different DIKW
taxonomies from the Knowledge Management literature and conclude that the
disparity of given definitions for the distinct categories rises from the data level
towards the wisdom level. Though, in accordance to the hierarchical DIKW
interpretation, most authors base their definitions of data, information,
knowledge and wisdom on the respective concept below, which is “…processed in
a meaningful way” to become part of the above level (Faucher et al., 2008).
Data is commonly understood as the unprocessed and elementary representation
of reality as it is the product of mere observation. Often called raw facts or raw
numbers, in the form of “…symbols that represent properties of objects, events
and their environments.” (Ackoff, 1989). For Bellinger, Castro and Mills (2004)
these symbols “…simply exist and have no significance beyond its existence...
[that] can exist in any form, usable or not… [and] does not have meaning of
itself…”. In contrary to this perception of complete absence of structure, it might
be argued, that by the act of observing and recording data actually receives basic
processing and structure (Tuomi, 1999).
The term information is already more vague but frequently understood as
“processed data” that is organized in a specific context for a specific task
(Drucker, 1995). According to Ackoff (1989) information is data, that is structured
to answer "who", "what", "where", and "when" questions and thus supports
decision making. And Bellinger, Castro and Mills (2004) state, that data becomes
information by way of relational connection. The latter also implies that the
distinction between data and information is primarily functional and not
necessarily structural.
At the knowledge level, definitions eventually become highly ambiguous. In
addition to Ackoff, who keeps to his reading and defines knowledge as processed
information to answer “how” questions, Bellinger et al. (2004) understand it as a
collection of information that means to be useful for some task. Others interpret
the step from information to knowledge in that the latter one enables action (e.g.
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Carlsson et al., 1996; Zack, 1998). In this sense, “knowledge” is directly connected
and not separable from the “knowing mind” and the context of experience (e.g.
Liebowitz & Wilcox (1997)). By general consensus on the basis of a comprehensive
literature review, Alavi and Leidner (2001) conclude an information-technology
centred definition for knowledge:
“Information is converted to knowledge once it is processed in the mind of
individuals and knowledge becomes information once it is articulated and
presented in the form of text, graphics, words or other symbolic forms.” (Alavi &
Leidner, 2001).
According to the mechanistic approach of artificial intelligence (AI), however,
such a “knowing mind” theoretically does not have to be a human individual but
can be formally represented as a deductive system of logical axioms, inference
rules and heuristics. And in this sense knowledge is understood as:
A collection of facts, assumptions and relationships around a subject, as well as
the rules that apply to this subject within the knowledge system.
From this AI perspective it seems now, that knowledge is explicitly expressible
and separable from the knowing mind. Although in analogy to the precedent
definition knowledge and knowledge system make no sense per se, but only in
combination allow for interpretation, reasoning and decision making.
Taken together these two above definitions provide a useful working definition for
knowledge in the author’s perspective.
While data and information are usually considered as generic concepts, in the
case of knowledge most authors tend to distinguish between different types, e.g.
described as declarative (“know-what”), procedural (“know-how”), causal (“knowwhy”), conditional (“know-when”) and relational (“know-who” or “know-with”).
And another central distinction was found between the opposing types of tacit and
explicit knowledge (Polanyi, 1966), suggesting that explicit knowledge is objective
and can be easily expressed and codified into information (e.g. the stepwise
process of a cooking recipe), whereas tacit knowledge is integral part of the
human mind, highly subjective and cannot be recorded easily (e.g. speaking a
language). This distinction has been in the focus of Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995)
that modelled the possible transition processes between the two different types of
tacit and explicit knowledge with the SECI-model (Socialisation, Externalisation,
Combination, Internalisation).
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Wisdom, despite being part of the classic DIKW hierarchy, is not often addressed
in the Knowledge Management literature. Considering the above discussion of
knowledge concepts, the “know-why” metaphor of Zeleny (1987) surely falls short.
A more elaborate definition is given by Rowley (2007) who distinguishes wisdom
from knowledge by adding a moral factor, which is: “The capacity to put into
action the most appropriate behaviour, taking into account what is known
(knowledge) and what does the most good (ethical and social considerations).”
To summarize the above discussion it can be concluded, that neither in the
philosophical nor in the knowledge management debate, a distinctive definition of
knowledge exists, that would indicate a straightforward application of a
management procedure. There is, however, a uniform tenor on the existence of a
relation between knowledge, information and data, in which the latter two are
perceived as the vehicles of knowledge transfer. Thus, any knowledge
management approach will have to elaborate its own understanding of the
knowledge concepts and processes that it aims to support and how they relate to
the data and information components as a means of knowledge transportation
within its domain.

2.4.3.

Knowledge Management Instruments

The plurality of views and perceived dimensions around the knowledge concept
naturally brings a likewise wide variety of recommended strategies and
instruments in the Knowledge Management landscape. Considering the above
considerations, Knowledge Management tools thus comprise all instruments and
techniques that allow themselves for the systematic support of an organizations
knowledge process including the acquisition, transfer and utilisation of knowledge
to fulfil the organizations objectives. In this respect, it must not necessarily be a
matter of specialised instruments solely committed to KM tasks, but often is
rather a matter of rather conventional technologies like databases, emails or
discussion forums employed within a strategy to foster a successful KM
environment.
And furthermore, a knowledge management strategy does not even inevitably
involve the use of information technology, since a very important share of
managing knowledge is considered to take place in organizational activities and
routines, commonly referred to as the “knowledge culture” of an organization. Yet,
KM approaches are usually technology enabled, today more than ever, and the
following sections will continue to keep this technological focus.
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In order to better understand the seemingly chaotic landscape of KM instruments
promoted in the related literature, there have been numerous frameworks
proposed to structure possible tools and strategies (Alavi & Leidner, 2001;
Binney, 2001; Choi & Lee, 2003; Kühn & Abecker, 1997; Newman & Conrad,
2000; O'Dell et al., 1998; Roelof, 1999; Wang & Ahmed, 2005; Woods & Sheina,
1999). Many of such frameworks are based on or extending from the set of socially
enacted knowledge processes as originally postulated by Holzner & Marx (1979):
-

Knowledge Acquisition (also: Construction, Creation)
Knowledge Storage and Retrieval (also: Storage and Organization)
Knowledge Dissemination (also: Transfer, Distribution)
Knowledge Application

Abecker & Kühn (1997) additionally emanate from considering the two major
distinctive perceptions of knowledge, as they have also been discussed in the
previous section (cf. Chap.2.4.2), and distinguish between what they call the
“process-centred” and the “product-centred” approach. The process-centred view,
as fostered mainly in the field of business and organizational KM, understands
knowledge as an inevitably individual asset and sees KM primarily as a social
communication process. Thus the role of a KM strategy is to enable, to facilitate,
and to support communication and collaboration especially between individuals.
The product-centred view, rooting in the fields of information science and AI, sees
knowledge as a computable object and sets the focus on formalizing, storing and
retrieving knowledge in a user-machine or even a machine-machine relation.
Based on these reflections Fig. 2.8 illustrates an attempted classification of
characteristic IT tools applied in the KM landscape.
Drawing close to the conclusion from the previous section about the nonuniqueness of the knowledge concept, the above discussion demonstrates that
there cannot be a generic KM strategy, facilitated by the use of a specific
instrument. A KM strategy must be adapted to the given objectives, the given
environment and the people that eventually are both: the providing and receiving
end of the knowledge. In this sense a holistic KM strategy is not facilitated by the
use of a specific instrument, but rather must comprise a goal-oriented
combination of techniques and tools that are respectively functional for a certain
activity in the knowledge process. The borders here are of course highly fluid and
very much dependant on the actual use case.
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Fig. 2.8: Tools in the Knowledge Management landscape (extended and modified after
Abecker (2004)).

Within the scope of this thesis and its given IWRM domain it was found that
‘knowledge in need of managing’ essentially relates to collaborative and
comprehensive system understanding and the assumptions that are used to drive
planning and decision making within such systems. Knowledge management
therefore appears foremost as a means of facilitating the transportation and
retrieval of such system understanding between participants in the process.
For this purpose the KM focus set in the presented work lies on one specific
technology, semantic wiki, and its conceptualization and application within a use
case of an Integrated Water Resources Management planning and decision
support study. As stated above, one specific technology does not build an
exhaustive KM framework but might be understood as one key element within a
larger decision support framework. Semantic wikis are very much what the name
suggests, a combination of semantic web and wiki technology. Both worlds will be
briefly described in the next sections.
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2.4.4.

Semantic Knowledge Representation Structures

Externalization of knowledge requires formalization. The level of required
formalization, however, varies considerably in dependence on the anticipated
functionality and application of the knowledge representation. Brachman (1985)
and later Guarino (1995) thereto distinguished between five levels of increasing
formalization in knowledge representation: (1) linguistic, (2) conceptual, (3)
ontological, (4) epistemological and (5) logical predicates. A computational
treatment requires formalization at least on a conceptual level which includes a
representation of relationships between expressed terms (Genesereth & Nilsson,
1988). On the ontological level these relationships are formally described
themselves. But although expressive power that allows for automatic reasoning
generally grows with logical formalism, Guarino (1995) argues that the beyond
the ontological level the primitives used for description might become too general
and thus too arbitrary for the task sharing and retrieval of knowledge. In
agreement thereto, Schaffert et al. (2005) point out that currently the most
successful knowledge models tend to be actually very simple and specific (e.g.
Dublin Core, FOAF, as well as Thesauri like WordNet and DMOZ).
Thus, a suitable knowledge representation formalism would reside somewhere
between the conceptual and the ontological level. A formalization mechanism for
this purpose is often very generally called an ontology. According to the often
cited definition given by Gruber (1993):
“An ontology is a specification of a conceptualization. That is, an ontology is a
description of the concepts and relationships that can exist for an agent or a
community of agents […] and it is certainly a different sense of the word than its
use in philosophy.” (Gruber, 1993)
which was refined little later by Studer et al. (1998):
“An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation.”
Studer et al. (1998)
In other words, an ontology in information technology, basically is a formal
consensus between participants in the knowledge management process on the use
of their vocabulary and the inherent interrelations. The practical use of such a
shared vocabulary is that it permits unambiguous and consistent communication
about a domain of discourse between human and machine agents, and thus allows
to ask queries and to make assertions (Gruber, 1995).
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In order to describe their domain, ontologies typically use clear identifiers (nouns)
to state the existence of concepts (e.g. Municipality; Catchment; …) and a subjectpredicate-object-grammar to describe the relationships between them (e.g.
Municipality is_located_in Catchment).
Emanating from this broad definition, ontologies themselves are can be
understood in a formalization hierarchy depending on the potential of the applied
grammar. Classification structures typically associated in this respect comprise
(after Garshol (2004)):
Controlled vocabulary: An indexed list of explicit terms to be used (e.g. a list of
fixed keywords) to describe a topic. Does only define the nouns but no relations
between them and thus cannot be classified as an ontology after above definition.
Taxonomy: In the knowledge management literature used for a controlled
vocabulary that is organized into a parent-child hierarchy. Restricts the
relationship statements to one specific sort of generalization/specialization
predicate (e.g. “is a”, “is part of”, “is instance of”). If the hierarchical link is
formally defined, a taxonomy can be understood as a very lightweight ontology of
weak expressiveness.
Thesaurus: Extends the set of possible predicates to express associations (e.g.
“related to”, “synonymous to”). Thereby, thesauri (again given the relations are
well defined) are more powerful simple ontologies for knowledge structuring and
retrieval.
Formal Ontology: Employs a formal representation language to define an own
logic based subject description grammar (nouns and predicates as well as their
specifications and constraints) to freely model the domain of discourse. Various
formal ontology representation languages have been proposed which usually
descend from first-order-logic or description-logic. Prominent examples are
Resource Description Framework (RDF) (Lassila & Swick, 1999) and Web
Ontology Language (OWL) (Motik et al., 2009) that have found widespread use in
the semantic web environment. The goal of a well-defined ontology is to allow for
automated logic reasoning (deriving facts that are not explicitly expressed) and
thus for efficient information processing, structuring, retrieval and application.
With this potential, formal ontologies are perceived as important enabler of the
semantic web vision (Berners-Lee et al., 2001; Shadbolt et al., 2006). It is
furthermore common to differentiate between top-level (also: upper) and domain
ontologies. Top-level ontologies are generally attempting a very accurate
description of fundamental axiomatic concepts and relations, such as space, time,
matter, event, action, etc., to permit communication across domains. Domain
ontologies ideally descend from these fundamentals to formalize their specific
domain of interest (e.g. the infamous Pizza-Ontology).
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2.4.5.

Knowledge Management with Wikis and Semantic Wikis

Wikis (derived from the Hawaiian word for “quick”), and especially semantic
wikis, can be considered as knowledge management instruments of the younger
generation. Regarding their basic purpose as online collaboration tools wikis are
often associated to the web 2.0 (the web of user generated content) development.
Wikis enable online interaction and collaboration in the form of web pages which
can be edited and structured with a simple mark-up language by anyone who has
appropriate access and an internet browser.
The first wiki (called “WikiWikiWeb”) was developed in 1995 by Ward
Cunningham (Leuf & Cunningham, 2008), but the true success story began in
2001 when the internet encyclopaedia Wikipedia went online. And still today
Wikipedia certainly is the most popular wiki application and has during the last
years constantly resided in the top ten of the worlds most visited websites (Alexa,
2012). The wiki-technology itself is also applied in various other locations ranging
from specialized “Wikipedia-like” encyclopaedias, over organizational knowledge
bases and up to personal knowledge management applications. WikiMatrix lists
140 different wiki-engines (wiki software packages), and there are probably even
more (Wikimatrix, 2012). The actual number of wiki applications seems
impossible to assess but surely is in the range of six-digit or beyond (for example
the website Wikia.com, as the largest wiki-hosting provider advertises to host
more than 200,000 distinct wikis as of 2012 (Wikia, 2012)).
Probably the most fundamental wiki feature is the free and welcome access of any
interested user to edit wiki content. The latter is basically represented as wikiarticles (hypertext-pages dedicated to the description of a subject), but can also
involve most media formats (documents, images, videos, etc.). Editing includes
creating, changing, deleting and linking wiki articles in order to collaboratively
evolve a knowledge network. The technological barrier is relatively low as users
don’t need any additional client software but their web browser, the edit mode is
directly accessed from an article page and the wiki-markup language (“wikitext”)
is fairly easy to learn. From there on, functionality between different wiki-engines
vary greatly, as the term is applied to a diverse set of systems. The popular
MediaWiki (MW, 2012) for example, which is also the wiki-engine used on the
Wikipedia, records the complete content history, and any earlier version can be
revoked which is as much a security as a documentation feature. Navigation is
kept uniform and simple and is supported by additional functions like search,
recent changes or the possibility for the user to select specific pages for
monitoring. Any article can be assigned to one or more categories, which is used
as a simple structuring mechanism. Furthermore, the use of formatting templates
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is supported which can help to create and maintain an internal (informal)
structure of the content.
In knowledge management research wikis are widely perceived as potent
knowledge management instruments (e.g. O'Leary, 2008; Wagner, 2006) and
practitioners have successfully employed wikis in various environments including
organizational and enterprise knowledge management (Grace, 2009;
Lykourentzou et al., 2011), software engineering (Clerc et al., 2010; Solis et al.,
2009), teaching (Himpsl, 2007; Parker & Chao, 2007), or also in more exotic use
cases, as for example in disaster management (Yates & Paquette, 2011). Also in
the IWRM domain, some organizations have recently started initiatives of which
probably the most visible examples are the UNDP-initiated WaterWiki
(WaterWiki, 2012) and the IWAWaterwiki (IWAWaterWiki, 2012).
The academic world has been somewhat reluctant to accept wikis as information
sources and open knowledge management tools, primarily due to quality concerns
and the anonymity of authorship. On the other hand, Giles (2005) early
demonstrated a high quality of scientific articles in the Wikipedia by a blind
accuracy comparison to those in Encyclopaedia Britannica. Also with moderated
or even peer-reviewed wiki-clones (e.g. “Scholarpedia” (Izhikevich, 2006) or the
pioneering “Nupedia” project (not existent anymore)), scientists have proceeded to
meet the concerns on “wiki-risks” (Black, 2008). And consequently, Wikipedia and
other wikis are increasingly used as academic reference (Park, 2011). As with
many knowledge management approaches, out of the academic spectrum it was
especially in the field of life sciences that wiki technology was early adopted
within specialized communities (Hoffmann, 2008).
Surely, there have also been several unsuccessful wiki-applications which,
however, are not very well documented in the literature (for one example see
(Cole, 2009)). On the other hand, most of the mentioned authors identify
knowledge management strength as well as weaknesses in wikis (Table 2.4).
Most perceived limitations of conventional wikis are rooted in a lack of formalized
structure (limitations in bold font in Table 2.4).
From a (knowledge-) structural viewpoint a wiki-page is a subjective and informal
collection of information elements residing implicitly in the linguistic content.
Also the hyperlinks between pages do not add any semantic information because
every link has the same meaning. For example, a link that refers from the wikiarticle on the city of As-Salt to the article on Jordan has the exact same explicit
meaning as the link pointing back to the wiki welcome page (Fig. 2.9a). It is thus
not possible for a machine to recognize the meaning of that link as “located in”
and to answer a question for all cities located in Jordan. Answering such queries
typically is done by using manually crafted and updated lists.
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Table 2.4: Strengths and limitations of wikis according to authors cited in this section
and seen within the classic knowledge processes after Holzner and Marx (1979).
Process

Knowledge
Acquisition

Strengths
-

Knowledge
Storage

-

Knowledge
Dissemination

Knowledge
Application

-

Collaborativegeneration
UnlimitedContributors
Constantreviewand
updating
Lowtechnologicalbarrier
tocontribute
Historycreatesfull
documentation
EvolutionaryuserͲ
consensus
Usercontrolledcontent
andorganization
OneͲtoͲmanyandmanyͲ
toͲmanycommunication
WebͲbased
Verylowtechnological
barriertoaccess
Linkingallowstoreuse
andevolveknowledge
withinwiki

Limitations
-

Lackofcontentqualitycontrol
Usernotsupportedinstructuring
Easytointroduceabias
Informationimportnotsupported

-

Knowledgerepresentationismostly
implicitinthecontent
Informationbetweenarticlescanbe
ambiguous
Keepingcontentupdatediswork
intensive
Informationcaneasilygetlostin
largewikis(abandonedpages)
NoqueriesͲInformationmustbe
extractedmanually
Noalternativeviewsoninformation
possible
MostlyonlyfulltextͲsearch

-

NomachineͲreadablestructureto
reuseoutsidethewiki

Consideration of these limitations has led to semantic wiki development
initiatives. Semantic wikis basically expand the wiki-technology with the
possibility to create a formal semantic knowledge representation of the wiki
content by annotating the content on the wiki-pages with a special markup. An
overview of general architectural features can be found in Oren et al. (2006).
The level of formalization of page-content that is realized with such annotations
varies between the different wiki-engines as well as with the purpose of the wiki.
The typical approach is to represent one ontological concept (e.g. a city, a spring,
etc.) as one wiki-article. Formalized statements about the concept are made by
annotating article content as “typed links”, which include information about the
character of the relation.
Using the example from above, the hypertext link between the As-Salt and the
Jordan articles would be annotated as in Fig. 2.9b, thus formally stating that AsSalt has an attribute (located in) which can be given a value (Jordan). Hereby,
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most semantic wikis internally represent the graph of typed pages and links in
RDF/OWL (or some subset) (Buffa et al., 2008). This allows differentiating
between typed links in regard to the datatype of their object into object properties
(object of the typed link is a wiki-page or some external document) and datatype
properties (object is a data value).
a)

NonͲsemanticwiki
Pagecontent:
As-Salt is a
city in
[[Jordan]]
with 77.441
inhabitants.
Go back to the
[[Main Page]].



Jordan

WikiͲpages

href

AsͲSalt
href

Main
Page

b)

Semanticwiki
Pagecontent:
As-Salt is a city in
[[located in::Jordan]]
with
[[inhabitants::77.441]]
inhabitants. Go back to
the [[Main Page]].

Jordan
type:located in

AsͲSalt

77.441

dataproperty:
inhabitants

type:href

Main
Page
Fig. 2.9: Difference between a) ordinary links in non-semantic wikis and b) typed links
as structural elements in semantic wikis (here using the Semantic MediaWiki markup
(SMW, 2012).

Eventually, the sum of statements within the wiki-content creates a machine
interpretable ontology (“wiki-ontology”). Using this “wiki ontology” enables a
series of supportive features for contributors, such as help to find the right place
for their contribution and suggest structural elements (e.g. links to existing
content) during contribution. By allowing “inline queries” on the formalized
structure it supports better and direct search, various representation possibilities
(e.g. automatic generated and updated lists, tables, maps, etc.) and extraction of
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content. Another advantage of querying is that an information element (e.g. the
number of inhabitants) can be kept on one wiki page (e.g. the article of As-Salt)
but displayed on other pages (e.g. in a list of Jordanian cities) without copying the
number, which helps to keep information consistent.
Several semantic wikis also allow the tagging of pages to express a class
membership. Fig. 2.10 illustrates the mentioned basic building blocks and their
interrelations.

Fig. 2.10: Typical building blocks of a semantic wiki knowledge structure. The wikitext
can be annotated to define typed links that formalize content as either data values
(datatype properties) or defined relations (object properties) of the subject represented
in the article. Tagging of articles also allows defining class membership.

From a knowledge representation perspective, the foremost limitation of some of
the existing semantic wikis (e.g. SMW: (Krötzsch et al., 2006)) is the reduced
expressive knowledge representation possibility, due to the page-centrism (cf.
Chap. 4.3.3 and 4.3.7). From user perspective, the need to learn additional syntax
may be a small barrier, although the required functional markup is usually
rather limited. A more important barrier in this context probably arises from the
necessity for the users to develop a good understanding of the wiki ontology in
order to fully use the semantic features.
A good overview on different semantic wiki development projects can be found in
Buffa et al. (2008). Examples for semantic wiki engines that have continuously
grown and stabilized are the Semantic Mediawiki-project (Krötzsch et al., 2006)
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and the KiWi-project (Schaffert et al., 2009). In recent years semantic wikis have
also found into commercial products as for example in SMW+ distributed by the
semafora systems GmbH (formerly: Ontoprise GmbH), or at Wikia (Wikia, 2012)
as the largest wiki hosting site. Discussions to introduce semantic wiki-features
to Wikipedia are already on-going for some time (Völkel et al., 2006) and are
currently investigated in the Wikidata-project (Wikidata, 2012). There are a row
of publications that propose the use of semantic wikis in interesting knowledge
management application scenarios (Darari & Manurung, 2011; Krabina, 2010;
Wagner, 2006). Scientific publications on the actual application of semantic wikis
are still sporadic but publication intervals are steadily increasing. Lange (2011)
presents a thorough study on the application of semantic wikis in a framework for
mathematic knowledge management. Also the field of life science has shown early
adoption again (Cariaso & Lennon, 2012; Li et al., 2012).
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“The important thing in science is not so much to obtain new facts
as to discover new ways of thinking about them.”
(Sir William Henry Bragg, 1862-1942)

3.

IWRM-Modelling and Scenario Planning

3.1.

Framework for IWRM-Modelling and Scenario Planning

This chapter presents the conceptual development and the application of a subbasin-scale approach on Integrated Water Resources Management and scenario
planning. The conceptual modelling framework employed therefore is illustrated
in Fig. 3.1.
The IWRM theory usually promotes the basin as adequate management unit.
Granting that basin scale scenarios are useful for setting broad national water
management strategy goals, they frequently lack reliability due to the nonvalidated assumptions on their local implementation. The approach taken here
emanates from a detailed water system model of the Jordanian Wadi Shueib subcatchment, which was established on the current state of knowledge of the
responsible water sector institutions.

Fig. 3.1: Conceptual framework of the IWRM-modelling and scenario-planning
approach developed for the Wadi Shueib use case. Blue marks the steps that were
performed in the scope of this thesis.
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3.2.

Study Area

3.2.1.

Selection of the Study Area

The Wadi Shueib catchment in Jordan was chosen as to provide a realistic use
case for the development of the IWRM concept and to evaluate the potential of the
collaborative and knowledge based approach.
The selection of the Wadi Shueib catchment as suitable case study was for mainly
two reasons. First of all, the area faces a set of urgent water management
challenges that are set at the intersection of competing municipal, industrial and
downstream agricultural demand and at the same time displays concrete water
resources pollution problems that are likely to aggravate in the near future. In
this regard, the situation in the Wadi Shueib can be considered as a blueprint for
many of the problems the region is facing and the challenges to be addressed by
the Jordanian Water Strategy.
The second main reason being that, with regard to Jordanian standards, the
Shueib area can be considered as one of the more intensely studied sites in Jordan
and thus provided access to a range of precursory works related or relevant to
water resources topics. Relevant and available studies in the Wadi Shueib area
examine (in chronological order):
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
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the discharge and hydrochemistry of the numerous Shueib springs
(Ta'any, 1992),
an hydrochemical analysis of aquifer susceptibility to pollution (AbuJaber et al., 1997),
the overall hydrological and hydrogeological situation in the catchment
(Becker, 2000),
soil characteristics and soil map (Kunz, 2003),
the mapping of water and groundwater hazards (Storz, 2004),
the distribution and concentration of heavy metals in soils samples in
the vicinity of the city of Fuheis (Banat et al., 2005),
land use characteristics, groundwater risk and vulnerability maps
(Werz, 2006),
isotopes for groundwater recharge estimation (Zagana et al., 2007),
agricultural irrigation water use efficiency (Jiries et al., 2010),
the spring recharge zones and the proposed area for the delineation of
spring protection zones (BGR & MWI, 2010)

3.2. Study Area

3.2.2.

Geographic Overview

The Wadi Shueib (also: Shu'aib, Shoeib, etc.) is a Jordanian sub-catchment of the
Lower Jordan River Basin in the Balqa governorate west of the capital Amman.
The catchment defined in this study features an area of 198 km² upstream of the
Wadi Shueib Dam. It is characterized by a steep relief ascending from -200 m
bmsl in the southwest part up to above 1250 m amsl. in the northeast (Fig. 3.2).

Fig. 3.2: Location and Overview of the Wadi Shueib study area.
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3.2.3.

Climate

Due to the strong relief, a the climatic conditions vary considerable in Wadi
Shueib from the arid Jordan Valley and along the ascent towards a
Mediterranean climate in the highlands to the northeast (orographic effect). The
major large-scale climatic influence in the region is the Mediterranean circulation
with summer months usually without any precipitation and winter months where
the dominating south-west winds bring low pressure areas and rainfall from the
eastern Mediterranean.
The major amount of rainfall occurs in the winter month from October to March
in the higher altitudes to the northeast with annual precipitation amounts often
exceeding 600 mm (in 44 % of recorded years) and is decreasing considerably
towards the Jordan Valley where annual amounts are usually below 200 mm (in
67 % of recorded years). This tendency is shown in Fig. 3.3 as spatial
interpolation of long term annual precipitation averages calculated from available
meteorological station data.

Fig. 3.3: Inverse Distance Weighted interpolation of long term average annual
precipitation in the Wadi Shueib catchment area (based on data records from the MWI).
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The average temperature shows a contrary trend with daily means rising about 510 °C towards the Jordan Valley, where the temperature ranges from around
12 °C average daily minimum in January up to above 40 °C average daily
maximum in July.
The profiles in Fig. 3.4 shows the long term averages of precipitation and
temperature for two stations in the high and low altitudes of Wadi Shueib that
display the mentioned trends. For the As-Salt station, suitable temperature data
was only available for the years 2004 and 2005, which, however, have been
climatically average years and are thus displayed here as typical values.

Fig. 3.4: Profiles of average temperature and precipitation at high and low altitudes in
the Wadi Shueib catchment. Please refer to Fig. 2.10 for the exact locations of the
meteorological stations (based on data records from the MWI).

In addition to the spatial and seasonal rainfall variability, the region also
experiences strong interannual precipitation variability with a standard deviation
in annual totals of about 35 % for the Wadi Shueib catchment area (Fig. 3.5),
which lies somewhat above the regional variability for the Lower Jordan Valley of
about 30 % as given by (Black, 2010).
Potential evaporation rates are monitored as Class-A Pan evaporation at some
stations in the catchment (AM0007) or its vicinity (AL0035, AL0057, Karama)
and also display the differences in relation to the altitudes with higher
evaporation rates in the semi-arid Jordan Valley area (Fig. 3.6).
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Fig. 3.5: Long term interannual variability of average areal rainfall in the Wadi Shueib
catchment. Distinction between wet and dry water years is made arbitrarily by a +/25 % threshold.

Fig. 3.6: Monthly averages of Class A-Pan evaporation rates in the higher (AM0035)
and lower altitudes (AM0007) of Wadi Shueib (based on data records from MWI).
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3.2.4.

Geology

Geology, stratigraphy and tectonic setting of the Wadi Shueib catchment area
have already been described in detail in the works of Werz (2006), Sahawneh
(2011) and Hahne et al. (2008). Thus, with reference thereto and the references
cited therein, a short overview will suffice at this point.
The following geological maps (1:50,000) and reports from the National Resources
Authority of Jordan cover the study area:
-

-

As Salt – 3154-III (Kahlil, 1993)
Karama – 3153-IV (Shawabkeh, 2004)
Suwaylih – 3154-II (Barjous, 1993)
Amman – 3153-II (Diabat, 2004)

Various different taxonomies and classifications have been in use for the
description of the areas stratigraphic units (e.g. (Andrews, 1992; Bender, 1974;
MacDonald et al., 1965; Masri, 1963; Parker, 1970; Quennell, 1951). The following
sections will employ the nomenclature of the Jordan 1:50,000 National Geological
Mapping Project (1993-2004) that basically follows (Masri, 1963) and (MacDonald
et al., 1965).

3.2.4.1.

Geological Setting

As side valley on the eastern rift shoulder, the Wadi Shueib is highly affected by
the vertical and horizontal tectonic movements related to the formation of the
Jordan Rift. The Rift Valley formed as a lateral strike-slip fault system with an
estimated 105 km offset (Freund et al., 1970) since the upper Miocene with an
initiation approx. 12 MA ago (Bayer et al., 1988). The Wadi Shueib Structure, as
the main structural element in the study area, developed as right-lateral shear
zone offspring of the Dead Sea Transform Fault (Mikbel & Zacher, 1981). It forms
a reverse flexure of approximately 25 km length and 1-4 km width which extends
from the Jordan Valley in the south towards northeast and finally bends into a
monocline known as Suweileh Structure (Salameh, 1980).
The flexure along Wadi Shueib is accompanied by numerous anticlines and
synclines with a general trend of their axes of NE-SW (Fig. 3.7).
Normal faults in the Wadi Shueib area display prevailing striking of NW-SE with
downthrow to the E in the northern part and to the W in the southern (Becker,
2000) and reverse faults in NNE-SSW striking with a NW vergence (Fig. 3.7).
Along the main tectonic faults the vertical displacement is found to be more than
400 m in some places (Hahne et al., 2008).
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Fig. 3.7: Geological Map of the Wadi Shueib catchment area (Werz, 2006).
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Fig. 3.8: Geologic profile through the study area. The profile location is marked in
Figure 3.7 (Werz, 2006).

3.2.4.2.

Stratigraphy

Outcropping rocks in Wadi Shueib consist exclusively of Mesozoic sediments from
Early Jurassic (Z2: Azab Group) to Late Cretaceous (Balqa Group) age. The
stratigraphic succession in the study area is summarized in Table 3.1.
No outcropping of Triassic rocks (Z1: Ramtha Group) is observed in the study
area, the next outcrops can be found to the southeast in the Wadi Kafrein area
(Lenz, 1999).
Jurassic sediments are found in the area of the Wadi Shueib Structure to the west
of Mahis where they expose a thickness of about 40-60 m (Hahne et al., 2008).
The Jurassic is represented in Jordan by the Azab Group (Z2) consisting of
limestone, marlstone, clay stone and sandstone formations. Triassic and Jurassic
together are also termed Zarqa Group (Z1+Z2).
The Jurassic is unconformably overlain by the sandstones of the Lower
Cretaceous Kurnub Group (K1+K2) which display extensive outcrops along the
axis of the Wadi Shueib structure.
The governing outcropping formations in the Wadi Shueib area are the calcareous
sediments of the Late Cretaceous Ajlun (A1-A7) and Balqa (B1+B2a/b also: Belqa)
Groups, consisting of various forms of limestone, dolomitic limestone, dolomite
and marlstone.
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Table 3.1: Stratigraphy of the Wadi Shueib. The taxonomy follows the 1:50,000 Geological Maps from the National Resources
Authority.and the thickness range is given as found on the corresponding map sheets. The lithology follows the description of Werz
(2006). The jagged lines express unconformable sequence overlays.
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3.2.5. Hydrogeology
On a regional scale the Jordanian hydrogeology distuinguishes three main aquifer
complexes (Salameh & Udluft, 1985):
1) the Deep Sandstone Aquifer Complex (Ram – Zarqa – Kurnub System)
forms one unit in southern Jordan that gets separated towwards the north
by thickening limestone and marl strata.
2) the Upper Cretaceaous Aquifer Complex (Ajlun – Balqa Aquifer
System) or Middle Aquifer Complex of alternating aquifer/aquitard
sequences of limestone, dolomites, marls and chert beds.
3) the Shallow Aquifer Complex (Tertiary – Quaternary Aquifer Systems)
comprising the limestone, chalk and chert units of the Umm Rijam and
Wadi Shallallah formations, the Basalt Aquifer and the Alluvial Deposits of
Tertiary and Quaternary Age.
The relevant aquifers formed by the Mesozoic sediments in the Wadi Shueib
study area belong to the Kurnub Group of the Deep Sandstone Aquifer Complex
(also: Lower Cretaceaous Aquifer) and the Upper Cretaceaous Aquifer of the
Ajlun and Balqa Groups. The underlying units of the Zarqa Group are considered
as the base of the hydraulic system and are usually regarded as highly fractured
aquitard with low primary but high secondary permeability and mostly brackish
water content (JICA, 1995; Margane & BGR, 2002). However, until now little is
known about the extent, hydraulic conditions and mineralization of this aquifer in
the study area.
The Deep Sandstone Aquifer Complex is represented by the outcrops of the
Kurnub Group (K1+K2) sandstones along the Wadi Shueib structure. There are
no noteworthy springs that emerge from this aquifer in the study area and
although it is of significant thickness and usually contains good quality
groundwater in the highland areas, it is not exploited for water supply in the
study area. In this regard, Margane et al. in (BGR & MWI, 2010) suggested that
an exploitation of the aquifer may “…considerably reduce the risk of
bacteriological contaminations [in the water supply] because it is covered by
aquitards and therefore naturally protected against contamination...when major
fault zones are avoided.”
The Upper Cretaceaous Aqufer Complex is represented by the interstratifications
of limestones, marls and dolomites of the Ajloun and Balqa Groups (A1-A7 and
B1-B2). Within this sequence the three aquifer subsystems of the Naur Aquifer
(A1/2), the Hummar Aquifer (A4), and the Wadi Es-Sir Aquifer (A7) are
interbedded between the Fuhays (A3) and the Shueib (A5/6) Formations, which
act as leaking aquitards that are hydraulically connected through fractures and
fault zones (Werz, 2006).
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The limestones and dolomites of the Upper Cretaceaous Complex exibit different
levels of karstification as descibed by (Werz, 2006): The Naur limestones (A1/2)
are moderately karstified with some smaller caves and small karren. The massive
cliff strata of the Hummar (A4) formation favour a strong karstification where
angular cave formation and dissolution features along joints and bedding planes
are common. The resultant high permeability makes A4 an important aquifer in
the Wadi Shueib despite the relatively small recharge area. The Wadi Es-Sir
Limestone (A7) shows high to very high degree of karstification of the micritic
limestone with abundant caves, and distinct surface karst features such as
karren.
The A7 formation receives the major part of the rainfall recharge, as it is the top
layer and exhibits the most extensive outcrops especially in the higher altitudes
where the average annual precipitation is high. The aquifers below consequently
receive limited (A4) or almost no (A1/2) direct recharge from precipitation.
There is no available network of wells for groundwater monitoring in the area and
consequently no groundwater contour map is available. Margane et al. in (BGR &
MWI, 2010) assumed that the hydraulic system is well interconnected and that
water levels in the different hydraulic units are more or less identical at a
location controlled by topography and degree of fracturing.
Only little has been published on the hydraulic properties of the Wadi Shueib
aquifers and no detailed studies have been conducted hereto. However, a number
of reports provide estimations for the general hydrogeological characteristics of
the formations. As an overview, Table 3.2 summarizes the geologic succesion and
given general estimations on the aquifer potential of the relevant aquifer systems
in the Wadi Shueib area.
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Table 3.2: Hydrogeological classification in Wadi Shueib. The hydraulic properties of the hydrogeological units are general
estimates documented in the following reports: (a Margane and BGR (2002); (b Geyh et al. (1985); (c Parker (1970); (d Salameh &
Udluft (1985); (e JICA (1995); (f Abu-Ajamieh (1998); (g (Al-Kuisi, 1998).
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3.2.5.1.

Wells

A number of wells were drilled in the Wadi Shueib, especially in the area around
As-Salt and to the south near the Shueib Dam (Fig. 3.9). All wells are exclusively
penetrating the Hummar (A4) and the Naur (A1/2) aquifer. Most are
governmental and intended for drinking water production for the local
communities and some areas to the north and the south of the study area.
Formerly private wells have either been taken under governmental control or
sealed. Many of the wells in the area have, however, already been inactive for a
long period due to regular occurrences of high nitrate concentrations. Table 3.3
lists the wells that have recorded abstractions for drinking water production
during the last decade. Today, the only remaining active well that is used for
direct supply within the study area is the Salt Municipality Well No. 4 (AM1004),
with an average productive yield of about 0.33 MCM per year, whereas the
annual 1.21 MCM produced from the Yazidiyya Wellfield are primarily allocated
for supplying the rural communities in the Zai area to the north. But in high
demand times the system allows this water to be pumped to the As-Salt Network.
The Jrea’a Wellfield is exclusively supplying downstream networks in the area of
South Shuna in the Jordan Valley.

Fig. 3.9: Registered springs and groundwater wells in the Wadi Shueib area and their
current status of use.
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Table 3.3 List of groundwater-wells in Wadi Shueib that have been used for abstraction
in the period between 2000 and 2010 (Source: WAJ-Well Catalogue).
Group

ID
AL1627
AL2423
Yazidiyya
AL3525
Wellfield
AL3526
AL3527
AM1002
SaltMunicipality
AM1004
Wells
AM1042
AM1020
AM1022
Jrea’aWellfield AM1024
AM1026
AM1027
Other
AL3459

3.2.5.2.

Aquifer
A4
A4
A1/A2
A4
A4
A4
A4
A4
A2/A1
A4
A4
A2/A1
A4
??

Status
active
active
active
active
active
until2002
active
until2002
until2006
active
active
until2001
active
active

Springs

Springs have traditionally been and often still are the primary water supply in
the Jordan Valley side wadis. There are 27 registered springs emerging in the
Wadi Shueib catchment area, of which 21 have reported discharges for the period
from 2000-2010 (the ones depicted in Fig. 3.9), while the rest has apparently run
completely dry (Fig. 3.11). All of the springs drain the Upper Cretaceous Aquifer
Complex and therein the majority in number and discharge volume emerge from
the limestone of the A7/B2 and the A1/2-Formation (cf. Table 3.2), while the A4
aquifer appears less relevant (Fig: 3.10a). It is assumed, however, that due to the
intensive faulting in the area, the A4 aquifer is often in direct hydraulic contact
with the underlying aquifer and thus its water is mainly discharged through the
springs in the A1/2 aquifer (BGR & MWI, 2010).
The majority of springs in the area show pattern of intermittent discharge with
annual peak flows below 100 m³/h occurring in March and April. All of these
smaller springs are used by the local land owners, mostly for agricultural
purposes. The four most productive springs in Wadi Shueib are the perennial
discharging Ain Azraq-Fuheis (A7/B2), Ain Baqqouria (A1/2), Ain Hazzir (A7/B2)
and Ain Shorea (A7/B2) with average annual discharges between 1.15 MCM
(Hazzir) to 3.42 MCM (Baqqouria). In years with average precipitation amounts,
the maximum discharges for these four springs are also observed around March
and April about one to two months after the typical precipitation highs in
January and February. The discharges of the Azraq and Baqqouria appear closely
related to the rainfall and usually show a prompt response to above average
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rainfall events, while the Hazzir and Shorea springs display a more constant
discharge pattern (Fig: 3.10b).

Fig. 3.11: Small and large spring in the Wadi Shueib area.
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Fig: 3.10. Average annual and monthly discharges of the Wadi Shueib springs over the
period from 1980-2010 (based on data records from the MWI).

More details on the spring hydrographs are given by Ta’any (1992) who conducted
a comprehensive analysis of the springs in the Wadi Shueib area. According to the
data records from the Ministry of Water and Irrigation, the long term discharge of
all springs in the catchment is about 9.9 MCM in a normal water year (years with
an area precipitation within a 25 % threshold of the long term average).
As expected from the carbonate aquifer origin, the natural water quality of the
springs in the Wadi Shueib catchment is classified as earth-alkaline water with
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high alkaline component and prevailing bicarbonate and some occurrences of
sulphate dominance (Becker, 2000; Ta'any, 1992) and salinity ranges between 400
and 900 μS/cm (Abu-Jaber et al., 1997). The limited variation in water chemistry
is not unusual with the given lithological similarity between the three aquifers.
With these characteristics the spring water provides suitable quality for drinking
water supply according to the Jordanian Standards. Thus, the four major springs
are used as drinking water supply for the municipalities in Wadi Shueib and
some smaller communities in its vicinity. Water from the Azraq-Fuheis spring is
directly pumped to the Fuheis Reservoir and used to supply the towns of Mahis
and Fuheis, as well as parts of Hummar, Dabouq and Sweileh. There is also a
pipeline to the Shorea Reservoir as emergency supply for the Salt directorate.
Water from Baqqouria, Hazzir and Shorea is pumped to the Shorea Reservoir at
the Shorea Spring and distributed from there towards As-Salt, Ira, Yarka and
rural communities in the Zai and Wadi Kirad area.
Different studies found, however, that the aquifers in the Wadi Shueib area are
particularly susceptible to pollution from domestic sewage leakage (Abu-Jaber et
al., 1997; BGR & MWI, 2010; Ta'any, 1992; Werz, 2006). And Abu-Jaber et al.
(1997) pointed out that especially the A1/2 and the A7/B2 render a high
vulnerability in this regard as indicated by the significantly higher concentrations
of nitrate than found the A4 aquifer, as well as their strong correlation with
salinity, Na+ and Cl--concentrations.
Since 2001 the water at the Shorea Reservoir is treated in a continuous microfiltration membrane plant after the spring discharge had become infected with
fecal coliform, cryptosporidium and giardia and was halted in 1998 (Saqr, 2001).
The Salt Water Treatment Plant can provide a total of 6.5 MCM of potable water
per year but often runs on reduced service due to the limited spring discharges,
especially in the summer months.
Events of high Nitrate concentrations and microbiological contamination are still
prevailing in the spring water of most springs in the area and especially at the
Hazzir spring which is regularly exceeding the Jordanian Drinking Water
Standard (50 mg/l) in terms of nitrate concentrations (60-80 mg/l in the spring
water)(Grimmeisen et al., 2012).
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3.2.6.
3.2.6.1.

Hydrology
Catchment Drainage and Runoff

An often encountered indication of drainage efficiency was introduced by Horton
(1932) as the Drainage Density Dd:
ܦௗ ൌ

ܮ
ܣ

where L is the total length of all stream channels (including all channel orders) in
the drainage and A is the area of the drainage basin.
The drainage density is usually associated with the rainfall regime and the
topography and the lithological infiltration capabilities of the drainage area and
gives a qualitative and preliminary indication of the amount of rainfall that is
translated into surface runoff (Gregory & Walling, 1976; Schumm, 1977). A high
drainage density in this regard indicates a high amount of rainfall-runoff, high
flood peaks and high sediment transport, whereas a low drainage density
indicates in higher infiltration rates (Singh, 1989).
Drainage density ranges from less than 1 to over 600 km/km² and has been found
especially high in semi-arid areas (Gregory & Walling, 1976). Typical values in
hard rock terrains are between 1.5 and 6 km/km², in areas composed of carbonate
rocks it is usually considerably lower and often below 1 km/km² (Singhal &
Gupta, 2010).
For the Wadi Shueib catchment a drainage density of 1.13 km/km² was calculated
on the basis of the digital elevation model (DEM) compiled from the 1:20,000
topographic map of the area using the Spatial Analyst module of ArcGIS© 9.3.
This is a moderate value in relation to other comparable carbonate drainage areas
(Segura et al., 2007). However, the drainage density could be underestimated as
the 1:20,000 topographic map might not accurately display all channels of the
drainage network.
The majority of surface runoff in the Wadi Shueib drains towards the Dam via the
main Wadi channel which has a natural perennial discharge fed by the constant
base flow from the larger springs. Today, however, as the major part of the spring
water is abstracted for human use in the upper catchment area, the summer base
flow especially in dry years consists almost completely of effluent of the waste
water treatment plants of As-Salt and Fuheis.
During the winter rains storm the dendritic drainage network of the catchment
contributes to the runoff in the main channel. During these flashfloods the wadi
runoff often suddenly increases about 20-30 times in comparison to the previous
day discharge, according to the inflow records from the Wadi Shueib Reservoir
(Fig. 3.12).
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Fig. 3.12: Recorded rainfall at As-Salt station (AM0001) and inflow at the Wadi Shueib
Reservoir for the winter 2004/2005 (based on data records from the MWI).

3.2.6.2.

Reservoir

The rainfall flush floods (direct runoff) are stored at the wadi outlet in the Wadi
Shueib Reservoir (Fig. 3.13) together with the wadi base flow from the springs
and the treated effluent from the waste water treatment plants of Salt and
Fuheis.
The Dam was originally designed for a storage capacity of 2.4 MCM, but has
actually always been operated with 1.43 MCM, due to the seepage losses through
the gravels of the dam base layers. The recharged groundwater is pumped from
downstream private wells for irrigation purposes in the Jordan Valley shallow
aquifer. Therefore, the dam is regarded as an artificial recharge facility of the
groundwater as well as a rainfall-runoff surface storage.
As illustrated in Fig. 3.14, during the rainless summer months between June and
November the reservoir is usually empty and the remaining wadi base flow is left
to flow freely through the gate. The Surface outflow of the dam is allocated for
irrigation purposes through an open channel carrier canal that serves about 250
ha immediately downstream of the dam. The water is free of charge and each
farm owns a share of this water due to traditional water rights.
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Fig. 3.13: Wadi Shueib Dam and Reservoir.

Fig. 3.14: Observed monthly runoff storage in the Wadi Shueib Dam between 2001 and
2008 (based on data records from the MWI).
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3.2.7.

Population and Land Use

Due to the topography and the climatic conditions, the population density, as well
as most agricultural and industrial activity is concentrated in the higher altitudes
in the north-eastern part of Wadi Shueib.
The area comprises 5 larger municipalities (Salt, Fuheis, Mahis, Yarka, Ira) and
several smaller hamlets. Wadi Shueib has shown a strong demographic
development during the last decades. The total population at the last census
amounted to 108385 inhabitants and has shown an average yearly population
growth of 2.97 % since the last census in 1994, which has been above the average
of the Balqa Governorate (2.29 %) and the national average of Jordan (2.60 %) as
represented in Table 3.4 (DoS, 1994, 2004). The noticeably low demographic
growth in the city of Fuheis appears related to the consistently reported pollution
problems evoked by the local cement quarry and factory.

Table 3.4: Demographic Development in Wadi Shueib between 1994 and 2004


AsͲSalt
(SubͲDistrict) Mahis

1994

56,458

2004
77,441
yearly
growth 3.21%

WadiShueib
total

Jordan

6,319

80,875

4,139,458

11,641

8,654

108,385

5,350,000

1.43%

3.19%

2.97%

2.60%

8,000

Fuheis
10,098

10,649
2.90%

Ira&Yarqa

The largest industrial activity in the area is the cement quarry and factory of the
Lafarge Jordan Cement group near the city of Fuheis, established in 1951. The
plant has a yearly production capacity of about 2.9 million tons of cement. Due to
the global crisis in construction and real estates, the production in 2010 was
running on less than half capacity (Lafarge Cement Jordan, 2010). The plant has
also been a constant political issue for at least the past decade, as especially the
inhabitants of Fuheis claim to experience numerous health problems by emitting
clouds of dust and chemicals from the factory (Ben Hussein, 2010). A study by
Banat et al. (2005) recorded elevated concentrations of heavy metals in soils in
the vicinity of the cement factory. The plant operates its own groundwater wells
and also uses water from the Tureim spring. According to the annual reports of
the company the water used in production amounts to 340 liters per ton of
cement.
Other industrial activities in the area are primarily situated within the
municipalities. A mapping of these activities can be found in Storz (2004).
The agricultural activity in the Wadi Shueib is mostly situated in the northern
highland part of the catchment area and comprises primarily rainfed olives
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orchards, pasture grounds and fruit gardens. Irrigation is applied where water is
available from the smaller springs in the area or along the main wadi stream.
About 0.2 MCM per year of treated waste water are directly allocated towards
small farming plots in the vicinity of the treatment plants (WAJ, personal
communication). The absolute area of irrigated land is difficult to assess and
there are no official records as the irrigation is mostly self-organized and selfsupplied. A manual classification from satellite images was used to estimate the
area of denser vegetation along the wadi channel, known to be used for irrigated
agriculture, to about 4.5 km².

3.2.8.

Water Supply and Sanitation

Primary water demand in the study area is for municipal drinking water. It is
supplied through spring water, groundwater wells and imports and distributed
via central networks in the municipalities. The water supply is intermittent and
the municipalities receive pumped water from the water authority for (reportedly)
1 to 3 days per week, which is then stored in tanks, either on the roof of the
property or underground.
The per capita consumptive use of municipal water for the Balqa Governorate is
estimated from the volume billed by the Water Authority of Jordan and accounted
to an average of 86 litres per capita per day for domestic uses and 24 litres per
capita per day for non-domestic municipal uses (e.g. public buildings and areas)
(MWI, 2004). However, the water supply infrastructure is prone to high rates of
losses. The average Unaccounted for Water (UFW) in the period from 1997 to
2004 in the Balqa Governorate was estimated by the Water Authority of Jordan
as 57.2 % of annual network supply, whereof equal shares are assumed to
physical and administrative losses, the latter including non-revenue public uses,
illegal connections and wrong metering (MWI, 2004). This considerably
contributes to the supply deficit in the area and results in the necessity for
households to buy additional water from the water tankers of private vendors
which is about ten times the price of tap water.
The water and waste water fee in the Balqa Governorate is at a flat rate tariff of
4.42 JD/month for low volume users (<20 m³ per month) corresponding to
0.221 JD/m³. The fee rises block wise with consumption with a top rate of
160 JD/month (1.24 JD/m3) for users consuming more than 130 m³ monthly.
Part of the municipal waste water is centrally treated at the waste water
treatment plants of As-Salt and Fuheis. Especially the smaller villages (e.g. Ira
and Yarka and the rural areas) are not at all connected to the central sewer
system and households typically employ cesspools and septic tanks. And even
within the cities some people still use septic tanks to avoid paying the cost of a
sewage connection (Trappe, 2007). The sewer connection ratio for the As-Salt sub78
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district was estimated at 66 % and at 72 % for the Fuheis-Mahis sub-district
(WAJ, 2006). In recent years the WAJ has undertaken considerable efforts to
increase the sewer connectivity, especially in the area of As-Salt (MWI, 2010). The
plants discharged about 2.1 MCM/a (in 2003) of treated effluent to the wadi,
where it is mixed with the base flow and used downstream for unrestricted
irrigation from the Wadi Shueib Dam. When the stream reaches the Shueib Dam,
over 10 km away, the treated effluent might at times constitute more than 50 % of
the dry weather flow.
Households waste water tanks require regular emptying by suction trucks for
which house owners have to pay. A household survey on sanitation levels and
water awareness in the Balqa Governorate undertaken by the GTZ (in
cooperation with the MWI) in 2007 found that 58 % of cesspit owners in As-Salt
never use this service and only 23 % do so regularly (GTZ in Borgstedt and
Subah (2008); Fig. 3.15). The local solution seems to crack the basis of the
cesspits and tanks so that the domestic waste water leaks directly through the
karstified rock into the underground. It appears sensible to conclude a direct
causality to the quality issues reported at nearby freshwater springs, even if no
detailed tracing has been conducted yet.

Table 3.5: Basic operation data from the Wadi Shueib waste water treatment plants (MWI,
2004).


AsͲSalt
Fuheis

Typeof
treatment

Capacity
m³/d

Populationin Population
Costfils/m³
seweredzone served
BODRemoval (2003)

EA+MP

7,700

75,000

49,950

94%

107

EA+MP

2,400

25,000

17,350

94%

164.5



Fig. 3.15: Frequency of waste water tank emptying in As-Salt according to a household
survey on sanitation levels and water awareness (data based on and illustration
(modified) after GIZ in Borgstedt and Subah (2008)).
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3.2.9.

Water Sector Challenges in the Wadi Shueib

The primary water sector challenges in the Wadi Shueib catchment are related to
municipal supply as largest demand sector, as well as to the management of the
resulting waste water return flows.
The springs in the area, as the traditional source of local drinking water supply
show continuous pollution problems for an already long period that are most
likely related to pollution of the aquifers by municipal waste water (cf.
Chap. 3.2.5). A multiplicity of additional water and groundwater hazardous
activities have also been observed in the study area ranging from the disposal of
slaughterhouse leftovers to careless oil spills (Storz, 2004; Trappe, 2007; Werz,
2006). The constantly high population growth (cf. Chap. 3.2.7) is likely to employ
increasing pressure on the system and eventually lead to an aggravation of the
water quality problems.
Although the quantity of local freshwater would suffice to cover local demands if
the quality was acceptable, the municipal network supply has been intermittent
during the last decade, often providing water only once per week. Agricultural
demands in the studied area itself are of minor extent as the majority of small
plots in the upper part of the catchment are rainfed cultures, but ecological
hazards are still perceived due to the application of fertilizers in the vicinity of
the important freshwater springs due to the lack of enforced spring protection
zones (Storz, 2004; Trappe, 2007). Important factor in terms of quantitative
agricultural water demand are the downstream farms in the Jordan Valley that
receive their irrigation water from the Shueib Reservoir according to their
traditional water rights. Any alteration of the water system in the catchment
should consider also the impact on these farming families. Even though the
national water strategy deliberately states the goal to reduce agricultural supply
(RCW & MWI, 2009), it is still questionable if such decisions can be politically
viable.
Only limited information has been available on the actual industrial demand in
the Wadi Shueib area, but it appears to be of subordinate importance. Yet, the
large quarry and cement factory in Fuheis poses a significant hazard to the
environment and the water resources in the catchment and also is a constant
source of political conflict between the residents of Fuheis and the Lafarge
Cement company which operates the site (Lafarge Cement Jordan, 2010).
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3.3.

IWRM-Model for the Wadi Shueib

The primary objective of the modeling approach in the Wadi Shueib catchment
was to develop a case study to test the IWRM planning possibilities as they are
given to the local decision makers on the basis of the currently available data and
information pool. Secondly the model should eventually act as blueprint for the
development of the planned IWRM knowledge management approach by
demonstrating the generic structure and the information necessities of such an
interdisciplinary planning process. A third objective of the modeling exercise was
the exposure of critical knowledge gaps and the evaluation of the resulting
uncertainties. According to these objectives it was deliberately decided to base the
modeling approach solely on the current data basis and conducting new
measurement campaigns.

3.3.1.

Modelling Approach

The conducted modelling approach follows widely accepted standards of good
modelling practice (Refsgaard et al., 2005), where generally the understanding of
the actual state and the urgent challenges of the observed environmental system
is perceived as a crucial starting point. This first stage comprises the formulation
and identification of specific focus problems, particular objectives and possible
response options through a review of all available information and strong
stakeholder participation (cf. Chap. 3.2). The subsequent workflow after this
initial phase is illustrated in Fig. 3.16.
The majority of data time series were received directly from responsible water
sector institutions in Jordan and their respective monitoring programs. A
considerable amount of data quality control and pre-processing on the original
time series was necessary in order to prepare a consistent data basis, appropriate
for the model application.
The resultant system understanding was expressed in a holistic water balance
scheme to allow a general review and easy discussion with the Jordanian water
sector professionals.
For the model construction the WEAP21 Water Evaluation and Planning (WEAP)
tool was used. The applied model construction approach in this study can be
understood as conceptual modelling, as the structure was specified before the
modelling runs were undertaken, and some of the model parameters had to be
estimated through calibration against observed data (Wagener & Wheater, 2006).
After the model was satisfactorily conceptualized, calibrated and validated, it was
employed within an exemplary scenario planning exercise. For the latter, national
water strategy objectives and action plans were analysed and used as normative
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guideline to craft a set of planning alternatives with direct relation to the local
challenges. A concluding assessment compares the performance of the local
scenarios to the national strategic objectives on the basis of a practically tailored
indicator selection. Eventually, the applied modelling framework presented here,
has the objective to provide decision makers with interdisciplinary and integrated
planning support that is equally based on national IWRM policies as well as on
sound science and thus with an instrument to progress towards operational
IWRM. Furthermore, model development and scenario planning provided
continuous input to the parallel development of the knowledge management
approach, both in form of design requirements, as well as in modelling
information to document and share.
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Fig. 3.16: Detailed workflow of the Wadi Shueib IWRM modelling and scenario
planning study.
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3.3.2.

The WEAP21 Water Evaluation and Planning Software

The Water Evaluation and Planning (WEAP) software tool was initially
developed in 1988 in cooperation with the United States branch of the Stockholm
Environment Institute (SEI-US) where it is still developed and maintained today.
The recent version is officially labelled WEAP21, thereby giving credit to the
major advances in comparison to the original model tool in terms of user
interface, solution algorithms and the inclusion of several sub-modules. Stated
design objectives of WEAP21 are to provide a water resources planning tool with
hydrologic modelling, as well as management elements and a scenario planning
environment (Yates et al., 2005).
The workflow in a WEAP21 application clearly follows a conceptual modelling
approach by defining the model structure as “model schematic” prior to any model
simulations. The basic structure is hereby composed as a system of water
resources, demand sites and operational network elements as model nodes that
are connected by flow vectors of various types (e.g. streams, canals, transmission
links, return flows). Water balances are computed for every time step as linear
programmed mass balance within lumped catchment nodes and the resultant
fluxes are passed towards connected groundwater or river elements The
conceptual model used for the balancing algorithm employs empirical functions to
calculate evapotranspiration, surface runoff, interflow and deep percolation
(Yates et al., 2005). By defining sub-catchments with differential
parameterisations WEAP21 can also be employed to build at least semidistributed catchment models (Yates & Strzepek, 1998). Fig. 3.17 shows the
input and output terms of the conceptual catchment node balance in WEAP21.
Groundwater can be modelled as simple aquifer bucket element with optional
parameterisation of hydraulic conductivity, specific yield and river-aquifer
interconnectivity. Within a sub-module WEAP21 also provides the possibility to
link with a MODFLOW model, as well as to a Qual2K (water quality), and
MABIA (crop water requirements and irrigation planning) model.
Following the catchment balance, for each time step the subsequent WEAP21
water allocation routine then uses the mass balance constants as received from
the catchment nodes for a linear programming optimization of water fluxes
between resources and demand sites with the objective function to maximize
satisfaction of user defined demand priorities and flow requirements, by user
defined supply priorities and quality demands. Demand site consumption and
return flows are computed in the same fashion, so that at the end of each time
step all received inflow to the system is either stored in the soil, an aquifer, a
river, a tributary, a reservoir, or leaves the system by the end of that step (Yates
et al., 2005).
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WEAP21 models are built with a current accounts year, representing the actual
water system situation and a reference time period that covers the planning
horizon to be modelled. The reference period might receive an alternative and
time-variant parameterisation in order to model future trends and developments
in the system. Scenarios are inherited from the reference period (or from each
other) and might again receive optional alternative parameterisations or
additional system elements.

Fig. 3.17: WEAP21 conceptual water balance elements. The two bucket model tracks
the storages Zi by dividing forced rainfall into evapotranspiration (Et), runoff, interflow,
percolation, and base flow for each defined fractional land use area with optional
parameters for crop coefficients (kc), leaf area index (LAI), water holding capacities
(Sw&Dw), hydraulic conductivities (ks&j) and infiltration/runoff partitioning fraction (f)
(Yates et al., 2005).

The WEAP21 model has been frequently applied in studies at various sites and
with various spatial and temporal scales. The majority of studies used the
software as instrument to assess the effects of changes in water infrastructure
and water management under variable scenario assumptions, for example climate
change or development scenarios (e.g. (Groves et al., 2008; Levite et al., 2003;
Yates et al., 2009), or specifically for the Lower Jordan Valley region (Al-Omari et
al., 2009; Alfarra et al., 2011; Hoff et al., 2011))4.

4 A comprehensive and regular updated list of publications in relation to WEAP
applications can be found on the WEAP21 homepage: [http://www.weap21.org/] under
“Publications” (last accessed: 23/02/2012)
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3.3.3.

Available Data

The recent history and the current state of the water system in the Wadi Shueib
area, its interrelation with other sectors and the present challenges and deficits
were assessed in a comprehensive review of the available data and information.
The focus of this modeling exercise was on the attempt of a holistic water sector
model with scenario planning capability on the basis of the available data, there
was no attempt to improve the modeling possibilities by conducting new
measurement campaigns. Thus, the data collecting process that preceded the
modeling effort, was built up of a comprehensive literature review on the study
area and of the acquisition of a broad set of available data from the responsible
water sector institutions (Ministry of Water and Irrigation, Water Authority of
Jordan, Jordan Valley Authority) as well as from various related sector actors
(Department of Statistics, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Health) and
related cooperation projects (GIZ, BGR, Dorsch Consult). This was accompanied
by several consultations and interdisciplinary discussions with local sector
experts from the governmental agencies, research facilities and development
cooperation institutions as well as several field visits to the Wadi Shueib area.
According to Jordanian standards the Wadi Shueib catchment can be considered
as rather well studied, and thus provided a useful basis for comprehensive water
balance modelling. Nevertheless the available data and information shows
essential gaps and discontinuities, especially when considering the temporal and
spatial scale of the information (Table 3.6).
It has to be mentioned that missing data does of course not necessarily mean
ultimate non-existence, however, the information was obviously not accessible for
the decision maker and thus could not be regarded in any planning process.
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Table 3.6: Overview of temporal and spatial scale of the available data for the water
balance modelling in the Wadi Shueib catchment area (UFW stands for “Unaccounted
for Water”).
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Dataavailableforyear:




1990

General:
Landuse
Population
WaterBalance:
Rainfall
Climaticparameters
SpringDischarge
DamWaterLevel
DaminͲ&outflow
Demand:
- Municipal
- Agricultural
- Industrial
Supply:
SpringProduction
WellProduction
WaterImport
UFWassessment
ReturnFlows:
Sewerconnections
WWTPinͲ&outflow

valuesonregionalor
nationalscale

Data Quality Control

The majority of the available time series data for rainfall, atmospheric
parameters, discharges, water production volumes and dam water balances were
received from the Water Information System (WIS) database at the MWI or
directly from employees at the MWI, WAJ or the Dams Department and
originated from the institutions regular monitoring programs. Due to the lack of a
working data quality control, much of the data had been in a rather bad
qualitative state and required a fair amount of preliminary control, cleaning and
pre-processing. Factual errors that could be assessed were:
-

Obvious data input and computational errors
Ambiguity and inconsistency of measurement techniques and routines
Missing data points

Obvious data input and computational errors
Data input and computational errors can actually be very difficult to address as
they generate random errors that only reveal themselves when they are of
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obvious size. Manual data inspection of the received data sets with the help of
spread-sheet and graphing software revealed such obvious errors in abundance,
mostly due to shifted decimal delimiters or added digits, which were manually
corrected when possible. When the error was obvious but the true value not, the
data point was completely deleted.
Ambiguity and inconsistency of measurement techniques or routines
Several of the received data sets were not self-explanatory in terms of applied
measurement techniques, routines or even exact measurement locations.
Furthermore, some data sets appeared to logically contradict observations at
nearby locations. In such cases it was attempted to directly contact the
responsible monitoring staff at the respective station or another knowledgeable
person at the respective institution to clarify the exact data origins. This was,
however, not always possible, due to the constant fluctuation of staff over the
assessed monitoring period. In some cases the contacted staff at the institutions
reported own uncertainty about data sets that have been received via external
(often development cooperation) projects without adequate documentation. In
extreme cases where no meta-information was obtainable at all, the data set had
to be completely excluded from further analyses (e.g. the measured wadi
discharge at station AM0008).
Missing data points
A high frequency of missing data points or even larger data gaps was found in
some of the received time series. As the water balance modelling approach
requires continuous time series at least for the calibration period, the gaps had to
be filled. There are various statistical techniques for estimating missing data in
time series promoted in the literature that range from simple interpolations using
the sample means to very sophisticated and work-intensive ones such as multiple
imputations. The suitability of a technique of course relates to the characteristics
of the considered parameter as well as to the so called “missingness mechanisms”
which accounts for the relation of the missing value(s) to the rest of the observed
values (Scheffer, 2002).
The first step is always the identification of missing data. In the case of spatiotemporal continuous parameters (e.g. temperature), this can be achieved by
simply checking the time series for gaps. In the case of intermittent parameters
(e.g. precipitation or water flows), a data gap does not necessarily mean missing
data but often that no measurable event occurred, thus the value should be set to
zero.
The technique that was applied for the identification and estimation of missing
data values in the Wadi Shueib case study was based on a single imputation
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process of missing values on the basis of observed values from the most similar
neighbouring stations that were available from the MWI data. In order to define
the most similar stations a similarity correlation between the stations was
calculated as suggested by Lo Presti et al. (2010).
In order to preliminary reduce the number of possibly similar stations to the truly
neighbouring ones, a search range threshold was chosen beforehand. In
accordance to the findings of (Hubbard, 1994) and (Camargo & Hubbard, 1999)
who examined spatial variability of daily weather variables in semi-arid USA, a
10 km search range was chosen for the similarity-search for rainfall gauges and of
50 km for evapotranspiration stations (Fig. 3.18).

Fig. 3.18: In order to find neighbouring similar rainfall gauges for the assessment of
missing data values a search range for of 10 km was used. For the evaporation stations
the search range was extended to 50 km in accordance to the lesser variability of the
temperature variable.

A total of 16 additional rainfall gauges and 4 additional evaporation stations fell
into the search buffers and were subsequently examined on similarity.
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As demonstrated by Lo Presti et al (2010) the similarity between stations can be
assessed by means of the non-parametric Spearman correlation coefficient ǒ.
Giving respect to the abundance of tied values in the dataset the following
formula for ǒ was used:
σୀଵ ܴ௫ ሺݔ ሻܴ௬ ሺݕ ሻ െ

ߩൌ
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where Rx is the rank of parameter x of one station, Ry the rank of the
corresponding parameter y of another station and n is the total number of
observations (Conover, 1971).
Calculated for every pair of stations, the Spearman coefficient was used to detect
the most similar station, which was hence used to fill larger missing data gaps for
the main Wadi Shueib climate stations.

3.3.5.
3.3.5.1.

Data Pre-processing
Areal Rainfall

The volume of received precipitation is the primary driving force of an area’s
water cycle. Thus, for water balance modelling it is necessary to find a
satisfactory estimation of the total amount of precipitation at each time step.
The spatial interpolation (or regionalisation) of rainfall observations from a
limited set of ground stations to estimate areal precipitation volumes and
distributions is a fundamental hydrologic method and several techniques are
currently in use. A good introductive overview to the history and current concepts
on this matter can be found in Dingman (2008).
In order to select a suitable interpolation algorithm for the areal rainfall
calculations in the Wadi Shueib catchment three typical techniques (Nearest
Neighbour, Inverse Distance Weight, Ordinary Kriging) have been applied to the
daily rainfall observations of the water year of 2004/05 for 10 rainfall gauges
within the study area or its vicinity.
The Nearest Neighbour interpolation (also: Thiessen polygon method) is a
conventional and often applied technique which simply assigns the record of the
closest observation to the unsampled location, thus creating polygons of influence
(Thiessen polygons; also: Voronoi Tesselation) around each gauge bordering at the
halfway distance between all adjacent stations.
The Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) interpolation estimates a parameter u at
an unsampled location x as a linear combination of the surrounding observations
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weighted inversely proportional to the distance between observations (Shepard,
1968):
ݓ ሺݔሻݑ

σ
ୀ ୀ ݓ ሺݔሻ


ݑሺݔሻ ൌ 
with
ݓ ൌ

ͳ
݀ሺݔǡ ݔ ሻ

where x is an unsampled location, xi is an observation (sampled) location, n is the
total number of observations, d is the metric distance between x and xi and p is
the power to which the inverse distance is weighted.
Ordinary Kriging (OK) interpolation is a geostatistical prediction technique that
uses a semivariogram-function as a measure of dissimilarity to define the
observation weights, instead of the Euclidian distance. It is largely used in the
fields of hydrology and other earth sciences and often yields superior estimates
when compared to the beforehand mentioned techniques (Tabios & Salas, 1985).
Detailed discussions on various applied Kriging algorithms are found in
Goovaerts (1997). As the significance of the Kriging method relies on a statistical
evaluation of the sample data, it was questionable if the available sample size of
10 rainfall gauges would provide a sufficient basis for its application (see also
Dirks et al. (1998) for a comparison of different areal rainfall interpolation
techniques on small sample size basis).
The three interpolation sets were computed with the ArcGIS 9.3 Spatial Analyst
module for the stations monthly and yearly rainfall heights in 2004/05. Fig. 3.19
shows the maps of annual rainfall interpolated with the NN (left map), IDW
(middle) and OK (right) interpolation.
In order to compare the estimations performance, each interpolation was run ten
times, always excluding one station after another as reference observation point.
The results were hence compared in respect to the calculated total amount of
areal precipitation and the total mean square error (MSE) of prediction z* against
the true observation z at each reference station with:
 ܧܵܯൌ


ͳ
 ሺݖሺݔ ሻ െ  כ ݖሺݔ ሻሻଶ
݊
ୀ
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where xi is a sampled location (reference rain gauge), z(xi) is the observed rainfall
at the sampled location, z*(xi) is the predicted rainfall at the sampled location and
n is the total number of reference sample locations.

Fig. 3.19: Maps of annual areal precipitation in the Wadi Shueib catchment area for
the water year 2004/05 (oct-sep), interpolated with the Nearest Neighbour (left),
Inverse Distance (middle) and Ordinary Kriging (right) algorithms. The interpolation
was based on ten rainfall stations in or near the study area (2 stations are not visible on
the map display) (based on data records from the MWI).

Table 3.7 shows the results of the areal rainfall interpolation and the calculated
total mean square error. The monthly variation of the areal rainfall estimations
show that the IDW interpolation tends to predict the largest areal rainfall
volumes whereas the OK tends to the lowest estimates. OK and NN show a closer
correspondence with a total annual difference of 23 mm equivalent to 4.6 MCM,
while IDW estimates 11.7 MCM more annual rainfall than NN or 16.2 MCM more
than OK. The total MSE for each interpolation method shows that IDW produces
larger prediction errors than NN and OK. It is interesting to note that NN and
OK produce very similar prediction accuracy in the annual average but show
greater variability in their performance for particular months. While NN for
December 2004 showed the highest prediction error of all three methods, it
outperformed the other algorithms for the majority of rainy months.
According to the results of the interpolation test, it appeared that the Nearest
Neighbour-interpolation algorithm was the favourable approach for further
application as it produced results and accuracies comparable to the Ordinary
Kriging-algorithm but allowed a much easier and quicker application. To
calculate the 20-year time series of monthly rainfall volumes for the Wadi Shueib
catchment, the area of the Thiessen polygons intersecting the study area was
taken as weighing factor for the stations influence on the area’s rainfall. Thus, all
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calculations could be quickly done in spread-sheet software without the need for
time-consuming GIS processing.

Table 3.7: Comparison of the monthly and annual areal rainfall interpolation results
for the Nearest Neighbour (NN), Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) and Ordinary
Kriging (OK) algorithms and the total mean square error (MSE) of the prediction.
ArealRainfall[mm]
NN

Month

MSE

IDW

OK

NN

IDW

OK

Oct04

0.0

0.0

0.2

7

10

10

Nov04

121.0

138.2

114.0

155

265

194

Dec04

37.0

39.9

37.8

806

775

507

Jan05

137.0

155.4

122.8

151

525

378

Feb05

78.0

93.2

69.6

355

540

339

Mar05

35.0

39.0

38.5

278

444

316

Apr05

8.0

8.0

9.6

8

8

4

May05

3.0

3.9

3.5

2

1

3

Jun05

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

0

0

Jul05

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

0

0

Aug05

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

0

0

Sep05

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

0

0

Total:

419

478

396

Avg.:147

214

146

Table 3.8: Comparison of the results from different interpolation algorithm and given
literature values for annual areal rainfall in the Wadi Shueib.
AverageAreaPrecipitation
[mm]
[MCM]
NearestNeighbour(withThiessenpolygons)
396.0
78.3
InverseDistanceWeighted(p=2)
393.5
77.8
OrdinaryKriging
391.6
77.4
Ta'any(1992)
387.4
76.6
NWMP(2004)
395.0
78.1

Interpolation

3.3.5.2.

Areal Evapotranspiration

Evapotranspiration (ET) as combination of evaporation and the biophysically
controlled transpiration from vegetation is the major loss term in the water
balance of semi-arid or arid catchment areas. Measuring ET, whether directly
(e.g. with the eddy flux coefficient) or indirectly (e.g. with weighing lysimeters) is
difficult and requires sophisticated and laborious technical equipment which is
most often not available within an appropriate range of a study area. Pan
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evaporation and piche evaporation measures, regularly conducted at climate
stations give a measure of daily evaporation potential from open water bodies, but
need a location-specific adjustment coefficient to be transferred to ET potentials
(Allen et al., 1998; Dingman, 2008).
For longer observation periods, the mean annual ET on a catchment scale can be
reasonably estimated from the water balance term with known precipitation and
runoff volumes. On shorter periods, e.g. months, the temporal water storage
within the catchment cannot be neglected and water balance approaches have to
incorporate these parameters. To quantify the ET in catchments without
available direct measurements a multitude of approaches have been proposed
that estimate potential and actual ET by employing empirical, e.g. (Blaney &
Criddle, 1950; Hargreaves & Samani, 1985; Thornthwaite, 1948; Turc, 1961), or
physically based models, e.g. (Monteith, 1973; Penman, 1948; Priestley & Taylor,
1972). A very valuable overview can be found in (Allen et al., 1998). These models
were often motivated by agricultural research on irrigation requirements and
usually use a reference surface. Evapotranspiration rates of different surfaces
(typically crops) are then related to the reference surface by crop coefficients.
Besides the type of crop, the ET potential is affected by various factors including
radiation, air temperature, air humidity and wind speed as atmospheric drivers;
surface and soil characteristics, slope, aspect and vegetation cover as location
parameters, as well as anthropogenic influence factors. Consequently, there is a
large pool of investigations that compare different models under the conditions of
specific study areas, climatic conditions and spatial and temporal scales (e.g.
Amatya et al., 1995; Chiew et al., 1995; Itenfisu et al., 2003). These studies often
conclude to the favour of one or another ET model for a specific study area and it
seems difficult to beforehand predict the performance of an approach for a certain
area.
Internationally accepted models were developed during the 1990s by the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) that follow Penman-Monteith and relate to a
standardized grass (or alfalfa) surface area. The currently favoured model in the
international literature is the FAO Penman-Monteith Reference Crop ET model
(also: FAO-56) by Allen et al. (1998) which relies solely on meteorological
parameters to estimate the potential evapotranspiration for a defined grass area
with an assumed crop height of 0.12 m, a fixed surface resistance of 70 s/m, an
albedo of 0.23 and unrestricted water availability by:

ܶܧ ൌ
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where ET0 is the reference evapotranspiration [mm/day], R0 is the net radiation
at the crop surface [MJ/m²day], G is the soil heat flux density [MJ/m²day], T is the
mean daily air temperature at 2m height [°C], u2 is the wind speed at 2m height
[m/s], es is the saturation vapour pressure [kPa], ea is the actual vapour pressure
[kPa], Ʀ is the slope of the vapour pressure curve [kPa/°C] and Ǆ is the
psychrometic constant [kPa/°C] which is given for average atmospheric conditions
by:
ߛ ൌ ͲǤͷ ൈ ͳͲିଷ ܲ
where P is the atmospheric pressure [kPa].
In order to transfer ET0 from the reference grass area to other crops with
different water requirements an empirically obtained crop coefficient is employed:
ܶܧ ൌ ܭ ܶܧ
where ETc is the regarded crop evapotranspiration [mm/d], Kc is a crop specific
coefficient, ETo reference crop evapotranspiration [mm/d].
The guideline for the computation of the FAO-56 PM ET0 provides various
suggestions on how to estimate missing parameters, as well as suggested crop
coefficients for different crops, climates and growth stages (Allen et al., 1998).
For the Wadi Shueib Catchment, the potential evapotranspiration after FAO-56
was calculated for the records from two climate stations AL0035 to north and
AM0007 at the Dam in South Shuna for the period from October 1995 to
September 2009. The stations record daily measurements of minimum, maximum
and averages of air temperature, pressure, humidity and radiation as well as
average wind speed and Class-B-Pan evaporation measurements. Fig. 3.20(a)
shows the 14-year averages of the calculated monthly ET0 and observed Pan
evaporation records. The calculated ET0 suggest a linear correlation between the
two stations when observed at a monthly scale (Fig. 3.20b), whereas for the Pan
evaporation records less linearity is observed especially in the summer months
(Fig. 3.20c).
With regard to the limited set of available climate stations recording the
necessary atmospheric parameters, a spatial interpolation approach as conducted
for the areal rainfall interpolations (cf. Chap. 3.3.5.1) would result in two
Thiessen polygons for the catchment area. But it would give superior influence to
the South Shunah station (AM0007), resulting in a probable overestimation of
evapotranspiration potential. Thus, to better represent the natural climatic
separation of the study area into the Mediterranean upper catchment area and
the semi-arid lower altitudes, the Wadi Shueib catchment was divided into two
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representative parts that would allow a differentiated assessment of the potential
areal evapotranspiration losses in the water balances. The separation border was
set in relation to the elevation range of the study area (~ –200 m bmsl to
+1220 m amsl) at the 460m elevation isoline. Fig. 3.21 shows the resultant upper
(~121 km²) and lower (~77 km²) Wadi Shueib catchment area and the division of
the Thiessen polygons for calculating the monthly areal rainfall in the upper and
lower part. The two climate stations AL00035 to the north and AM0007 at the
Dam in South Shuna were assumed as representative for the upper and lower
part. Fig. 3.22 shows the resultant time series from 1990-2009 for areal
precipitation and areal reference evapotranspiration for the two catchment areas
that were eventually exported as coma separated value (csv) files to be read by
the WEAP software.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3.20: (a) Average monthly ET0 and recorded Pan evaporation at the climate
stations AL0035 and AM0007. (b)+(c) Scatterplots of the calculated monthly ET0 (b)
and recorded Pan evaporation (c) at the two stations.
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Fig. 3.21: Separation of the Wadi Shueib Catchment into an upper and lower part
along the 460 m isoline. The Thiessen-Polygon areas around the rainfall stations used
were accordingly divided for calculating the monthly areal rainfall in the upper and
lower part of the Wadi Shueib Catchment.

Fig. 3.22: Areal precipitation and reference evapotranspiration time series for the
upper and lower part of the Wadi Shueib catchment.
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3.3.5.3.

Surface Runoff

Even though the Wadi Shueib WEAP model was not constructed to accurately
simulate rainfall-runoff processes, the fraction of rainfall that generates direct
surface runoff is nevertheless a basic model parameter as it is calculated as
catchment-node outflow unavailable for the areal evapotranspiration loss. When
the parameter is not set, the full amount of monthly rainfall is accessible to the
potential reference evapotranspiration time series before infiltration or runoff
volumes are subtracted, which predictably leads to an overestimation of
evapotranspiration losses.
A simple approximation of the direct runoff can be deducted by subtracting the
average monthly discharge records of the springs and waste water treatment
plants from the recorded inflow volumes at the Shueib Dam. This approach,
however, tends to underestimate the rising of the base flow after rainfall events.
Ta’any (1992) conducted an analysis of the rainfall storms of the period from 1971
to 1991 by applying the Curve Number (CN) procedure of the United States Soil
Conservation Service (US-SCS, 1972) to calculate the direct runoff- and
infiltration ratios for the Wadi Shueib Catchment. According to his studies, the
average volume of annual direct runoff amounts to 5.3 % of the annual rainfall.
Due to the karst topography of the area the CN procedure might well
underestimate the infiltration rate (Cazier & Hawkins, 1984).
Thus, to get a better estimation of the direct runoff for the actual model period a
graphical hydrograph analysis was conducted on the basis of the daily inflow
measurements at the Wadi Shueib Dam that were available for the period after
March 2002.
The graphical base flow separation has already a long history in the field of
hydrology (see Tallaksen (1995) for a good review on the development).
State-of-the-art techniques make use of today’s processing power to apply
multiple recession curve matching or use recursive digital filters to separate the
high-frequency flood flow from the low-frequency base flow signal (Arnold &
Allen, 1999).
Many of the proposed methods document high accuracy in the related literature
but at the same time tend to require discharge records of high temporal resolution
(hours or minutes), as well as an intensive work load for the modeller. The chosen
method for this study on the other hand did not only need to promise robust
results but also allow for the use of the available daily measurements. For this
purpose the WHAT module (Web based Hydrograph Analysis Tool) by Lim et al.
(2005) was found to provide an useful approach with satisfactory results.
The WHAT application offers three base flow separation modules: Local
Minimum, BFLOW-filter and Eckhardt-Filter. The modules were tested against
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the available Wadi Shueib Reservoir hydrograph for the water year 2004/05 and
the results were manually checked against the monthly discharge records of the
springs and the waste water treatment plants. The Local Minimum module
overestimated the base flow in large parts, thus the Eckhardt-Filter module was
chosen for further application which uses a digital filter of the form (Eckhardt,
2005):
ܤ ൌ

ሺͳ െ ܫܨܤ௫ ሻߙ  ܤିଵ  ሺͳ െ ߙሻܫܨܤ௫ ܳ
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where Bi is the filtered base flow at the time step i, BFImax is the maximum value
of long term ratio of base flow to total streamflow, ǂ is the filter parameter and Qi
is the total streamflow at the time step i.
General values for ǂ (0.925) and BFImax (0.8 for perennial streams with porous
aquifers, 0.5 for ephemeral streams with porous aquifers, 0.25 for perennial
streams with hard rock aquifers) are proposed by Eckhardt (2005). However, it
was found that better results were obtained when estimating these parameters
beforehand with the WHAT BFImax-GA module (BFImax Genetic AlgorithmAnalyzer module) that applies an automated recession curve analysis to obtain a
best fit to the given discharge data (Lim et al., 2010). Table 3.9 shows the
optimized values for BFImax and ǂ for the three water years of 2002/03, 2004/05
and 2005/06 accounting for wet, normal and dry water year conditions in the
catchment. The model accuracy can be assessed by the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency
coefficient E (Nash & Sutcliffe, 1970), which is frequently used in hydrological
modelling and basically sums the absolute squared differences between the
modelled and the observed values normalized by the variance of the observed
values for the observation period with:

 ܧൌͳെ
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ሻ

ଶ

ଶ
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where Qio is the observed and Qim is the modelled discharge at the time step i. E
can range from -1 to 1, the latter one being a perfect fit, whereas values below
zero indicate that the mean value of the observed time series would have been a
better predictor. With regard to the approach of finding best fit parameters for a
complete water year and not for single runoff pulses, the predicted values appear
to provide satisfactory results especially for the normal water and dry year
conditions.
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Table 3.9: Optimized Filter Parameter and BFImax for the Eckhardt Digital Filter base
flow separation module of WHAT for the Shueib Dam inflow hydrograph for three water
years. The optimized values were obtained with the WHAT BFImax-GA module.
Water
year

Hydrologic Optimized
conditions Filterɲ

Optimized
BFImax

NashͲSutcliffe
coefficient

2002/03 Wet

0.9617

0.3835

0.6200

2004/05 Normal

0.9980

0.7139

0.8773

2005/06 Dry

0.9899

0.7944

0.7564


For the water year 2002/03 the model prediction tended to overestimate the base
flow component during the intensive rain storms in March 2003. The optimized
parameters were subsequently used to run a base flow separation with the
Eckhardt-Filter module. The results of the base flow separation for the water year
2005/06 are shown in Fig. 3.23.
In order to deduct the runoff fraction parameter for the WEAP model, the
modelled daily direct runoff values set in relation to the estimations of areal
rainfall (cf. Chap. 3.3.5.1) to obtain a monthly rainfall-runoff ratio. The results
are given in Table 3.10.

Fig. 3.23: Base flow separation with the WHAT Eckhardt Filter module for the water
year 2005/06 and the calculated catchment areal precipitation.
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Table 3.10: Estimated monthly rainfall-runoff for three water years.
Month

ArealPrecipitation
[m³]

Observedinflow
atReservoir[m³]

Estimateddirect Directrunoff
runoff[m³]
ratio[%]

OctͲ02

311,850

179,453

0

0.0%

NovͲ02

4,754,772

226,368

46,335

1.0%

DecͲ02

25,966,710

1,928,448

1,464,176

5.6%

JanͲ03

10,117,602

688,694

339,483

3.4%

FebͲ03

22,434,390

1,424,477

965,931

4.3%

MarͲ03

31,047,588

5,217,264

4,065,115

13.1%

AprͲ03

2,617,956

3,632,688

1,853,709

70.8%

MayͲ03

0

555,120

48,091

0.0%

OctͲ04

0

172,195

0

0.0%

NovͲ04

21,019,284

1,063,411

896,186

4.3%

DecͲ04

5,734,872

476,410

208,809

3.6%

JanͲ05

20,679,712

881,626

579,291

2.8%

FebͲ05

14,065,920

902,016

568,355

4.0%

MarͲ05

6,040,188

535,248

169,898

2.8%

AprͲ05

1,532,916

280,800

24,811

1.6%

OctͲ05

208,692

194,400

0

0.0%

NovͲ05

5,118,300

370,224

165,543

3.2%

DecͲ05

13,586,760

821,664

481,654

3.5%

JanͲ06

7,847,136

588,816

173,194

2.2%

FebͲ06

10,942,668

633,744

220,360

2.0%

MarͲ06

926,640

256,608

29,817

3.2%

AprͲ06

19,460,232

848,880

574,931

3.0%

The annual average of direct runoff calculated with the WHAT module are 2.8 %
for the dry year, 3.5 % for the normal year and 9.0 % for the wet water year
conditions. With exception of the very high runoff fraction after three months of
heavy rain in April 2003, the estimated ratios lie within the range that was also
found by Ta’any’s (1992) application of the Curve Number analysis on the
rainstorm events between 1971 and 1991 who calculated annual runoff ratios in
the range of 1.2 % to 15.4 % with an average of 5.3 %. Furthermore, according to
the daily model results it appears that direct runoff is only observed at the Shueib
Reservoir after precipitation events of at least 1.35 MCM (or 7 mm) of areal
rainfall. The results for all years provided better estimations when compared to a
constant base flow approach and thus were adapted for the Wadi Shueib WEAP
model.
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3.3.5.4.

Groundwater Recharge

In union with the surface runoff fraction, the percentage of groundwater recharge
from precipitation is an elementary allocation factor for the WEAP balancing
module. Due to the complex geological setting and the lack of available
observation wells an attempt for a groundwater flow model has never been
undertaken in Wadi Shueib study area. Some authors have attempted
generalized estimates of the groundwater recharge in the area but their
approximations show a significant variance. Most effort has probably been
conducted by Ta’any (1992) who calculated an average groundwater recharge of
12% from precipitation by means of a catchment wide water balance. However, he
might have underestimated the recharge component by using the SCS curve
number method (cf. Chap. 3.3.5.3). Zagana et al. (2007) applied a water-soilbalance model locally for the records of the As-Salt station and thereby estimated
annual mean recharge rates of about 80 mm or 16 % of annual recharge for the
area. In the continuous regional groundwater water model sustained by the
Ministry of Water and Irrigation recharge rates of about 21 % of annual rainfall
are assumed for the Jordan Valley Side Wadis (MWI, 2004).
So as to find a usable estimate of the monthly groundwater recharge rate for the
model period a water budget balancing of the recorded monthly spring discharges
and the areal rainfall in the recharge areas was undertaken. Due to the coarse
temporal resolution of the spring discharge (monthly samples) records and the
lack of soil moisture data, it was necessary to rely on annual balance calculations
which needed subsequent disaggregation to approximate monthly recharge rates.

In order to define an area with best boundaries for in- and outflows, the
groundwater contribution zone (GWCZ) of the four main springs in the Wadi
Shueib area was selected, as delineated by the BGR&MWI (2010) in the
framework of the spring protection zone project (Fig. 3.24).
According to Singhal & Gupta (2010) the balance for groundwater recharge for a
given time period can be written as:
ܴ ൌ ܱ௪  ܱ  ܱ௪   ܶܧെ ܴ െ ܴ௧ െ ܫ െ ܫ௪ േ οܵ േ ݊
where Rp is the recharge from precipitation, Ow is groundwater draft, Oe is
effluent to rivers, Ogw is outflow to other groundwater units, ET is
evapotranspiration, Ri is the recharge from field irrigation and canal seepage, Rt
is the recharge from tanks, Ir is influent from rivers, Igw is inflow from adjacent
groundwater units, ƦS is the change in groundwater storage and n are
undetermined elements of the balance and errors in estimations.
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Fig. 3.24: Groundwater Contribution Zones (GWCZ) of the four major springs in the
Wadi Shueib catchment and the locations of springs and wells in the area (modified
after MWI&BGR, 2010).

With respect to the delineation of the Wadi Shueib springs GWCZ it was assumed
that no groundwater inflow from adjacent units occurs and that all groundwater
outflows are represented by the recorded spring discharges and well abstraction,
whereas deep percolation towards the Kurnub (K1/K2) group was neglected.
According to Werz (2006) the average thickness of the unsaturated zone in the
study area is assumed to range from 50 m (Hummar) to 60 m (Naur) and 75 m
(Wadi As-Sir). Thus, direct evapotranspiration losses from the groundwater table
were neglected.
Riverbed inflow was assessed together with the rainfall recharge volume as the
wadi stream flow in the area is predominantly fed by precipitation runoff and
spring discharge (although some feedback from spring discharge to the
groundwater is of course possible, yet had to be neglected).
As agricultural activity in the area is reported as predominantly rainfed (Storz,
2004), additional infiltration from irrigation water is neglected. Seepage from the
water supply and the sewer system and septic tanks was taken into account as
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Unintentional Recharge (UR) volume and was estimated by a water supply and
return flow balance (cf. Chap. 3.3.5.5).
Groundwater storage in the GWCZ was estimated based on Ta’any’s (1992)
conclusions from his spring hydrograph and flow-duration curve analyses. The
summer storage volumes given therein were grouped according to wet, dry and
normal water year conditions and applied for respective water years in this
studies model period.
Based on the given assumptions a modified recharge balance for the Wadi Shueib
springs GWCZ was applied with:
ܴ ൌ ܱ௦  ܱ௪ െ ܴோ േ οܵ േ ݊
where Rp is the recharge from precipitation, Os is the spring discharge, Ow is the
well abstraction, RUR is the unintentional recharge from water supply pipelines,
sewer canals and septic tanks, ƦS is the change in groundwater storage and n is
the error term.
Table 3.11 shows the resultant groundwater recharge balance for the Wadi
Shueib Springs groundwater contribution zones for the water years 1995/96 until
2008/2009.
According to the annual balance the mean groundwater recharge volume in the
area is 9.9 MCM per year or 21 % of the areal precipitation over the delineated
groundwater contribution zones. The estimated yearly recharge volumes range
from 8.1 MCM in the very dry winter 1998/99 to 11.9 MCM in the wet winter of
2002/03. The fraction of precipitation contributing to groundwater recharge
ranges from 16 % to 37 %, whereas it appears that higher relative recharge occurs
during dry winters in comparison to normal and wet water years. This would be
in agreement to the study of Jiries et al. (2010) who found a higher percentage of
soil infiltration relative to total precipitation for drier water years in their
irrigation efficiency studies in the Shueib area. Furthermore, the estimated
annual recharge rates show a good agreement with the recharge figures used in
the regional groundwater modelling at the Ministry of Water and Irrigation
(MWI, 2004), but is considerably higher than the average estimates of Zagana et
al. (2007) and Ta’any (1992).
Possible errors due to the boundary assumptions might be especially the assumed
absence of further subsurface groundwater outflows from the GWCZ. When taken
into account, average recharge fractions could well reach up to 30 % of annual
recharge as found by Alkhoury (2011) for the adjacent Wadi Kafrein area.
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Table 3.11: Annual recharge balance for the Wadi Shueib springs groundwater
contribution zones for the period from 1995/96 to 2008/09.
Water
year

Areal
rainfall

Spring
Well Unintended Changein
discharge abstraction
recharge
storage

Os



Ow

RUR

Rechargefrom
precipitation

ȴS

Rp
[%]

[MCM]

1995/96
1996/97
1997/98
1998/99

46.5
53.4
50.4
22.1

10.2
10.3
10.4
7.1

2
2
1.8
1.9

1.4
1.4
1.4
0.9

Ͳ0.7
0.2
0
Ͳ3.6

10.8
10.9
10.8
8.1

23%
20%
21%
37%

1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05

33.6
37.8
63.1
74.8
38.7
56.3

8
8.1
11.2
11.9
9.8
9.7

2.2
2.1
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.7

1
0.9
1.2
1.4
1.4
1.4

Ͳ1.4
Ͳ0.7
1.7
3.6
Ͳ2.9
2.1

9.2
9.3
11.3
11.9
9.9
10

27%
25%
18%
16%
26%
18%

2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09

46.3
53.9
34.5
62.2

9.1
9
8.1
9.6

1.6
1.4
1.4
1

1.4
1.4
1.3
1.3

0.5
0.5
Ͳ1.3
2.4

9.3
9
8.2
9.3

20%
17%
24%
15%

Avg.

48.1

9.5

1.7

1.3

0

9.9

21%

3.3.5.5.

Water Consumption and Return Flows

The natural water balance of the Wadi Shueib catchment is already highly
influenced by human activities which were assessed in a preliminary study of the
municipal, industrial and agricultural water supply, consumption and return flow
processes in order to define the allocation principles for the water balance model.
The water sector challenges in the study area are resulting in large parts from
water losses in the water supply as well as the waste water system (cf. Chap.
3.2.8 and 3.2.9).
In order to account for the monthly water supply and return flow losses in the
study area, the available records of springs and well production and water
imports were balanced against the demographic figures of the supplied
municipalities and the recorded inflows at the two waste water treatment plants
for As-Salt and Mahis and Fuheis. With the losses from the water supply being:
ܷܴிௐ ൌ ሺܲௌ  ܲௐ  ܲூ െ ܲா ሻ ൈ ܷܹܨ
where URFW is the volume of unintended recharge of freshwater from supply
network losses at a demand site [m³/month], PS/PW/PI/PE are the
spring/well/import/export freshwater productions allocated to the demand site
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[m³/month] and UFWph is the ratio of physical network losses from the
unaccounted for water [dimensionless] which is estimated at 0.286 for the study
area (MWI, 2004).
The volume of generated waste water was estimated from the recorded treatment
plant inflows and BOD values, assuming an average BOD of 60 g per capita per
day. The losses from the waste water return flows were assumed to occur
primarily from cesspits and septic tanks and to correspond to the percentage of
cesspits reported as being never emptied (cf. Chap. 3.2.8) thus giving:
ܷܴௐௐ ൌ 

ܹܹܶܲ
൨ ൈ ܲ௦ ൈ ܲܥ
ܲ௦

where URWW is the volume of unintended recharge of waste water from return
flow losses at a demand site [m³/capita/month], WWTPin is the recorded monthly
waste water treatment plant inflow [m³/month], Pops/Popns is the number of
people served/not served by centralized waste water service [capita] and CPleaking
is the reported percentage of cesspits never emptied [58 %].

Table 3.12 shows the results of the return flow balance for the two districts of AsSalt and Fuheis/Mahis. The municipal supply represents the total water supplied
from the public network for domestic and non-domestic uses after the subtraction
of the physical network losses (URFW). It includes water imports to the network
via the Zai- and Dabouq-pipelines, but it does not include water bought from
private vendors and thus could underestimate the actual water consumption. The
annual per capita supply ranged from 33.9 m³ to 50.0 m³ (~93-137 l/c/d) in As-Salt
and from 36.5 m³ to 52.8 m³ (~100-145 l/c/d) in the Fuheis/Mahis sub-district with
the lowest supply during the little water crisis in 2001/02 after three consecutive
drought years. The proportion of imported water amounts to 41 % of the supply
for the As-Salt district and to 36 % for Fuheis and Mahis. The consumption loss
ratio expresses the amount of supplied municipal water that is not recorded as
waste water, e.g. used in private and commercial gardening or public areas, or is
otherwise lost to evapotranspiration. The consumption losses amount to an
average of 25-30 % but display a considerable variance between years, which is
not unusual according to the literature (Tchobanoglous et al., 2003). The average
amount of generated waste water per capita accounts to 80 l/capita/day in the AsSalt district, and 84 l/capita/day in Fuheis and Mahis, which amounts to about
93-94 % of the total domestic consumption. Within a household survey study on
greywater reuse potential Jamrah et al. (2008) come to comparable values for the
nearby Zarqa area where they found 93% of total domestic consumption was
generated waste water. It is estimated that approximately 4-12 % of the
generated waste water in the Wadi Shueib area is leaking into the underground
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(URWW). Due to the lesser sewer connectivity the ratio is higher in the As-Salt
sub-district compared to Fuheis and Mahis. As mentioned above, the URWW in
this model takes a conservative estimate on losses solely from cesspits and tanks.
Possible leakages from sewer canals are hereby ascribed to the consumption loss
term. Thus, the URWW may also be underestimated and understood as lower
bound on the loss parameter.

Table 3.12: Return flow balance for the two districts of As-Salt and Fuheis/Mahis for
the period from 1998 to 2009.
SubͲdistrictFuheis/Mahis

SubͲdistrictAsͲSalt



Year
1998

Municipal Consump.
supply
loss
WWG
[m³/cap]
[%] [m³/cap]
50.0
39%
30.0

URWW
[%]
8%

Municipal Consump.
supply
loss
WWG
[m³/cap]
[%] [m³/cap]

URWW
[%]

50.6

41%

20.2

8%

1999

42.6

45%

23.3

10%

40.1

37%

23.8

6%

2000

39.1

35%

24.7

9%

40.0

28%

27.9

6%

2001

33.9

23%

25.5

10%

36.5

35%

23.4

7%

2002

37.4

23%

27.7

9%

52.8

30%

33.4

5%

2003

39.3

22%

29.8

9%

46.7

25%

34.2

5%

2004

43.9

28%

31.4

9%

43.7

20%

33.2

5%

2005

46.4

31%

31.5

10%

41.1

14%

32.8

5%

2006

44.0

33%

29.5

11%

45.0

21%

33.5

5%

2007

43.2

30%

30.3

11%

46.7

22%

34.6

4%

2008

36.3

17%

30.1

12%

2009

38.6

16%

32.4

11%

45.4
47.2

21%
12%

35.0
37.6

4%
4%

3.3.6.

Wadi Shueib Water Balance

In order to combine and review the results of the systematic pre-processing steps,
the resultant system understanding was expressed in holistic water balances for
different water year conditions. The conceptual balancing approach was
straightforward in defining different compartments and their inflows and
outflows. It is inevitable that certain flow paths or storage components stay
highly uncertain. Elements without the availability of measurement data or
directly related studies, and which also cannot be properly balanced from other
components, have to be estimated from the experience of experts or the
international literature. In the case of the Wadi Shueib water balance this
primarily concerns several components of the groundwater flow, and here
especially the sewer leakages and the resultant unintentional recharge, as well as
potential lateral groundwater flows. Furthermore, the irrigation related
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evapotranspiration and return flows, as well as the amount of private water
imports. Nonetheless, the international literature provides a multitude of
examples where even highly uncertain water balancing approaches have been
usefully applied in the water resources studies at catchment scales (e.g.
Fleischbein et al., 2006; McCartney, 2000).
In order to allow general review and efficient discussion with project partners and
Jordanian water sector professionals, the prepared balances where compiled in
balance schemes that employ coloured flow arrows of variable size to express
significance and uncertainty of the information. This visualization proved very
useful in the communication during discussions on the water system
understanding and helped significantly in acquiring expert opinions and
estimates, thus reducing some prevailing uncertainties. A final result of these
balance schemes is illustrated Fig. 3.25, which exemplarily summarizes the
acquired knowledge of the Wadi Shueib water budget for the water year 2008/09.
Within the SMART project, the structured visualization of the current state of
knowledge could also be used to delineate areas with critical knowledge gaps and
to help streamline further research activities.
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Fig. 3.25: Water Balance for Wadi Shueib compiled from the pre-processed data. All values are
given in MCM for the water year 2008/09. The colour of the flow arrows indicates the confidence in
the data quality: blue: good (measured); yellow: medium (balance derivate); red: low (expert or
literature estimates or no data). Transmission losses (baseflow) are an outflow component.
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3.3.7.
3.3.7.1.

Wadi Shueib WEAP-Model
General Model Characteristics

Spatial Scale
The spatial boundaries chosen for the IWRM-model are oriented after the Wadi
Shueib Dam surface water catchment (cf. Chap. 3.2.2 - Fig. 3.2), which was
obtained by applying the ArcMap©-Watershed-algorithm on a 1:20:000 digital
topographic map of the area. For the groundwater recharge estimations, the
subsurface catchment was assumed to be slightly extended to the north in
comparison to the surface catchment, as it was defined in the Spring Protection
Zone Study by the BGR and MWI (BGR & MWI, 2010). Furthermore, to integrate
water imports and exports three additional external demand sites were added to
the model, representing the communities that receive water supply from the Wadi
Shueib springs and wells, as wells as the irrigated areas in the Jordan Valley that
receive the Shueib Dam Water.
Temporal Scale
The decision on the modelling time steps has to depend primarily on the intended
application. Daily and monthly time steps are common in water balance models
on catchment scale. Shorter time steps become necessary when the model
objectives focus on the physical representation of runoff or solute transport
processes. It is important to note is that smaller time steps usually involve higher
model complexity and data requirements, whereas the accuracy of the predictions
is usually experienced higher in monthly models in comparison to daily models
(Ye et al., 1997). For the purpose of yield-based water resources assessment,
models with monthly time steps have shown to provide pragmatic and applicable
approaches (Vandewiele & Ni-Lar-Win, 1998) and have also been successfully
applied in arid to semi-arid regions (Moreda, 1999).
With regard to the available data and the objectives a monthly time step was
chosen for the Wadi Shueib WEAP model with a calibration and validation period
from 2001 until 2009. For the planning scenario simulations the time frame was
expanded until 2025, regarding the actual MWI water planning horizon.

3.3.7.2.

Schematic WEAP Model

The conceptual model of the Wadi Shueib water resources and supply structure is
represented in the WEAP model schematic (Fig. 3.26). The modelled components
are hereby represented as set of interconnected nodes of catchment areas,
aquifers, supply and demand sites, waste water treatment and water storage
facilities. During model simulation the nodes act as one-dimensional lumped
parameter elements wherein the water budget calculations for each time step are
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performed. The linking vectors between the nodes represent runoff or infiltration
allocations, natural stream flows and intentional water transmissions and return
flows. Stream flows and diversions can be modelled as two-dimensional features
for some calculations, given the reach lengths and related parameter-variance.

Fig. 3.26: Schematic representation of the Wadi Shueib WEAP-model. In order to
provide a better overview some nodes are shifted from their true geographical location.

The Wadi Shueib catchment is represented as two separated sub-catchments
(Upper: 121 km² and Lower: 77 km²) as discussed earlier (cf. Chap. 3.3.5.2) that
drain received precipitation towards the main Wadi Shueib stream and the
aquifer (cf. Chap 3.3.5.3 and Chap. 3.3.5.4). The hydrogeology in the catchment is
modelled as single cretaceous aquifer complex (A1-A7) that receives recharge
from rainfall as well as unintentional recharge from the water supply
transmissions and waste water return flows (cf. Chap. 3.3.5.5) and feeds the
various springs and wells, which are all represented as receiving streams. Springs
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and wells are pumped and allocated towards small reservoirs which either
directly supply municipal and industrial demand sites or receive pre-treating in
the Salt Springs Treatment Plant (cf. Chap. 3.2.8). The municipal demand sites
also receive further supply by diversion from two pipelines running for Amman
city (cf. Chap. 3.2.8). Demand site waste water is allocated according to the sites
respective sewer connection ratio, either towards the waste water treatment
plants or towards the septic tank node (cf. Chap. 3.2.8). Septic tanks and cesspits
were modelled as a single receiving node without return flow allocation, their
significant waste water leakage (58 %) occurring in the inflow flow links and the
residue assumed to leave the system by pumping trucks to be treated elsewhere.
Treated waste water from the plants is either discharged to the wadi channel or
directly supplied to some agricultural plots in the vicinity of the facilities
(~0.2 MCM/a). Further agricultural demand is supplied by the smaller springs as
well as from the wadi runoff (~1.8 MCM/a) (cf. Chap.3.2.7). The wadi channel
eventually drains into the Wadi Shueib Reservoir to be stored for downstream
agricultural use or to be directly spilled towards the valley when the reservoir
capacity (1.43 MCM) is reached (cf. Chap. 3.2.6.2). A second aquifer downstream
of the catchment represents the alluvial deposits that are recharged through the
Wadi Shueib dam seepage and abstracted by the local farmers in the Jordan
Valley.
In order to define the allocation rules for the model the elements are given supply
priorities, according to which sequence their demands are to be fulfilled. In the
Wadi Shueib model, all municipal and industrial demand sites received the
highest priority (1), whereas agricultural areas and reservoir volumes received
lower values (2-99) in order to represent the water system arrangement.
The prepared time series of monthly data were linked to the respective schematic
elements to define the discrete model input for each time step. Recorded flow
volumes where hereby implemented within the respective transmission links as
monthly variable maximum flow volume. Fixed ratios of water supply and return
flow leakages were accordingly attributed to the respective transmission or return
flow links. The demand sites within the catchment were given a fixed ideal supply
as demand per unit in order to account for occurring supply shortages
(100 l/cap/day for municipal and 0.5 MCM/km²/a for agricultural demands).
After initial parameterization the WEAP model was calibrated to match
simulated and observed storage volumes in the Wadi Shueib Reservoir on a
monthly time step.
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3.3.7.3.

Model Calibration and Validation

Model calibration covers the process of determining best estimates for unknown
or uncertain model parameters by comparing model simulations to observed
records for a specific output or set of outputs and for a given time period and fixed
conditions. Subsequent model validation uses the calibrated parameters to
compare model outputs to observations for further time periods and conditions in
order to demonstrate the models capability of making sufficiently accurate
predictions in regard to the model objectives (Refsgaard, 1997). Evaluation of the
model validity is usually done by statistical and graphical performance criteria for
the simulation-observation comparison.
Calibration and validation procedures and respective evaluation criteria for
watershed models have been proposed in abundance in the reviewed literature,
whereof Xu & Singh (1998) as well as Moriasi et al. (2007) give very helpful
comparative reviews. Typical steps of the model calibration involve the choice of a
representative calibration period and calibration parameters, the choice of
adequate evaluation technique(s), and the actual iterative calibration procedure.
Calibration might comprise one or more calibration parameters and can be
conducted manually or (semi-) automatically by applying objective functions and
iterative search algorithms to the parameters. Manual calibration still is the
conventional approach especially when the parameter set is limited (Moriasi et
al., 2007). Studies have also shown that a smaller number of calibration
parameters usually provides more accurate model performance and at the same
time increases the information content of each single parameter (Servat &
Dezetter, 1993).
Moriasi et al. (2007) classified the quantitative evaluation criteria commonly
employed in hydrologic models into three groups as:
(1) Standard Regression (e.g. Pearson correlation coefficient, coefficient of
determination R²),
(2) Error Index (e.g. (Root) Mean Square Error, Percent Bias) and
(3) Dimensionless measures (Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency),
and recommended the use of a combination of dimensionless and error index
statistics, as well as graphical evaluation criteria. The latter comprise the visual
comparison of simulation and observation in order to evaluate the model
performance (e.g. by hydrograph analysis or Percent Exceedance Probability
curves).
The Wadi Shueib WEAP model was calibrated to match simulated and observed
storage volumes in the Wadi Shueib Reservoir on a monthly time step. As
characteristic calibration period a sequence of three consecutive water years with
wet, dry and average conditions was chosen: 2002/03, 2003/04 and 2004/05 with
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145 %, 75 % and 108 % of long term average areal precipitation. Once calibration
was achieved for the 2002-2005 period, the model was put to a validity test by
comparing observed and simulated reservoir storage for the years 2001/02 and
2005-2009 (Split sample test).
With the considerable amount of effort invest into pre-processing the time series
for the model input, a preliminary calibration of various balance parameters
against records of spring discharge and treatment plant outflows had already
been conducted (cf. Chap. 3.3.5). The obtained a priori estimates of rainfall,
evapotranspiration, infiltration and return flow volumes were thus assumed
reasonable and treated as fixed time series input data. With the given records of
reservoir outflow and pan evaporation measurements, the remaining calibration
parameters governing the reservoir storage could be thus reduced to two
parameters: the transmission losses of surface runoff in relation to flow volume
and the reservoir seepage in relation to reservoir storage.
The calibration was conducted manually by iterative adjustment of the monthly
parameter values after model runs. In order to stay within reasonable bounds and
in relation to the input time series a set of threshold values were forced.
Transmission losses were assumed to lie within the range of 0-35 % of storm
runoff with regard to the estimations by Alkhoury (2011) for the adjacent Wadi
Kafrein area. Furthermore they were not allowed to alter flows beyond the range
of the estimated runoff fractions for dry, wet or average years (cf. Chap. 3.3.5.3).
The reservoir seepage was assumed between 0 % - 27 % of stored volume,
according to the highest estimation of reservoir seepage from the comparable
Wadi Kafrein Dam (Nusier et al., 2002). The calibration procedure started with a
minimum assumption of 0 % transmission loss which was iteratively raised by
1 % steps, while for every step the best estimate for seepage ratio was iterated.
The initial steps were evaluated visually until a satisfactory preliminary fit was
found, then the statistical evaluation parameters were used for further finetuning.
The model validity for the calibration and validation period was quantitatively
evaluated by Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency and Percent BIAS.
The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient NSE (Nash & Sutcliffe, 1970) is an
indicator for how well the observed versus simulated data fits the perfect match
by summing the absolute squared differences between the modelled and the
observed values normalized by the variance of the observed values for the
observation period with:

ܰܵ ܧൌ ͳ െ
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where Pio is the observed and Pim is the modelled parameter at the time step i.
NSE can range from -1 to 1, the latter one being a perfect fit, whereas values
below zero indicate that the mean value of the observed time series would have
been a better predictor.
The Percent Bias PBIAS reveals the average tendency of over- or underestimation
of the simulation. It has an optimal of 0.0% while positive values indicate model
overestimation and vice versa (Gupta et al., 1999). PBIAS is given as [%] by:

ܲ ܵܣܫܤൌ

σୀଵ൫ܲ െ ܲ ൯ ͲͲͳ כ
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where Pio is the observed and Pim is the modelled parameter at the time step i.
According to the models reviewed by Moriasi et al. (2007) a NSE of >0.80 and a
PBIAS of >15 % appeared satisfactory for models with monthly time step. Thus
these values were set as minimum calibration termination goal.

The calibration eventually achieved a best fit of observed and simulated dam
storage for transmission losses from runoff of 32.6 % in the wet year (2002/03),
7.7 % in the dry year (2003/04) and 14.2 % in the average year (2004/05) and a
dam seepage ratio of 9.8 % of stored volume (with a minimum storage threshold of
0.45 MCM stored water). Fig. 3.27 shows the graphical representation of the
calibration and validation results for the stored reservoir volumes between 2001
and 2009. For the calibration period a very good fit could be obtained with the
mentioned differential transmission losses for the water years and the respective
parameters were applied to the validation period with respect of the water year
condition (wet, dry or average). The statistical evaluation criteria NSE and
PBIAS for the calibration and validation period are given in Table 3.13. For the
calibration period both criteria show a very good fit with a NSE >0.95 and a
PBIAS <10 %. For the validation period the NSE still performs very well with
values >0.90, whereas the years 2006-2009 give a somewhat poorer performance
of PBIAS >10 %, but still are within the range of satisfactory model performance.
According to the PBIAS criteria the simulations appear to have a general trend of
slight underestimation, whereas the NSE values express a good overall fitting of
simulation and observation trends.
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Fig. 3.27: Calibration and validation results of observed and simulated stored volumes
in the Wadi Shueib Reservoir for the period from 2001-2009. The water years from
2001/02-2004/5 were used for calibrating transmission losses of surface runoff and the
dam seepage ratio.
Table 3.13: Model performance indicators for the simulation of storage volumes in the
Wadi Shueib Reservoir for the calibration and validation period 2001-2009.

Year



2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09
2001Ͳ2009 
2001/02

NSE
[Dimensionless]

PBIAS
[%]

validation

0.96

Ͳ3.9

calibration

0.97

5.6

calibration

0.96

Ͳ0.5

calibration

0.97

Ͳ8.2

validation

0.93

Ͳ7.9

validation

0.93

Ͳ10.2

validation

0.92

10.8

validation

0.90

19.1



0.95

Ͳ1.9



According to the validation test the model appears to provide a good prediction of
the total annual received water in the Wadi Shueib Reservoir. Initial fill or final
exhaust of the reservoir appears to be delayed by a monthly time step for the
validation years 2001/02, 2006/07 and 2007/08. The peak storages appear well
simulated for all years except 2005/06 where the simulation does not reach the
observed storage level. Also the often occurring partial drainage of the reservoir
after initial fill, as displayed in the observed storage, is generally neglected in the
simulations. This is most probably due to a dam operation habit that is not logged
properly in the dams discharge records. As dam operation is not the intended
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model use, this error was accepted. Overall the model displays satisfactory
performance for the assessment of the monthly integrated catchment water
balance. It is, however, obvious that the calibrated transmission loss parameter
might aggregate various other estimation errors. In order to check the model for
its validity in its intended use as tool for simulating effects of water allocation
changes the respective parameters were subjected to a sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis.

3.3.7.4.

Model Uncertainty

An integrated model of the multiple water sector components as necessitated for
the IWRM approach necessarily means a lot of assumptions and estimations.
Beyond the evaluation of validity an important criterion for any model
applicability is the assessment of the uncertainty and the sensitivity of model inand outputs. As various authors have pointed out, even models of satisfactory
calibration and validation can yield large uncertainties in their predictions due to
non-uniqueness of parameter estimations (Beven, 2006; Kuczera & Mroczkowski,
1998; Vogel & Sankarasubramanian, 2003). It is obvious that such equifinality
increases with the number of employed parameters and the model complexity.
However, even rather modest lumped models with few parameters have been
experienced to produce similar results for variable parameterisations (Gupta &
Sorooshian, 1983). While inherent in any modelling approach, it is important to
assess this uncertainty and provide it as information to decision processes based
on the model predictions. Typically there are two parallel approaches to identify
and understand the residual uncertainty in a model: sensitivity analysis and
uncertainty analysis.
The objective of a sensitivity analysis is to explore and quantify the impact of
errors in input data or parameter estimates on the model predictions and it is
often done by systematically running simulations with alternative assumptions
(Loucks et al., 2005). Model uncertainty is commonly assessed by describing the,
often probabilistic, distribution of measured input data errors or parameter
estimates and their effect on model output uncertainty (Loucks et al., 2005), as
well as the identification and description of approximations and knowledge gaps.
Most monthly hydrological models employ only areal precipitation and potential
evapotranspiration as fixed inputs and rely on a variable number of estimated
parameters for their simulations (Xu & Singh, 1998). In comparison thereto the
Wadi Shueib WEAP model, as a lumped water balance model dedicated to
allocation simulation, was set up with a wider set of fixed inputs records and a
likewise reduction of modelled physical relationships and required parameters.
The reliance on recorded input data does, however, not imply any superior model
quality, but rather transports the uncertainty range from the approximate nature
of parameter estimation towards the domain of measurement uncertainties,
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which are in fact much more difficult to assess. Various aspects in relation to the
uncertainty of the input data have already been discussed in Chap. 3.3.4 and for
the pre-processing procedures in Chap. 3.3.5.
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3.4.

Wadi Shueib Planning Scenarios

With the aim of testing the Wadi Shueib WEAP model as a practical IWRM
decision support tool, it was employed exemplarily within a scenario planning
exercise for the catchment area. In order to reflect a realistic framework, the
simulated catchment management plan was aligned to the implementation
approaches of the Jordanian national water strategy. An alternative business as
usual strategy was simulated for comparison. With regard to the planning horizon
of the Jordanian water strategy, which is currently the year 2022, the scenario
horizon simulated in the Wadi Shueib WEAP model was set to 2025.
In order to define the definite objectives and implementation strategies of the
Jordanian water strategy and to extract the relevant issues for the study area, a
preliminary analysis of the published policy documents and action plans was
undertaken. In a second step a set of indicators was established which should
feature the ability to comprehensively evaluate the performance of the alternative
strategies in terms of the stated objectives. Two alternative development lines of
climate, population and water use were taken into account in order to address the
uncertainties about the future water resources pressures. Eventually the water
strategy was implemented into the Wadi Shueib WEAP model and the
performance indicators were simulated and set in comparison to the business-asusual strategy.

3.4.1.

Objectives and Plans of the Jordanian Water Strategy

With the ambitious new water strategy “Water for Life” the government of Jordan
presents its vision of the goals to reach until 2022 in each of the major areas of
the water sector. The strategy clearly follows the IWRM paradigm of sustainable
management under social, economic and environmental considerations
overarching water services and related sectors and adapting to the future
challenges of population growth and economic development (RCW & MWI, 2009).
The main topics addressed are the legislative and institutional set-up, the
development and monitoring of available water resources, resource protection and
sustainable management, efficiency of demand and supply management, quality
standards, shared resources, public awareness, private sector participation,
financing of water services under socioeconomic considerations, as well as major
research and development issues.
The published strategy document is organized under the six topics of (i) Water
Demand, (ii) Water Supply, (iii) Institutional Reform, (iv) Water for Irrigation, (v)
Wastewater and (vi) Alternative Water Resources and is accompanied by a
detailed Action Plan (MWI, 2009b). Within these chapters, however, it partially
lacks a clear distinction between stated development goals, envisaged
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implementation approaches and explicitly proposed actions and also shows a lot of
redundancies which hamper a systematic approach for IWRM planning and
decision making. In 2011, a Conceptual Update to “Water for Life” was proposed
within the USAID/Jordan Institutional Support and Strengthening Program
(USAID/JISSP, 2011), which accounts for some of the mentioned issues as well as
for recent changes in political, financial and physical conditions.
In order to define the distinct objectives for the planning scenarios in the Wadi
Shueib case study, a distilled and reorganized version of the Jordan Water
Strategy on the basis of the published strategy documents and personal
interviews with stakeholders from the policy and decision making institutions
was prepared. The schematic in Fig. 3.28 depicts the main topics and their
primary objectives and interactions as resultant from this analysis.

Assess,monitorandexploit
allresourcesatratesthat
canbesustainedovertime

Maximizetheprotectionagainst
pollution,qualitydegradation
anddepletionofresources.

Resource
Availability

Resource
Protection

Centralizecontinuousdata
collectionandanalysis.Enforce
regularupdatesofNWMPandWIS

Demand
Management
Improvewateruseefficiency
andreducewaterdemandin
eachsectorwhilecreating
awarenessofwatervalue

Reformtariffs
andsubsidiesand
createincentives
andregulations
forwatersaving

Reviseandenforce
waterlawsandpolicies

Institutional
Setting

Reformtariffs,
apply“polluter
paysprinciple”
andenable
privatesector
participation

Createclearandseparated
institutionalresponsibilitiesand
enableprivatesectorparticipation

Wastewater
Management
Wastewateriscollected,
treated,managed,andusedin
anefficientandoptimized
mannerwithdueconsideration
tosustainability,economy,
qualityassuranceoftheeffluent
andtherequirementsofpublic
healthandtheenvironment.

Supply
Efficiency
Distributewatertoconsumers
inadequatequantityand
qualityandattherequiredtime
tomeetthedemandinthe
mostefficientmanner.

Fig. 3.28: Schematic of the topics addressed in Jordan’s Water strategy and the
respective primary objective statements.

A complete list of the identified objectives and implementation approaches
according to the main topics can be found in Appendix A.
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With regard to the situation in Wadi Shueib catchment not the complete range of
objectives and implementations as stated in the National Water Strategy appears
relevant. Thus, a subset of appropriate and applicable goals and measures was
extracted which is listed in Table 3.14 and the stated general implementation
approaches were mapped on their possible effect within the Wadi Shueib water
system. It has to be mentioned that the comprehensive set of implementation
approaches as stated in the strategy could well provide thorough solutions for the
water issues in the Wadi Shueib. However, the accompanying detailed action plan
only foresees two actual projects in the study area (marked as bold in the Table
3.14). The presented list of objectives and actions henceforth built the basis for
the further scenario development.

Table 3.14: Strategic objective and implementation approaches of the Jordanian Water
Strategy and their possible impacts in the Wadi Shueib area.

Objective
O.1:Increase
volumeof
capturedand
treated
wastewater


O.2:Maximize
Resources
Availability

O.3:Secure
constant
drinking
watersupply
O.4:Establish
demand
management
O.5:Improve
costefficiency
ofsupplyand
sanitation
services
O.6:Protect
water
resourcesand
environment


Ind. Generalimplementation
approach

I.1a
I.1b

I.2

I.3
I.4


I.5

I.6

Connectallhouseholdsinurbanareas
servedbytreatmentfacility
Rehabilitateallseweragepipeswhich
areover10yearsold
Installdecentralizedtreatmentto
servesemiͲurbanandrural
communities
Establishandenforcestandardsforthe
useofseptictanksinruralareas
Usetreatedeffluentinagriculture,
industry,landscapesandaquifer
recharge
Implementrainwaterharvestingin
newbuildingsandindustrycompounds
Expandproductionandsupply
networkstorequiredcapacitiesinall
regions
Rehabilitateoldanddamagedsupply
sourcesandnetworkcomponents
Conductnationalprogramsforwater
educationandconservation
Improvemeterreadingandbilling
accuracytoreduceadministrative
losses

Establishprotectionzonesforrecharge
areasofdrinkingwatersupply
resources
Considerenvironmentalqualityand
quantitydemandsinsensitivehabitats
whendesigningwaterallocationplans

PossibleimpactsintheWadi
Shueib
Increasethesewerconnectionratioin
AsSalt,FuheisandMahis
Decreasetheleakagesfromsewerpipes
inAsSalt,FuheisandMahis
InstallationofDWWTunitsforIraand
Yarka
Decreasethelossesfromseptictanks
Theamountoftreatedwastewater
directlyallocatedtoagricultureis
increased
FuheisCementbuildsarainwater
harvestingpool
Increasethetreatmentcapacityofthe
SaltSpringsWatermicrofiltrationplant
tomeetfuturewaterneeds
Reductionofthephysicalsupply
networklosses
Thepercapitadomesticconsumption
doesnotriseabovethetargeted120
l/c/d
Increasesofrevenuepersuppliedm³
fromthewatertreatmentplantsandthe
waterimports

ImplementationofSpringProtection
ZonesforAzraq,Baqqouria,Hazzirand
ShoreaSprings
Establishandmonitoraminimumflow
requirementfortheperennialwadi
stream.
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3.4.2.

IWRM Performance Indicators

In order to compare and evaluate the planning alternatives within the scenario
simulations a set of suitable indicators has to be selected. Recommended
frameworks for selection or development of sustainability and IWRM indicators,
as well as proposed collections of indicators can be found in abundance in the
literature (cf. Chap. 2.3.2).
Although valuable as starting point, it appears that the majority of general
environmental indicator frameworks primarily concentrate on the development of
simplified conceptual models and causal chains or networks (e.g. the PSR and
DPSIR models; cf. Chap. 2.3.2). The purpose is hereby usually to narrow down
very encompassing objectives, like “sustainable development” or “IWRM”, to
receive a structured set of categories and subjects of interest (e.g. Bossel, 1996).
However, the ultimate selection of an appropriate distinctive measure is typically
beyond the frameworks and thus left to each case studies own consideration.
Consequently the number of proposed IWRM indicator sets comes close to the
number of undertaken practical IWRM studies in total. At the same time related
studies point out that the quality of the indicator selections relies primarily on
how precise objectives and decision questions can be defined (e.g. Besleme &
Mullin, 1997; Bossel, 1999; Niemeijer & de Groot, 2008). Vague or overly broad
problem formulations (e.g. “loss in biodiversity”) are of little use in selecting
indicators (Segnestam, 2002).
Ergo, the mentioned indicator frameworks mostly apply themselves to identify
and order critical factors from the wide spectrum of theoretically possible things
to assess in complex systems. Readily available indicator sets on the other hand
are either rather general or if specific usually hardly fit to the objectives of an
explicit planning and decision situation.
In the case of the strategic scenario planning exercise for the Wadi Shueib, the
objectives have, however, already been specifically defined from the Jordanian
National Water Strategy as detailed IWRM policy guideline (cf. Chap 3.4.1).
Likewise, an attempted application of the DPSIR framework as structural
framework for the participatory indicator selection process, which involved project
partners and stakeholders from the official institutions, led to some drawbacks. In
accordance with the criticism formulated by Niemeijer and De Groot (2008),
participants found it often difficult to follow the unidirectional structure of the
approach. Although, the use of the DPSIR framework provided a simple interface
for early communication between researches, stakeholders and decision makers,
superior outcomes could be generated in discussions directly based on the
conceptual WEAP models.
The actual selection of indicators was therefore organised in direct reference to
the stated objectives and the catchment model and discussed during several
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sessions with project partners and stakeholders. Despite the well elaborated
objectives, the selection was still not trivial and was guided by a range of quality
criteria based on the related literature (Bossel, 1999; Niemeijer & de Groot, 2008;
Segnestam, 2002) as well as constraints inherent in this studies framework:
Purpose: Naturally, the leading consideration has to be that of the actual
purpose of the indicator, be it e.g. monitoring of current system states or trends,
comparative developments on larger scales or specific performance of planned and
undertaken actions in relation to goals and targets. The latter applies in the Wadi
Shueib use case.
Goal relevance: As the ultimate goal of strategic scenario planning is to support
the decision making process, it is of primary importance that the selected
indicators can be directly used as decision criteria for the objectives addressed.
Decision maker relevance: The usual range of different perspectives from
scientist over practitioners to policy makers holds the risk for indicators missing
the decision relevant information.
Clarity: It is important that indicators are unambiguously defined and offer
clarity in their interpretation. For the decision maker this means a solid scientific
basis as well as transparency of its underlying assumptions and meaning. This
often means to find a balance between a complexity that fully covers a system
element and ease of understanding.
Computability/Measurability: Naturally an indicator has to practically
assessable and quantifiable (at least normatively) with appropriate means. In the
Wadi Shueib use case this basically meant that the indicators should provide the
possibility for simulation with the available model capabilities.
Number of indicators: A very important criterion for decision making
indicators that appears often neglected is the extent of proposed indicators sets. It
is not unusual for indicator sets in the environmental assessment domain to
comprise more than 50 or even above 100 recommended measures. For an
extreme case see for example Bossel (1996) who compiled a list of 215 sustainable
development indicators of which he stated at least 84 as necessary. There are
perhaps two main reasons for this tendency: on the one hand scientists
understand indicators as a possibility to communicate their system
understanding and modelling capabilities to the public and to policy makers. On
the other hand, it is the attempt to thoroughly cover all aspects of a natural
system and to minimize uncertainties, which almost unavoidably leads to an ever
growing number of suitable measures.
It is obvious, that in the case of real planning and decision situations an overly
large set of indicators necessary to cover the intended objectives consequently
means a large set of decision criteria, which then may rather hamper the decision
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process. This perhaps also contributes to the common IWRM critique of overintegration and being idealistic and non-achievable (e.g. (Biswas, 2004).
Non-Redundancy: Especially when intended as decision criteria it appears
sensible, that the indicator set avoids redundancy in relation to the objectives in
order to avoid a weight bias. Interrelations between indicators on the other are of
no concern.
The indicator set eventually selected for this study has to be understood as a
minimum set with the purpose to directly and efficiently assess the objectives of
the water strategy. Following the full IWRM principles several additional
indicators would need consideration.

3.4.2.1.

I.1a/b: Municipal Waste Water Treatment/Recharge Ratio

According to the stated objective of increasing the volume of captured and treated
waste water this indicator comprises the assumed volume of total waste water
produced with the amount of municipal waste water treated in centralised and
decentralised treatment facilities, also including the volumes pumped from the
septic tanks and cesspits in urban and rural areas with
ܴܶெௐௐ ൌ ͳͲͲ ൈ ቈ
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where TRMWW is the municipal waste water treatment ratio [%],
WWTP+DTP+CPpumped are the inflow volumes of centralised and decentralised waste
water treatment plants and the pumped sewage from cesspits [m3] , WWcap is the
average volume of generated waste water per capita [m³/capita/month], Poptotal is
the total population in the catchment area [capita].
The volume of per capita generated waste water is here for estimated from the
waste water treatment plant inflow BOD parameters (cf. Chap. 3.2.8).
In terms of health and resources protection it is furthermore necessary to assess
the potential impact of discharged untreated waste water. This is not only related
to the total discharged volume, but also to the dilution effect within the
environment. As the majority of untreated waste water in the study area is
assumed to infiltrate into the underground, a second indicator is proposed that
sets the annual discharge of untreated waste water in relation to the estimated
amount of natural groundwater recharge, given by
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where WWrecharge is the ratio of untreated waste water to natural groundwater
recharge [%], IPrec is the annual volume of groundwater recharge as estimated
from the water balance modelling [m³].

3.4.2.2.

I.2: Available Renewable Water for Internal Use

The annual per capita total renewable water resources volume is frequently used
(in slightly different forms) as a direct measure for the resource pressure within a
given area (Falkenmark, 1986; Gleick, 2003; UNEP/GRID-Arendal, 2008). Most of
these indicators are assessed on a national or basin-wide scale and are often used
for inter-basin comparisons regarding actual and future water stress and
potential for conflict (Yoffe et al., 2003). Perhaps most often cited in this respect is
Falkenmark’s Water Stress Index (Falkenmark, 1989) which divides a countries
total available water resources in the form of net precipitation and water imports
by its population and relates the resultant per capita availability to an estimated
gross per capita water requirement (including household, agricultural, industrial
and environmental needs) of 1,700 m³ per year. Countries with water resources
below this threshold are understood as water stressed, water scarce
(<1,000 m³/capita/year) or absolute water scarce (<500 m³/capita/year) (cf. Chap.
1.1). One of the main criticisms on the Water Stress Index is that it does not take
the true availability for use, with respect to infrastructure, of the water resources
into account, nor does it account for a countries ability to adapt and to find
alternative water sources (Rijsberman, 2006). These, however, are crucial points
for water management planning studies.
Accounting only readily developed (available for use) renewable resources gives a
better image of the true resources development in an area which is desirable for
assessing the strategic objective of maximising the availability. Thus, for this
study the available resources were considered as the total sum of water volumes
produced from renewable sources, including surface runoff, groundwater,
reclaimed water and harvested rainwater. With regard to the sources and
consequently the quality types the indicator comprises sub-indicators for
groundwater, stored runoff and reclaimed water and is applied in the Wadi
Shueib case study by
ଷ
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where ARWintern is the per capita available internal renewable water
[m³/capita/year], Poptotal is the total population in the catchment area [capita], QT
is the quality type (groundwater, surface runoff, reclaimed water), PQT is the total
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annual production of the respective quality type [m³], IQT is the total annual
import [m³] and EQT is the respective total annual export [m³].

3.4.2.3.

I.3: Water Supply Shortage Index

To assess the unmet demand of water supply it is important to consider quantity
as well as frequency of supply shortages. The water supply shortage index was
originally developed for dam operations to assess annual shortages over multiyear
periods (Srdjevic, 1987). It is also convenient for to assess monthly shortages of
any other supply framework as it acts as an indicator of both frequency and
quantity of shortages. It is given by
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where WSSDS is the water supply shortage index of a certain demand site or
sector [dimensionless], n is the number of time steps in the assessed period [e.g.
months], Si is the total quantity of unmet demand in the time step i [m³] and Di is
the total demand in the time step i [m³].

3.4.2.4.

I.4: Water Supply Requirement

In the light of Jordan’s current situation, where water demand exceeds available
renewable resources, the establishment of adequate demand management
measures appears vital for any future development. The stated objective of
demand management might be misleading, as the essential goal is actually to
reduce the amount of required supply. This may involve the reduction of “actual
water demand” through various approaches (e.g. enhancing water awareness,
water saving incentives and improved efficiency of domestic, irrigation and
production technologies), as well as the decrease of required supply by internal
reuse, water harvesting and the reduction of distribution losses and avoidable
water wastages (Twort et al., 2000).
In scarce environments, the actual water consumption is of course mostly
dependant on the offered supply. Thus, in order to assess a supply requirement it
is necessary to preliminary set a target volume for the actual use, in other words
the water demand, e.g. the anticipated volume of per capita available water for
domestic consumption or the volume necessary per agricultural area or
production unit. Water efficiency enhancements or public water awareness
programmes aim at directly reducing the water demand, whereas reuse and loss
reduction efforts attempt to reduce required supply. Thus, the water supply
requirement (WSR) is given by
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where WSR is the water supply requirement for a certain demand site or sector
[m³/time step], Dau is the actual demand per activity unit (e.g. per capita,
production unit or agricultural area) [e.g. m³/capita/time step, m³/ha/time step or
m³/production unit], Aau is the total activity [e.g. capita, ha or production/time
step], Wreuse is the process water reuse or recycling ratio [%], Walternativr is the
volume of water from alternative sources (e.g. from water harvesting) [m³] and
Losssupply is the ratio of internal or supply system water losses [%].

3.4.2.5.

I.5: Full Water Service Cost

A basic economic measure to assess the cost effectiveness (also: least cost analysis)
of alternative investment options in the water sector is the unit cost of supply and
sanitation. It can be appropriately applied in cases with pre-set objectives, as e.g.
with the anticipated water supply and sanitation goals in strategy planning. As
“Full Service Cost” per supplied cubic meter at the demand site the unit cost has
to include all capital, operation and maintenance costs for production,
distribution, return flow collection and treatment. By accounting the unit cost at
the demand side, distribution and return flow losses are merged into the cost
figures. Capital costs are typically annualized over the expected life span of an
investment and combined with yearly operation and maintenance costs to account
for the time value of money (Asian Development Bank, 1999; Fane et al., 2003).
The annuity capital investments is given by
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where ACI is the annualized capital investment [JD], CPV is the capital
investment as present value [JD], r is the nominal annual discount rate [%] and n
is the expected lifespan of the investment [years].
The unit costs for supply and sanitation of a water commodity (e.g. drinking
water) is then given by
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where FSCUC is full service cost as unit cost [JD/m³], QD is the volume delivered
at the demand side [m³], I is the complete set of supply and sanitation
infrastructures used for delivering the commodity, ACI is the annualized capital
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investment cost for an infrastructure element [JD], O&Mfix is the fixed operation
and maintenance cost [JD], Ovar are the variable operation costs [JD/m³] and QT/P
is the production, flow or treatment volume at the respective infrastructure
element [m³]. The full service costs can easily be split into sub-indicators for
water supply and sanitation costs by accounting only the particular
infrastructures.
It is important to note that the proposed cost indicator can only be understood as
a relative metric for reflecting the influence of investment decisions on the direct
water service costs within the boundaries of an autarkic system. In order to
achieve a full economic cost assessment as well as an understanding of the
economic value of the water resources it would be furthermore necessary to
include the opportunity costs of alternative supply options as well as eventual
economic and environmental externalities (Rogers et al., 1998).

3.4.2.6.

I.6: Environmental Water Stress (with return flows)

Accounting for the environmental response to short or long-term water scarcity or
water stress situations is difficult due to the multiplicity of involved factors as
well as the natural adaption ability. An accepted concept in ecology is that the
preservation of aquatic ecosystems should be considered according to their
natural flow regime variability (Hughes & Hannart, 2003). Based on this
assumption, Smakhtin et al. (2004) proposed a relatively pragmatic approach for
defining the environmental water stress of a river basin by setting the actual
runoff in relation to the natural high and low flow volumes. For that purpose they
defined the environmental water requirement (EWR) as sum of the Q90-flow
(monthly flow that is in average exceeded 90 % of the time during a year) and a
high flow volume which is estimated to 5 – 20 % of the natural mean annual
runoff depending on the Q90-flow fraction (Smakhtin et al., 2004). With regard to
the EWR, the environmental water stress indicator (WIS) is given by
ܹܵ ܫൌ
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where WSI is the environmental water stress indicator of the catchment
[dimensionless], MARn is the (natural) mean annual runoff [m³] and EWR is the
environmental water requirement [m³].
The categories of the resulting WSI are proposed by (Smakhtin et al., 2004) with
ͳ
՜
ܹܵ ܫൌ ൝ͲǤ ൏ ܹܵ ܫ ͳ ՜
ͲǤ ൏
՜
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In the presented form the WSI accounts for total withdrawals but does neglect
return flows, which may be satisfactory for systems with predominantly
agricultural consumption. In the Wadi Shueib catchment the return flows of
treated waste water deliver a significant proportion of the dry weather flow. Also,
the primary withdrawals (from springs) and return flows (from treatment plants)
occur in relatively close range in the catchment area. Thus, to consider the return
flow volumes for this study the WSI was adjusted to be used in the form
ܹܵܫோி ൌ

ܴܣܯ െ ܴܣ
ܴܣܯ െ ܴܹܧ

where WSIRF is the adjusted WSI to consider return flows [dimensionless], MARn
is the natural mean annual runoff [m³], ARo is the actual observed (or simulated)
runoff [m³] and EWR is the environmental water requirement [m³].
The WSI or WSIRF offers a relatively easy-to-assess environmental indicator
which was convenient for this study but some important shortcomings have to be
kept in mind. The WSI is based on annual mean runoff and does not consider
amount and frequency of monthly or seasonal water shortages. Furthermore, it is
exclusively an indicator for quantitative shortages but does not consider
environmental water quality requirements. Smakhtin et al. (2004) also mention
that the WSI does not specify a desired conservation status in which an ecosystem
needs to be maintained. In order to address these issues it would be necessary to
employ additional environmental indicators that should best be adapted to the
actual local ecosystem conditions.

3.4.3.

Alternative Development Scenarios

With regard to the ambitious goals set by Jordan’s national water strategy it is
obvious that their achievement involves numerous uncertainties. Key factors
hereby include external driving forces such as the natural annual variability of
available water resources due to climatic conditions as well as the demographic
and socio-economic development within the coming decades that might
considerably change the demand patterns in the different sectors. The main
internal driver in the process will most likely be the eventual political and public
determination, effort and ability to realize all necessary steps mentioned in the
implementation approaches. These factors can hardly be directly influenced by
the decision makers in the planning process, yet their imminent uncertainty has
still to be taken into account in a sound and sustainable planning approach.
To account for these uncertainties in the planning process, the identified key
driving forces were used to basically define two thinkable development outlines
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for both the external as well as the internal drivers. The basic development
narratives are as follows:
The High Resource Pressure (HRP) development is characterized by a
relatively dry period over the coming 15 years with an above average frequency of
dry water years. Furthermore, the population growth follows the recent trends
and remains at a very high level. No significant decrease of gross domestic
product (GDP) in agriculture is observed, thus the agricultural production stays
on the current level. On the other hand the GDP in the industrial and the service
sector is increasing, resulting in a change of lifestyle and a fast increasing per
capita water demand in the municipal and the industrial sector.
The Low Resource Pressure (LRP) development is characterized by a climatic
period in the range of the long term average observed in the area. The
demographic transition takes a faster pace, resulting in a decreasing population
growth towards medium rates. Agricultural production and water demand is
decreasing within the area and a rise of demand in other sectors is observed,
which is, however, less dramatic in comparison to HRP.
In the Business as Usual (BAU) development the implementation of the
national water strategy in the Wadi Shueib area is realized within the range of
the already active projects and their current performance as reported in the
annual MWI reports (MWI, 2010). This comprises the reduction of physical and
administrative supply network losses and a sewer rehabilitation and connection
program in As-Salt (the projects marked as bold in the third column of Table
3.14). In this development line it is assumed that the implementation of further
strategic objectives of the water strategy appears to be either not feasible until
2025 or is hampered by slow political decision making.
The Full Implementation (FI) development line assumes that all obstacles are
overcome and the full range of stated implementation approaches is realised until
2025 in the Wadi Shueib area (the complete third column of Table 3.14).
The development outlines were eventually grouped in a set of four planning
scenarios as depicted in Fig. 3.29. The combinations, even though reasonable, are
of course arbitrary and the scenarios have to be understood as not necessarily
mutually exclusive and exhaustive set of future states. It is often emphasized that
scenarios have to be perceived as equally valid (although not necessarily equally
likely to occur) and that therefore a truly robust strategy must allow the
objectives to be achieved under all of them (e.g. IPCC, 2007; van der Heijden,
1996).
The fifth “reference” scenario is used for comparison and is merely based on the
projection of the current trends of the external drivers into the future and
assumes that no strategy implementation at all takes place.
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Fig. 3.29: Alternative development scenarios for the case study with a planning horizon
of 2025.The scenarios are characterised by the development of the external and internal
drivers towards a future of high or low resources pressure (HRP or LRP) and towards a
business as usual or a full implementation of the water strategy objectives (BAU or FI).

3.4.4.

Driving Forces

In order to translate the narratives of the alternative development scenarios into
model assumptions, the reasonable development range of the external and
internal driving forces was assessed on the basis of the current trends as observed
in the records and the published literature.

3.4.4.1.

Precipitation

According to the large scale studies on regional climate change undertaken by the
IPCC (Nakicenovic et al., 2000), there is no clear projected trend in annual
precipitation volumes in the Middle East. In accordance thereto, a comprehensive
national study that compared the outputs of three Global Change Models
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(CSIROMK35; ECHAM5OM6; HADGEM17) on the area of Jordan found that the
respective precipitation scenarios are highly variable without a significant trend
in volume or distribution (MWI, 2009). Several localized studies have found that
the majority of rainfall stations in Jordan show a general decreasing tendency in
annual precipitation volumes (Hamdi et al., 2009; MWI, 2009).
Besides the general trend of average parameter values, a robust planning
scenario principally requires recognition of interannual variability and
occurrences of extreme values. A pragmatic approach was chosen for the
precipitation projections in the Wadi Shueib planning scenarios by adjusting the
projections on basis of the historical records of annual precipitation volumes. As
depicted in Fig. 3.30 over the past 40 years the occurrence of average, dry and
wet water year conditions has been relatively balanced with 51 % average, 26 %
wet and 23 % dry water years and an average areal rainfall of 392 mm.

Fig. 3.30: Time series of interpolated annual areal rainfall volumes from 1970 to 2009
(based on station-records from the MWI and NN interpolation cf. Chap. 3.3.5.1).

CSIROMK3: Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO)
Model, Australia.
5

ECHAM5OM: The 5th generation of the ECHAM general circulation model, Max Planck
Institute for Meteorology, Germany.

6

7

HADGEM1: Hadley Center Global Climate Model, UK.
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The last 15 years (1994-2009) can be considered as rather dry period with 33 %
dry and 20 % wet year conditions and an annual average of 328 mm. For the “dry
future” scenarios (HRP), it was assumed that the observed dry period continues
for the next 15 years (2010-2025). Thus, in order to create the precipitation time
series for this scenario, the annual rainfall volumes from the 1994-2009 period
were randomly assigned to the years 2010-2025. In order to create an annually
comparative time series for the “average precipitation future” scenario (LRP), the
dry scenario time series was then simply shifted about 25 % towards higher
rainfall amounts, resulting again in a balanced distribution of water year
conditions. The resultant precipitation projections are depicted in Fig. 3.31: . The
monthly distribution of rainfall amounts in the projections was kept unaltered as
in the historical records.

AnnualAreaPrecipitation [mm]

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

HistoricalRecords

AverageFuture

DryFuture

Avg.ArealRainfall(392mm/a)

Fig. 3.31: Projected precipitation time series for the WEAP scenarios from 2010-2025.

3.4.4.2.

Temperature and Evapotranspiration

In comparison to the annual precipitation volumes and distribution the regional
and local studies show more unity with regard to temperature trends and
projections. The latest national climate change study comes to the conclusion,
that the estimated changes in annual average temperature according to the large
scale GCM (cf. Chap. 3.4.4.1) varies between +1.0 to +1.3 °C until the year 2050,
whereas summer warming is expected more substantial than winter warming
(MWI, 2009). In their comprehensive analysis of historical station records in
Jordan Hamdi et al. (2009) found that annual maximum air temperature records
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did not show clear trends, but annual minimum temperatures have apparently
increased while the annual temperature range has decreased since the 1970s.
In order to acknowledge the estimated temperature changes in the Wadi Shueib
WEAP scenarios, the HRP scenarios were projected with an increase of 0.5 °C and
1 °C of minimum winter temperatures and minimum summer temperatures
respectively in comparison to the areas long term averages. The reference
evapotranspiration time series was then calculated as described previously in this
study (cf. Chap. 3.3.5.2) but with the monthly averages of the historical humidity
and wind speed records. The resultant reference evapotranspiration values for the
dry year scenario ranged about 1-3 mm per month above the long term average
values.

3.4.4.3.

Population

Jordan has experienced a tremendous population growth during the last decades
and the Wadi Shueib area actually even lies above the country average (cf. Chap.
3.2.7). Even though the average population growth rate has declined in the
periods between the last two censuses in Jordan (4.4 % between 1979 and 1994
and 2.5 % between 1994 and 2004), with regard to the current age structure, with
a very high proportion of children to the total population in the Jordanian society,
a very high growth trend is likely to continue (DoS, 2004). As future growth rates
are not only dependent on the current demographic situation but also on the
choices and lifestyles of the future population (especially of the fertile age range),
there are usually different population growth scenarios to be considered.
Population growth scenarios for the complete Jordanian society are given by the
Higher Population Council of Jordan (HPC, 2009), the Department of Statistics of
Jordan (DOS, 2010) as well as by the Population Division of the Department of
Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations (UN, 2010b). Table 3.15 shows
a comparison of the projections according to the different sources and their
scenarios.
As the HPC population projections are currently the official policy planning
scenarios for the Jordanian Government they were also adopted for the Wadi
Shueib study.
The three HPC scenarios are distinctive in their assumption of at which point of
time the demographic transition in the Jordanian society will result in a stable
population replacement rate of 2.1 children per woman (2030 for Scenario II; 2040
for Scenario III). The HPC-Scenario I assumes a continuation of the current trend
and a stable fertility rate of 3.6 children per woman in the forecasted period.
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Table 3.15: Jordanian population growth rate projections from the last census in 2004
until 2030 according to different sources and scenarios. The HPC scenarios are the
currently official planning scenarios for the Jordanian Government.
Source
Scenario
DOS(2009) DOSProjection

2005Ͳ2010 2010Ͳ2015 2015Ͳ2020 2020Ͳ2025 2025Ͳ2030
2.34%

2.50%

2.08%

1.78%

1.54%

HPCͲScenarioI
HPC(2009) HPCͲScenarioII

2.53%

2.55%

2.49%

2.34%

2.20%

2.39%

2.15%

1.77%

1.56%

1.36%

HPCͲScenarioIII

2.39%

2.15%

1.78%

1.62%

1.47%

Constantfertilityrate

2.94%

2.16%

2.08%

2.01%

1.93%

Highvariant

2.94%

2.07%

1.90%

1.76%

1.58%

Mediumvariant

2.94%

1.88%

1.61%

1.42%

1.25%

Lowvariant

2.94%

1.69%

1.30%

1.04%

0.89%

UNͲDESA
(2010)

For the Wadi Shueib scenarios the population figures of the municipal and rural
population in the catchment area according to the last census (DoS, 2004) were
projected until 2025 with the HPC-I rates as high population growth for the HPRscenarios and the HPC-III rates as medium population growth for the LPR
scenarios. The resultant population projections are depicted in Fig. 3.32. In the
high growth scenario the population in the catchment area will reach 184,500
capita in 2025 which is an increase of about 70 % from 108,385 in 2004. For the
medium growth scenario the total increase is about 56 % to reach 168,690 in
2025. This shows that even the official low or medium growth projections result in
a high population pressure.

Fig. 3.32: Population scenario projections for the Wadi Shueib area 2010-2025. The
growth rates are according to the HPC-Scenarios I and III.
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3.4.4.4.

Water Demand

In conjunction with its demographic and economic development Jordan has
experienced an enormously increasing water demand during the last decades,
especially in the municipal and agricultural sector. As shown in Table 3.16 it is
estimated that already today water demand exceeds total available resources
(including waste water reuse and desalination) by more than 325 MCM per year
and the gap is expected to continuously grow throughout the coming decades.
Main water user still is the irrigated agriculture which has been politically
supported and strongly subsidized during the second half of the last century. In
the current national development plans, the municipal, industrial and tourism
sectors have received higher priority, whereas agricultural supply ought to be
stabilized at its current level (RCW & MWI, 2009). Despite the existing deficits
and the dire future projections, the official policy still keeps a considerable focus
on a supply side management strategy with the ambitious objective to not only
secure the present per capita availability in the light of a growing population, but
to even almost double the per capita available municipal water from the current
level about 85 l/c/d towards a share of up to 150 l/c/d.
Besides a comprehensive re-allocation of freshwater resources from agricultural
towards municipal uses, a considerable reduction of the abundant losses and the
thorough development of all possible alternative resources, these plans are
strongly dependent on the realization of mega-projects like the Red Sea-Dead
Canal, whose implementation is currently by no means certain (Bdour, 2012).

Table 3.16: Historical and expected future development of sectoral demand and
available resources in Jordan (table adapted from Haddadin et al, data sources WAJ).



1990

2000

2010



2020

2040

MCM/a

Municipal

240

340

477

670

1263

Industrial

43

78

110

130

170

Agricultural

692

659

796

802

802

Totaldemand(incl.losses)

975

1077

1383

1602

2235

Totalavailableresources

754

892

1054

1152

1549

Waterdeficit

221

185

329

451

687

Municipal Demand
Municipal consumption is expected to continue being the major water user in the
Wadi Shueib area. According to the water supply and waste water balancing
conducted in this study (cf. Chap. 3.3.5.5) the average municipal water
consumption from network supply in the Wadi Shueib has been in the range of
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85-95 l/c/d (excluding losses) in recent years. According to the official plans the
municipal demand is targeted to rise to 150 l/c/d in urban areas and 132 l/c/d in
rural areas by 2022 in order to meet the norms for a healthy population and
rising living standards (MWI, 2004). It is, however, difficult to speak of water
demand, as in a scarce environment consumption is of course more closely related
to the actual supply. The last decades have seen a rather slow increase or during
dry periods even a decline in per capita consumption due to the strict rationing of
the water supply. Nonetheless, with regard to the intensified efforts of loss
reduction in the supply systems it is assumed that the per capita water demand
and actual consumption rises during the scenario period as depicted in Fig. 3.33.
In order to account for the optimistic projection the demand in the HRP-scenarios
reaches the officially anticipated 150 l/c/d in 2025, whereas the LRP scenarios
assume a slower but nonetheless steady increase according to the overall trend of
the previous decade which eventually reaches 117 l/c/d in 2025.

Fig. 3.33: Per capita municipal demand development in the Low Resources Pressure
(LRP) and High Resources Pressure (HRP) scenarios.

Touristic Demand
Although the Wadi Shueib is favored recreation area for Jordanian families as
well as a visiting spot for foreign tourists, there are no major touristic
development plans for the area. Thus, the touristic demand is assumed to be
covered by the municipal demand figures.
Industrial Demand
In the Wadi Shueib WEAP-model industrial demand is subsumed under the
Lafarge-Jordan Cement factory node as major industrial actor in the area.
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Due to technical problems in the production lines the factory has not been
running on full capacity during the last ten years and the prevailing financial
crisis led a reduction to less than half capacity in the year 2010 (Lafarge Cement
Jordan, 2010). Furthermore, a new competitor is scheduled to enter the Jordanian
cement market in 2013. On the other hand, the company made various major
investments in recent years and with the international Lafarge company the
Fuheis plant has a stable background. Thus, it appears unlikely that the location
could be completely shut down. Nonetheless, according to the official strategic
statement of Lafarge-Jordan Cement the priority in the near future is to reduce
costs “as a matter of survival” and to secure the market position, rather than any
expansion investment plans (Lafarge Cement Jordan, 2010). Regarding these
considerations the industrial productivity is assumed to regenerate within the
planning horizon to either reach the throttled levels recorded between 2005 and
2008 (LRP scenarios) or to the plants current full production capacity (HRP
scenarios). Furthermore it is assumed, that due to the lack of major investments
the current water demand of 340 litres per produced ton of cement remains
constant (Fig. 3.34).

Fig. 3.34: Industrial demand development in the Low Resources Pressure (LRP) and
High Resources Pressure (HRP) scenarios.

Agricultural Demand
The majority of agricultural activity in the Wadi Shueib area is rainfed olive trees
and pastures, but some local landowners irrigate their plots with water from the
smaller springs or the stream flow from the Wadi channel (cf. Chap.3.2.7).
Furthermore, the waste water treatment plants of As-Salt and Fuheis have
contracted some farmers in the vicinity of the plants to the use of a part of the
treated effluent for irrigation. In respect to the given situation and the low
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priority of agricultural development in the official water agenda, it is assumed
that the agricultural activity is not extended within the scenario planning
horizon. On the other hand it is also not expected to experience a strong decline in
the agricultural activity within the catchment, as most plots appear to be run as
secondary activity by their owners and water supply is not controlled and
rationed by the network supply system. Thus, the HRP scenario assumes no
changes in the irrigated land area and the LRP scenario only assumes a slight
decline of irrigation activity by 0.5 % annually. In a study of climate change
impacts on the Jordan Valley region Menzel et al. (2007) simulated a decrease of
18 % of annual precipitation volumes to result in an increase of 22 % in irrigation
demand. Even though these findings are difficult to transfer directly to the study
area, it was attempted to incorporate this factor by assuming the irrigation
demand to increase by 15 % until 2025, due to the assumption of prevailing dry
conditions in the HRP scenarios.

3.4.4.5.

Internal Driving Forces

As internal driving force this study basically understands the achieved grade of
implementation of the water strategy. Although during the last years the
responsible instituions have shown great will and ability for reforming the water
sector it is still often critized that the sector appears too slow in response and that
supply-side management strategies still dominate where demand management
would be more rational and effective (Zeitoun et al., 2012). Reasons might be seen
in the too large institutions, the lack of adequatly trained personell and the
problematic of brain drain in Jordan, but also political and public opposition to
some of the more uncomfortable changes in relation to traditional water rights.
Consequently, as described in the scenario narratives the BAU scenarios assume
that the currently active projects are continued and finished until 2025 but new
initiatives cannot be successfully undertaken within the study area. According to
the annual water sector report (MWI, 2010) the achieved reduction of physical
supply network amounted 0.8 % for 2009, whereas the objectives of reducing nonrevenue water to 25 % by 2025 would need a target of annually 1.2 % lossreduction. The sewer connection and rehabilitaiton project in As-Salt reported 103
new house connections and about 5,880 meters of implemented sewer length at a
cost of approximatly 394 JD per meter. Assuming a total population of 91,000
capita in 2010 (cf. Chap. 3.4.4.3), an average of 6 persons per household (DoS,
2004) and the estimated connection degree of 69 % (MWI, 2010), this accounts for
an increase of 0.9 %. In order to achieve the goal of full urban connectivity it
would need an annual increase of 1.4 %.
For the FI scenarios it was assumed that the targeted values of physical loss
reduction and sewer connectivity are achieved until 2025 in As-Salt and
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comparable projects are undertaken in the municipalities of Fuheis and Mahis.
Furthermore, the smaller villages are served by decentralized waste water
treatment facilities starting from 2015 with yearly increasing capacities. Details
on possible implementation scenarios for decentralized waste water treatment in
the study area were developed in a working group within the SMART research
project (see (Müller et al., 2011)). The remaining cesspits are rehabilitated at a
rate of 5 % per year. Further implemented projects include a rainwater pond at
Fuheis Cement with a capacity of 15,000 m³ reducing the factory’s network supply
demand, a successful water awareness and demand management campaign that
reduces municipal water consumption by 7 %, and the enforcement of the spring
protection zones as proposed by BGR and MWI (2010) which results in the
possibility to constantly exploit the full springs discharge for drinking water
production.
In Table 3.17 the assumptions on the development of the internal driving forces
for the Reference, the Buisiness-as-Usual and the Full implementation scenarios
are summarized.

Table 3.17: Assumptions on the development of the model parameters due to the
different implementation scenarios.


2025
unit

2009



BAU

Reference





FI



SupplyandConsumption:



Springwateruseratio*

%

46.5

46.5

60.0

90.0

Waterharvesting**

MCM/a

0.0

0.0

0.0

~0.1

Administrativelosses***

%

28.6

28.6

20.0

12.5

Physicalnetworklosses***

%

28.6

28.6

17.5

12.5

Municipalinternalreuse

%

0.0

0.0

0.0

5.0

Sanitation:



Wastewatertreatmentcoverage***

%

Leakagefromsewercanals

%

5.0

5.0

3.0

0.5

Leakagefromseptictanks

%

58.0

58.0

58.0

16.0

Treatedwastewaterirrigation****

MCM/a

0.15

0.15

0.21

1.02





62.5


62.5


73.9

Sources:(LafargeCementJordan,2010;MWI,2010;RCW&MWI,2009)
*waterproducedagainsttotaldischargefromAinAzraq,Baqqouria,HazzirandShorea
**approximateamountprovidedbyarainwaterharvestingpondatFuheisCement
***intheBAUscenario,lossreductionandwastewatertreatmentprojectsarerealizedinAsͲSaltonly
****directapplicationwithinthecatchment
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The necessary capital investments were inferred from literature values (mostly
feasibility studies and project reports), either when available from within the
study area or otherwise from comparable projects in Jordan.
Direct and detailed recommendations on investments for pumping and reservoir
equipment of the main Wadi Shueib Springs and the Yazidiyya well field were
available from an energy efficiency and performance study conducted within a
German-Jordanian cooperation project on improved energy efficiency (GTZ et al.,
2009). The assessment concluded that with an investment of about 2.2 Million JD
into new pumping equipment and storage facilities the energy efficiency of the
water production can be improved on average by about 20 %, which would payoff
within 11 years.
Municipal Non-Revenue Water (NRW) is a major cost factor for the water supply
and the need for investments into the reduction of physical as well as
administrative losses is perceived as essential, both in economic terms as well as
in the light of resources scarcity. However, despite considerable efforts and some
successful pilot projects, Jordan has so far not been able to reach its goals in the
reduction of NRW (Sommaripa, 2011). A successful reduction of NRW does not
necessarily follow a straightforward technical investment strategy but rather
requires an efficient composition of three elements: repair and extension of supply
networks, improved operation and maintenance performance and improved
efficiency of the public water utilities for metering and billing their subscribers.
In Amman for example the public water company invested over 250 Million JD
into network restructuring and rehabilitation to reduce the NRW from above 50 %
to about 40 % (Sommaripa, 2011). On a smaller scale, a pilot study in Ayn al
Basha (Amman suburb) demonstrated an approach on effective leak detection,
repair and maintenance management that reduced water losses by about 20 %
with a project budget of 0.35 Million JD (Kugler, 2010). In terms of reducing
administrative losses, a GTZ and WAJ pilot project in Madaba showed that an
outsourcing of subscriber management within a private sector partnership led to
a direct payoff for the water company (Rothenberger, 2009). Initiatives to reduce
NWR in the study area have, however, until now been marginal. Thus, the
necessary investments in this segment for the FI scenario were inferred as a
combination of the three above cited projects while their reported costs were
scaled to the constraints of the study area.
Several projects have been addressing issues of demand management in Jordan,
especially in Amman and Aqaba. One comprehensive approach is taken by the
USAID-funded project for Instituting Water Demand Management in Jordan
(IDARA) which also conducted a plumbing retrofit program in several urban and
rural areas to reduce household water demand and internal losses. From the
outcome of these retrofit programs it is estimated that with an investment of
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about 200 JD per household the domestic demand can be reduced by 11 %
through household water savings (Albani et al., 2011).
During the last decade Jordan has undertaken major investments into the
segment of waste water collection and treatment in all parts of the Kingdom. As
reported by the MWI (unpublished) the average cost for the implementation of
one meter of sewer canal has been 394 JD in 2009. The necessary investment
assumed for the Wadi Shueib scenarios was inferred from these current sewer
connection and rehabilitation figures and scaled to the level necessary to reach
the anticipated sewer connection rates in As-Salt and Fuheis.
Decentralized Waste Water Treatment shows a large potential for
implementation in Jordan (van Afferden et al., 2010). In a pilot study a working
group in the SMART project developed investment scenarios for the villages of Ira
and Yarka which were basically adopted for the planning scenarios.
Although Leakages from domestic cesspits and septic tanks are perceived as
major threat to the groundwater in the study area (cf. Chap. 3.2.9) and the
national water strategy explicitly states the objective to rehabilitate cesspits and
enforce strict standards, there are no figures available on projects in this
direction. For the FI scenario it was assumed that that the number of leaking
tanks is reduced according to the national objectives and the rehabilitation costs
per item are based on Sorge et al (2008) and scaled to the necessary figures.
In addition to the above mentioned investment estimated that were entirely
based on the planning objectives of the national water strategy, the expected
development in the study area demands two further future investments:
In order to achieve the stated supply objectives an increase of water imports
appears necessary which would require the extension of the respective pipeline
capacities. The expected costs for the respective pipelines and water mains were
taken from (GTZ et al., 2009). Furthermore, increasing volumes of collected
waste water will require an extension of the treatment capacities of the central
plants in As-Salt and Fuheis. However, without a dedicated planning and design
study it is not possible to provide satisfactory investment estimations. Thus, only
a rough estimate for this study was inferred from the construction (or extension)
cost data of 20 waste water treatment plants that have been built in Jordan
during the last 20 years. Average construction costs of comparable plants were 2.5
JD per m³ treatment capacity (within a range of 0.5 to 5.7 JD per m³). This was
taken as basic cost assumption for the extension of the treatment capacity in the
study area.
Table 3.18 shows a summary of the investment assumptions for the Wadi Shueib
planning scenarios as discussed above.
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Table 3.18: Investment assumptions for the Wadi Shueib planning scenarios. The
capital costs were assumed to be spread over the respective years and annualized
according to their life expectancy (LE). A detailed discussion is given in the text.
Scenario:
Segment:
Waterproduction
Waterimport

Reference
JD
year
Ͳ

BAU
JD

year

FI
JD

LE
year Years

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

2,167,000 2011Ͳ13

25

500,000 2018Ͳ19

750,000

2014Ͳ15

250,000 2022Ͳ23

30

Supplynetwork
Demand
Management

Ͳ

Ͳ

1,961,775

2009Ͳ15

32,549,971 2009Ͳ24

(50)

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

1,458,333 2012Ͳ15

15

Sewers

Ͳ

26,457,000

2009Ͳ24

37,830,000 2009Ͳ24

40

Treatment

9,000,000

2015Ͳ18

15,000,000 2015Ͳ18

30

DWWT

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

3,000,000 2015Ͳ24

30

Cesspits

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

1,575,000 2012Ͳ24

30

3.4.5.

3,000,000 2015Ͳ16

Scenario Simulation Results and Discussion

The following section presents the simulation results of the Wadi Shueib WEAP
model for the four planning and the reference scenario. The results are presented
and discussed on the basis of the performance indicators elaborated in
Chapter 3.4.2.
In order to assess the influence of the variable annual water availability the
results are discussed within the range of the 3 consecutive water years
-

2022/23 with relatively little rainfall (~84 % of the time series average)
2023/24 with relatively high rainfall (~120 % of the time series average)
2024/25 with average rainfall (~101 % of the time series average)

The development in comparison to the current situation is related to the water
year 2008/09 with average rainfall (~112 % of the time series average).

3.4.5.1.

I.1a/b: Municipal Waste Water Treatment / Recharge Ratio

Following the model assumptions for water consumption, sewer connectivity and
waste water leakages from canals and septic tanks (cf. Table 3.17) the ratio of
collected and treated waste water in the Wadi Shueib area amounted to 75 % of
the total discharged waste water volume in 2008/09. The scenario simulations for
the waste water treatment ratio are shown in Table 3.19 and Fig. 3.35a. A
continuation of the sanitation project in As-Salt at the current rates (BAU
scenarios) increases the ratio of treated waste water to 83 % until 2025. In the FIscenarios the treatment ratio reaches 98 % until 2025, but requires a doubling of
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the yearly implemented house connections (from 100 to 200 new conncetions) in
As-Salt, a comparable project in the municipalities of Fuheis and Mahis, as well
as the realization of decentralized waste water treatment solutions and/or the
rehabilitation and control of existing cesspits and septic tanks.

Table 3.19: Development of the municipal waste water treatment ratio (Indicator
I.1a:TRMWW) in the Wadi Shueib planning scenarios.
Scenario

Reference

LRP/HRPͲBAU

Year

LRP/HRPͲFI

%

2008/09

75

Ͳ

Ͳ

2024/25

75

83

98


With the expected development of municipal consumption the absolute volume of
untreated waste water that is discharged into the environment could increase
significantly if no further efforts towards improved and controlled sanitation are
taken. As depicted in Table 3.20 and Fig. 3.35b/c the WEAP model estimates a
current (2008/09) volume of approximately 1 MCM/a of untreated waste water
discharge in the Wadi Shueib area which amounts to 8 % of the estimated
groundwater recharge in the catchment. In a continuously dry period with high
population growth (HRP scenarios), the discharged volumes are expected to
constantly increase even under the current implementation strategy (HRP-BAU)
to reach 1.6 MCM/a in 2025 and 10-15 % of absolute groundwater recharge,
respective to wet (2023/24) or dry year (2022/23) conditions. Under the
assumption of a future of reduced resources pressure (LRP) the BAU actions
appear to at least stabilize the current figures. With the comprehensive FIscenario actions the untreated waste water discharges are simulated to be
effectively mitigated to levels below 0.25 MCM/a or 3 % of groundwater recharge,
even in very dry years and with high population pressures (HRP-FI in 2022/23).

Table 3.20: Absolute volume of untreated waste water discharged in the study area (in
MCM/a) and its ratio to simulated groundwater recharge (Indicator I.1b: WWrecharge; in
%) for the year 2008/09 and the planning scenarios for the water years 2022-2025.
Scenario:
Year

Reference
MCM/a

%

LRPͲBAU
MCM/a

%

HRPͲBAU
MCM/a

%

LRPͲFI
MCM/a

HRPͲFI
%

MCM/a

%

2008/09

1.01

8

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

2022/23

1.58

12

1.17

10

1.61

15

0.17

2

0.24

3

2023/24

1.63

9

1.17

7

1.63

10

0.12

1

0.16

1

2024/25

1.68

11

1.17

8

1.65

13

0.08

1

0.11

1
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3.35: (a) Municipal waste water treatment ratio (Indicator I.1a: TRMWW); (b)
Volume of untreated waste water in the catchment area; (c) Ratio of untreated waste
water to absolute groundwater recharge (Indicator I.1b: WWrecharge).

3.4.5.2.

I.2. Available Renewable Water for Internal Use

Groundwater (+ imported freshwater)
For the water year 2008/09 the total estimated groundwater production in the
Wadi Shueib area is 6.1 MCM or 49 m³ per capita, including spring and well
production for municipal supply, as well as for industrial use and agriculture. The
internal use after export and physical supply losses is estimated at 4.3 MCM or
33 m³ per capita. Table 3.21 and Fig. 3.36a/b show the development of these
figures in the scenario simulations.
Recovery of industrial production, increasing municipal demand and enhanced
spring water quality due to the sanitation projects lead to an increase of produced
groundwater to volumes between 8.7 (LRP-BAU) and 11.3 MCM (HRP-FI) in
2024/25 (Fig. 3.36a). The per capita availability of the internal groundwater
resources (without imports) only increases noticeably in the FI scenarios in the
range of 24-52 % depending on the scenario drivers and water year conditions.
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The total per capita available internal resources (inclusive freshwater imports)
increase in all scenarios from 50 m³ per capita in 2008/09 towards a considerable
range from 52.3 to 78.1 m³ depending on the assumed demand development and
the loss reduction in the scenarios (Table 3.21). As the model sets no restriction
on import volumes, which thus basically fill the “demand gap” that cannot be
covered by internal resources, the production increases are inversely related to
the simulated water imports (Fig. 3.36b). The import ratio thus increase from
34 % of available drinking water resource in 2008/09 until 2023-2025 to 50-53 %
(~32 m³ per capita) in the reference scenario and to 57-59 % in HRP-BAU (~45 m³
per capita). In the FI scenarios the imports can be reduced to 14-18 % (LRP) or
stabilized at the current rates 34-38 % (HRP).

Table 3.21: Per capita volume of internal groundwater resources (and imported
freshwater) available for use in the study area (Indicator I.2: AWRinternal). Current
status for the year 2008/09 and simulated planning scenarios for the water years
2022-2025.
Scenario:
Year
2008/09
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25

Reference

LRPͲBAU
excl.
import

HRPͲBAU
m³/c/a
incl.
excl.
import import

LRPͲFI

HRPͲFI

incl.
import

excl.
import

incl.
import

incl.
excl.
incl.
excl.
import import import import

49.6
57.7
58.1
63

32.7
27.9
27.2
31.2

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

59.3
58.9
65.3

32.5
31.3
36.1

72.2
73.3
78.1

30.4
29.8
33.3

52.3
52.9
57.7

45.3
43.4
49.6

65.2
65.9
70.5

43.3
40.7
45.8

Stored surface runoff and use
In comparison to groundwater, surface water exploitation plays a minor role in
the study area, but is significant for downstream agricultural uses. The only
direct surface water use modelled in the study area is the agricultural activity
along the wadi channel with an estimated abstraction volume of approximately
0.6 MCM or 4.8 m³ per capita in 2008/09. Table 3.22 and Fig. 3.36c/d show the
development of these figures in the scenario simulations.
The simulated annual dam storage volume (Fig. 3.36c) is primarily dependant on
the projected precipitation volumes (LRP or HRP). Furthermore, the increased
utilization (production) of spring water and the consequent baseflow drop
generates reduced surface runoff in the FI scenarios. Increasing irrigation
demands in the HRP scenario result in an increase of internal stream water use
to 1.2 – 1.3 MCM (6.6 – 7 m³ per capita) for 2022-2025 in the HRP-BAU scenario.
Increased use of reclaimed water in the FI scenarios on the other hand result in a
drop of internal surface water use for irrigation.
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Table 3.22: Per capita volume of internal surface water resources utilized in the study
area (Indicator I.2: AWRinternal). Current status for the year 2008/09 and simulated
planning scenarios for the water years 2022-2025.
Scenario: Reference LRPͲBAU
Year
2008/09
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25

HRPͲBAU

LRPͲFI

HRPͲFI

m³/c/a

4.8
4.9
4.7
5

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

4.9
4.7
4.6

6.8
6.6
7

3.2
3.2
2.9

4.9
5.3
5.8

Reclaimed Water
Similar to surface runoff, the current use of reclaimed water in the study area is
marginal, as only small plots are directly irrigated with effluent from the waste
water treatment plants and some additional utilization can be ascribed to the use
of mixed effluent along the wadi channel. The model estimates that in in 2008/09
a volume of 0.7 m³ per capita was used internally while 17 m³ per capita are
exported as mixed effluent to the downstream agriculture. Table 3.23 and Fig.
3.36e/f show the development of these figures in the scenario simulations.

Table 3.23: Per capita volume of internal reclaimed water utilized in the study area
(Indicator I.2: AWRinternal). Current status for the year 2008/09 and simulated planning
scenarios for the water years 2022-2025.
Scenario: Reference LRPͲBAU
Year
2008/09
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25

HRPͲBAU

LRPͲFI

HRPͲFI

m³/c/a

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.6

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

0.8
0.7
0.8

0.8
0.8
0.8

2.4
2.6
2.8

2.6
2.8
3

In conjunction with municipal consumption and increased treatment coverage the
total volume of reclaimed water increases in all scenarios from 2.2 MCM/a in
2008/09 to 4.5 MCM/a (LRP-BAU) or 7.8 MCM (HRP-FI) in 2025 (Fig. 3.36e). In
the FI scenarios the intensified utilization of reclaimed water for irrigation leads
to an increase of internal use towards 0.5 MCM/a (~3 m³ per capita) in the period
from 2022-2025. However, as agricultural demand is assumed not to develop
strongly in the study area the increases in availability constantly outpaces
utilization. Thus, the volume of treated effluent in the wadi stream is considered
to increase significantly (Fig. 3.36f).
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Fig. 3.36: Available (developed) water resources and use in the Wadi Shueib study area
for (a, b) groundwater, (c,d) stored surface runoff (exclusive waste water treatment
plant outflows), (e, f) reclaimed water.

3.4.5.3.

I.3: Water Supply Shortage Index

Municipal Supply Shortage Index
Since the Wadi Shueib WEAP model sets no restriction on import volumes, the
water supply shortage is addressed here with regard to internal resources only.
Water shortage are assessed in absolute terms [MCM/a] and as water supply
shortage index (WSI) which ranges between 0-100 (cf. Chap. 3.4.2.3).
Unmet municipal demand (and consequently drinking water import) is estimated
at 2.1 MCM and with a WSI of 21 for the water year 2008/09. Fig. 3.37a shows
the development of these figures in the scenario simulations, Table 3.24 and Fig.
3.37b shows the respective water imports necessary to fill the demand gap.
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The simulation results for the unmet demand at the planning horizon range from
a mitigated demand gap of 1.1 MCM/a (LRP-FI/wet water year) to a considerable
increase of 8.3 MCM/a (HRP-BAU/average water year). In terms of the total
annual volume of unmet demand the LRP-BAU (~4.6 MCM/a) and the HRP-FI
(~4.3 MCM/a) scenario show a comparable performance to the reference scenario
(~5.1 MCM/a) where no action at all is assumed. On the other hand the further
reduction of the WSI of about 25-52 % indicates a reduced frequency of monthly
supply shortages for both cases. The HRP-BAU scenario even performs far worse
in comparison to the reference figures. According to these simulation results it
appears that the FI strategy is the only way to secure a maintainable water
supply for the growing demands in the study area (even under the LRP
conditions). Correspondingly, the necessary water imports for municipal supply
show a considerable range from 1.7 MCM/a (LRP-FI) to 8.7 MCM/a (HRP-BAU)
for the year 2025.

Table 3.24: Unmet municipal demand [MCM/a] and annual water supply shortage
index [-] (Indicator I.3: WSSDS) in the Wadi Shueib area. Current status (2008/09) and
simulated results for the planning scenarios for the water years 2022-2025.
Scenario:

Reference

LRPͲBAU

LRPͲFI

HRPͲBAU

HRPͲFI

MCM/a

[Ͳ]

MCM/a

[Ͳ]

MCM/a

[Ͳ]

MCM/a

[Ͳ]

MCM/a

[Ͳ]

2008/09

2.1

23

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

2022/23

4.9

38

4.6

29

7.8

44

1.6

3

4.5

16

2023/24

5.1

40

4.4

30

7.4

45

1.1

6

3.9

20

2024/25

5.4

42

4.8

32

8.3

48

1.4

6

4.6

21



25



22



29



11



17

Year

2009Ͳ2025

Agricultural Supply Shortage Index:
Although agricultural demand for irrigation water has minor dimensions in the
study area, there is nonetheless a competition for the available surface runoff
with the downstream users, regulated by the traditional water rights. Especially
in the dry summer months when irrigation demands are high and stream flows
are low a demand-supply gap is expected.
It is estimated that the current unmet demand in the study area is about
1.3 MCM/a, with a WSI of 24 (2008/09). Table 3.25 and Fig. 3.38 show the
development of these figures in the scenario simulations. Due to the increasing
consumption and the resultant high volumes of reclaimed water and treated
effluent the existing agricultural supply shortages are expected to become
mitigated in the scenario simulation years.
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a)

b)

Fig. 3.37: Development of the municipal water shortage index (Indicator I.3:
WSIMUNICIPAL) and the respective water imports needs.

Table 3.25: Unmet agricultural demand [MCM/a] and annual water supply shortage
index [-] (Indicator I.3: WSSDS) in the Wadi Shueib area. Current status (2008/2009) and
simulated results for the planning scenarios for the water years 2022-2025.
Scenario:

Reference

LRPͲBAU

HRPͲFI

[Ͳ]

2008/09

1.3

24

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

2022/23

1.2

12

0.8

7

1.4

11

1

14

1.3

11

2023/24

1.3

25

0.9

18

1.5

19

0.9

17

1.3

14

2024/25

0.5

6

0.2

3

0.7

5

0.1

3

0.5

3



21



20



20



23



23

2008Ͳ2025
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MCM/a

MCM/a

[Ͳ]

LRPͲFI

MCM/a

Year

[Ͳ]

HRPͲBAU

MCM/a

[Ͳ]

MCM/a

[Ͳ]
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Fig. 3.38: Development of the agricultural water supply shortage index (Indicator I.3:
WSIAGRICULTURE) in the Wadi Shueib area for simulated planning scenarios.

Industrial Supply Shortage Index:
The industrial demand in the Wadi Shueib WEAP model (represented by Lafarge
Jordan Cement) is self-providing from private groundwater abstractions. Thus,
there is no supply shortage simulated for this sector.

3.4.5.4.

I.4: Water Supply Requirement

As an indicator for the efficiency of demand management and loss reduction
measures in relation to growing demands, the water supply requirement in the
Wadi Shueib has its primary focus on the municipal sector.
The total municipal supply requirement in 2008/09 for the municipal water
demand is estimated at 10.0 MCM, corresponding to 56 m³ per capita. Table 3.26
and Fig. 3.39 show the development of these figures in the scenario simulations.
Total municipal supply requirement is continuously increasing in all scenarios. In
the HRP-BAU scenario the drinking water supply would need an upsurge by
113 % in order to meet the ambitious supply objectives of the water strategy,
whereas under the LRP-FI assumptions increased supply needs amount to 24 %.
On the other hand, in all but the reference scenario the supply efficiency (ratio of
demand and required supply) improves from the current level of 71 % to 81 %
(BAU) and 88 % (FI). This results in a more stable development of the per capita
supply requirements in comparison to the total demand. The LRP-FI scenario is
hereby the only setting succeeding in a reduction of per capita supply
requirements to a relatively stable 51.7 m³ per person (~142 litres per day).
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Since no distinct demand management measures are considered for the
agricultural activities, the supply requirement in this sector develops according to
the driving forces (cf. Chap. 3.4.4.4). Much the same applies for the industrial
demand with the exception of the assumed implementation of a rainwater
harvesting unit which reduces annual demand in the FI scenarios about
0.05 MCM in comparison to the related BAU scenarios.

Table 3.26: Water supply required for meeting the anticipated demand in the
respective sector (Indicator I.4: WSR). The figures are given as total demand [MCM/a]
and as demand per activity unit [m³ per capita/ton of industrial production/hectare of
irrigated area].Current status (2008/2009) and simulated results for the planning
scenarios in 2025.
Scenario:
Municipal*:

Reference

LRPͲBAU

HRPͲBAU

LRPͲFI

HRPͲFI

MCM/a m³/c/a MCM/a m³/c/a MCM/a m³/c/a MCM/a m³/c/a MCM/a m³/c/a

2008/09

10.0

56.4

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

2024/25

16.9

70.5

15.2

63

21.3

80.8

12.4

51.7

17.6

67

Industrial:

MCM/a

m³/t

MCM/a

m³/t

MCM/a

m³/t

MCM/a

m³/t

MCM/a

m³/t

2008/09

0.8

340

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

2024/25

1.0

340

0.9

340

1.0

340

0.8

323

0.9

323

Agricultural: MCM/a m³/ha MCM/a m³/ha MCM/a m³/ha

MCM/a m³/ha MCM/a m³/ha

2008/09

2.7

675

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

2024/25

2.7

675

2.4

675

3.3

825

2.4

675

3.3

825

*includingexportstoZaiandHashimiehareas

Fig. 3.39: Municipal water supply requirement (Indicator I.4: WSR).
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3.4.5.5.

I.5: Full Water Service Cost

As a relative measure for the economic cost efficiency of the different
implementation levels the total and unit cost of full water service, including
production, distribution, return flow collection and treatment, was calculated for
the municipal water supply with regard to the necessary investments
(cf. Chap. 3.4.4.5). Basic assumptions included:
-

-

Projected demand is always fulfilled, whereby local resources are prioritized
before water imports that supply remaining gaps.
Operation and maintenance costs remain at their current level with
exception of the special investments in the supply network maintenance
segment (cf. Chap. 3.4.4.5).
Current water costs are assumed without annualized capital costs from
earlier investments.
The annual interest rate is assumed at 5 %.
Energy costs were assumed to remain at the subsidized level the WAJ is
currently paying (43 fils per kWh).

For the water year of 2008/09 the full cost of municipal water services in the Wadi
Shueib area was estimated at 3.33 million JD, or 0.552 JD per m³, whereof the
production and supply part accounted for 2.47 million JD or 0.409 JD/m³. Table
3.27 and Fig. 3.40 show the development of the service costs after the investment
of 3.5 million JD (Reference), 38.2 million JD (BAU) or 93.8 million JD (FI) until
2025 (cf. Chap. 3.4.4.5).

Table 3.27: Full water service costs for the municipal sector as unit cost in JD/m³
(Indicator I.5: FSCUC) and total cost in million JD [MJD] per year. Current status
(2008/09) and simulated results for the planning scenarios in 2024/25.
Scenario:

Reference

LRPͲBAU

HRPͲBAU

LRPͲFI

HRPͲFI

Supply

[JD/m³] [MJD]

[JD/m³] [MJD] [JD/m³] [MJD] [JD/m³] [MJD] [JD/m³] [MJD]

2008/09
2024/25

0.409
0.449

Ͳ
0.395

2.47
4.38

Ͳ
4.04

Ͳ
0.428

Ͳ
5.88

Ͳ
0.489

Ͳ
4.68

Ͳ
0.483

Ͳ
6.16

Sanitation





















2008/09
2024/25

0.143
0.146

0.86
1.43

Ͳ
0.306

Ͳ
3.13

Ͳ
0.256

Ͳ
3.52

Ͳ
0.469

Ͳ
4.48

Ͳ
0.383

Ͳ
4.89

FullService

2008/09
2024/25





















0.552
0.595

3.33
5.81

Ͳ
0.702

Ͳ
7.17

Ͳ
0.684

Ͳ
9.39

Ͳ
0.958

Ͳ
9.16

Ͳ
0.867

Ͳ
11.05
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Total service costs rise in all scenarios to stabilize between 5.8 (Reference) to 11.1
(HRP-FI) million JD, whereby especially the sanitation segment contributes
strongly to increasing the increasing costs, whereas the supply side costs are
mitigated by some negative feedback through the reduction of water losses and
expensive imports. The same effects also contribute to the relative stabilization of
the unit costs which reach 0.6 JD/m³ in the Reference, 0.68-0.70 JD/m³ in the
BAU and 0.87-0.96 JD/m³ in the FI scenarios. Since the extension of waste water
treatment capacities were assumed equal for the LRP and HRP scenario
branches, the HRP branch attains a better utilization rate, thus resulting in
lower unit costs of sanitation. Therefore, the full service price is estimated as
highest in the LRP-FI scenario.

Fig. 3.40: Full service cost of municipal water as (a) unit cost in JD/m³ and (b) total
costs in million JD per year. The full service costs include production and supply (c+d)
as well as sanitation services (e+f).
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3.4.5.6.

I.6: Environmental Water Stress

Environmental water flow requirement in the Wadi Shueib was assessed on the
basis of the natural flow conditions according to the historical records and the
water balance (cf. Chap. 3.3.6 and 3.4.2.6). Natural mean annual runoff, including
baseflow and flood flow, is estimated to amount 13.5 MCM. With a Q90-monthlyflow of 0.27 MCM and an inferred high flow requirement of 2.69 MCM the
environmental water requirement (EWR) is estimated at 2.97 MCM/a.
According to the balance figures for the period 2001 until 2009 the environmental
water stress indicator under consideration of return flows (WSIRF) of the Wadi
Shueib stream ranges between 0.7 and 1.0. This indicates a continuous medium
to high water stress with a margin of 0-30 % of stream flow volume left to drop
below the EWR and into overexploitation and environmental water scarcity.
Fig. 3.41 depicts the temporal development of the WSIRF in the scenario
simulations. The WSIRF remains within the range of the water stress category
(0.6<WSIRF>1.0) neither showing a significant trend towards overexploitation nor
to water abundance. This basically means that the increasing exploitation of base
flows is effectively balanced by the rising discharges of the waste water treatment
plants (cf. Fig. 3.36). Furthermore, it appears that even during dry periods (e.g.
2012-2014 and 2019-2021) the more climate-unrelated treated effluent discharges
prevent a dramatic drop into water scarcity conditions. On the other hand, very
wet water year conditions (e.g. 2017-2018) temporarily mitigate the catchments
water stress. Overall, due to stronger water utilization rates, the FI scenarios
appear to perform slightly worse in terms of the WSIRF.

Fig. 3.41: Environmental water stress with consideration of return flows (Indicator I.6:
WSIRF) for the Wadi Shueib streamflow for the historical records 2001-2009 and the
scenario simulations 2009-2025. The horizontal broken lines delineate the categories of
water stress (above lower line) and water scarcity (above upper line).
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3.4.6.

Summary and Discussion of the Scenario Simulations

In order to facilitate a direct comparison of the performance of the scenarios it is
necessary to standardize the simulated indicator values to a common scale. For
that purpose different standardization techniques are proposed in the MultiCriteria Decision-Analysis literature that either use linear or non-linear
transformation or value/utility functions to transform the decision criteria to a
common scale (see e.g. Malczewski, 1999). The selection of a suitable
transformation procedure depends on the general decision process, the
distribution of the criterion data and other factors and can result in different
rankings of the decision alternatives (e.g. Young et al., 2010).
For the purpose of comparative summary of the scenario simulation results a
simple maximum score procedure transformation was found useful. In order to
achieve a common scale it has to be distinguished between benefit criteria (where
maximizing the criteria value is desirable) and conversely cost criteria (where
lower criterion values are desirable). The selected performance indicators in this
study are all cost indicators with exception of I.1a: municipal waste water
treatment ratio and I.2: Available renewable water for internal use, where
obviously maximization is desired. In order to have scores with a common anchor
at 0.0 (the scenario with the worst performance has always a score of zero for an
indicator) the indicator score for the cost-type indicators is given by
ᇱ
ൌͳെ
ݔ

ݔ
ݔ௫

where x’ij is the standardized score for the i-th indicator and the j-th scenario, xij
is the original value and ximax is the maximum value for the respective indicator.
In the case of benefit-type indicators criterion the indicator score is given by
ᇱ
ൌ
ݔ

ݔ
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ݔ௫ ݔ௫

where x’ij, xij, ximax are as defined above and ximin is the minimum value for the
respective indicator.
Table 3.28 shows the resultant standardized indicator scores in the evaluation
matrix. The score range of the Reference, BAU and FI scenarios delineates the
maximum and minimum of each indicator performance within the respective LRP
and HRP scenario sets and within the period from 2023-2025 (dry, wet and
average water years).
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Table 3.28: Evaluation matrix of standardized indicator scores.
IndiͲ
cator

SubͲindicator

Reference
scorerange

BAU
scorerange

I.1

I.1a:WWtreatmentratio

0.00

0.00

0.08

0.08

0.23

0.23



I.1b:WWrechargeratio

0.20

0.40

0.00

0.53

0.80

0.93

I.2

I.2a:availablegroundwater

0.00

0.08

0.05

0.18

0.27

0.45




I.2b:availablesurfacewater

0.26

0.30

0.24

0.59

0.00

0.41

I.2c:availablereclaimedwater

0.00

0.03

0.07

0.10

0.63

0.83

I.3

I.3a:municipalshortage

0.13

0.21

0.00

0.40

0.56

0.94



I.3b:agricultureshortage

0.00

0.76

0.24

0.88

0.32

0.88

I.4

I.4a:municipalsupplyrequirement

0.21

0.21

0.00

0.29

0.17

0.42

I.5

I.5:unitcost

0.38

0.38

0.27

0.29

0.00

0.09

I.6

I.6:environmentalwaterstress
Total:

0.08
1.26

0.08
2.45

0.03
0.72

0.06
3.40

0.00
2.49

0.02
4.26

FI
scorerange

As expected the FI-alternative shows the overall best performance for most of the
selected indicators and a total score in the range from 2.49 to 4.26 points. Under
favourable conditions (LRP) the BAU alternative beats the Reference and the
HRP-FI scenario with a total score of 3.40, but in the case of HRP conditions it
shows the worst performance for most of the indicators and for the total score of
0.72 points. It has to be kept in mind that for the Reference scenario the external
driving forces were assumed to develop on an intermediate path between the LRP
and the HRP assumptions. Thus, a comparison and interpretation has to pay
attention to this bias. Furthermore, due to the standardization procedure the
indicator scores range between 0.0 and 1.0, this, however, does not mean that a
value of 1.0 represents an absolute optimum, but rather a scenario with an
indicator performance that is significantly higher in comparison to the scenario
with the minimum performance.
In Fig. 3.42 the performance scores for the most significant indicators for the
planning scenarios is plotted for comparison. Especially in the issues of untreated
waste water recharge (I.1b; cf. Chap. 3.4.5.1) and municipal water supply
shortages (I.3a; cf. Chap. 3.4.5.1) the FI scenarios outperform the BAU
alternatives significantly for both the LRP and HRP assumptions. It is also
noteworthy that with regard to the untreated waste water recharge ratio (I.1b)
the BAU scenario shows a comparatively wide range between LRP and HRP
conditions, whereas the FI performs more stable. It has to be stated that, beyond
the regularly recorded coliforms in the Wadi Shueib springs (cf. Chap. 3.2.9),
there is yet no clear understanding of the processes and the amounts to which
discharged waste water recharges the groundwater resources in the study area.
Nonetheless, the simulated high volumes of untreated waste water in relation to
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the groundwater recharge estimates can certainly be understood as important
and warning groundwater vulnerability factor, especially with regard to the
karstified environment of the Wadi Shueib area.

Fig. 3.42: Summary of the standardized scenario simulation results. Higher score means a better
performance while range expresses sensitivity to the external scenario driving forces
(LRP/HRP). For the indicator acronyms please refer to Table 4.2 and Chap.3.4.2.

In terms of readily available and utilizable freshwater (groundwater) within the
catchment (I.2a; cf. Chap. 3.4.5.2), the investment in water production as well as
the anticipated strong improvements of groundwater protection also leverages the
FI above the BAU scenarios, whereas for the latter alternatives improvements of
groundwater quality were also expected but of lesser extent. The scores for this
issue display a smaller magnitude of improvement for the FI scenarios. But
although given the fact that the possibility of developing new or maximizing
available water resources in the study area is limited, this of course does not
mean that the improvements are less substantial for the water sector in the study
area. Surface water uses change slightly in the scenarios, but in relation to the
amounts stored and used downstream the scenario implementations have no
strong effect on surface water availability internal or external.
The total municipal water supply requirement (I.4a; cf. Chap. 3.4.5.4) is expected
to rise in all scenarios, but the magnitude is strongly dependent on the driving
forces of population growth and demand development. According to the
simulations it appears likely that increased water imports become necessary if
the supply objectives of the national water strategy are to be met. In this light,
considerable investments in demand management, water infrastructure and the
efficient reduction of water losses appear urgently necessary when these impacts
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are to be mitigated in the Jordanian water future. Similar recommendations are
found in current studies on the status and future of the Jordanian water sector
(McIlwaine, 2009; Rosenberg & Lund, 2009; Sommaripa, 2011).
With regard to the simulations of environmental water stress (I.6; cf. Chap.
3.4.5.6) all scenarios show a relatively similar performance ranging in the
category of water stressed with fluctuations mainly dependent on the water year
conditions. With a slight offset, the FI scenario shows the worst performance
under both the LRP and HRP conditions, due to the high abstraction of the wadi
base flow (spring discharge). It has to be kept in mind that the environmental
water stress as discussed here merely addresses water quantity. Quality concerns
and possible impacts on ecosystem functions, due to the continuously increasing
share of treated effluent in the wadi runoff would need a separate assessment
that could not be undertaken within this study.

3.5.

Summary

The preceding chapters documented an exemplary modelling and scenario
planning exercise for sub-basin-scale integrated water resources management
with an application to the Jordanian Wadi Shueib catchment. Modelling was
purposefully grounded on the data and information basis as it would currently be
available for fully informed planning personnel and decision makers in the
Jordanian water sector institutions (cf. Chap. 3.3.3). The data was subjected to a
thorough data quality control (cf. Chap. 3.3.4) and several pre-processing steps, in
order to generate consistent water balance time series, which allowed the
estimation of important hydrological and resources engineering model
assumptions (cf. Chap. 3.3.5).
The Water Evaluation and Planning (WEAP) model was used to represent the
water system of the study area and act as IWRM planning tool (cf. Chap. 3.3.7).
The WEAP model was calibrated and validated against the Wadi Shueib
Reservoir data series and provided an overall good prediction of the total annual
received water in the Wadi Shueib Reservoir (cf. Chap. 3.3.7.3). The major
uncertainty in the model assumptions was identified as the transmission loss
parameter (cf. Chap. 3.3.7.4).
National water strategy objectives and action plans were used as normative
guideline to craft a set of planning alternatives with direct relation to the local
challenges (cf. Chap. 3.4.1). The systematic selection and development of IWRM
performance indicators was organized in direct reference to the stated objectives
and the constraints inherent in the WEAP framework (cf. Chap. 3.4.2). For the
scenario approach the identified alternatives were combined in two action plans
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for the Wadi Shueib area: a Business as Usual (BAU) strategy assuming the
currently active projects are continued and finished until 2025 and a Full
Implementation (FI) development line assuming the full range of stated
implementation approaches is realized until 2025 (cf. Chap. 3.4.3). External
driving forces developments were modelled to agree with the official projections
for climatic conditions, demographic growth and water demand development.
Internal drivers were modelled as rate of change and cost figures, based on a
review of past performances and the respective current planning status of the
Jordanian water sector institutions (cf. Chap. 3.4.4).
The scenarios were simulated for the elaborated performance indicators and
discussed within the range of the 3 consecutive water years, constituting dry
(84 % of average rainfall), average (101 %) and wet (120 %) year conditions and
compared to the current situation in the water year 2008/09 (cf. Chap.3.3.6).

3.6.

Conclusions

The IWRM modelling and scenario planning approach presented in this study
documents a consequent and complete process of
-

developing a holistic water system understanding based on a heterogeneous
pool of available data in the Wadi Shueib area,
developing a detailed WEAP IWRM model at the implementation scale in
the context of the Lower Jordan Valley area,
developing local planning alternative, objectives and suitable performance
indicators on the basis of the national water strategy
and providing an exemplary scenario simulation to show how the detailed
local planning reality compares to national goals.

3.6.1.

Water Accounting for the Wadi Shueib Catchment

The Wadi Shueib is regarded as a rather well studied area (cf. Chap. 3.2.1).
Nonetheless, the available data at the water sector institutions, as well as the
reviewed literature, revealed several uncertainties, critical knowledge gaps and
disagreements regarding the water resources and related topics (cf. Chap. 3.3.3).
In large parts, this is due to the often inconsistent monitoring of the institutions
and the fact that previous studies primarily focused on specific and isolated
aspects of the catchment balance.
Thus, the thorough processing of the available data basis from the water sector
institutions, as well as the literature information, is the first comprehensive
analysis of the holistic Wadi Shueib water balance and a unique
contribution to the understanding of the Wadi Shueib water resources
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system. In this respect, also the compiled water balance schemes (cf. Chap. 3.3.6)
have been found a useful tool to keep track of the status and advances of the
water system knowledge that can easily be transferred to other study areas.
Furthermore, several points could be revealed, where further detailed
studies are necessary to reduce uncertainties in the process
understanding of the complex IWRM domain. This already led to a series of
consecutive studies by an interdisciplinary expert group in the SMART project
which will help to continuously substantiate the presented IWRM model and
scenario assumptions (Alfaro et al., 2012; Grimmeisen et al., 2012; Müller et al.,
2011; Zemann et al., 2012).

3.6.2.

The Wadi Shueib WEAP Model as an IWRM Modelling Tool

WEAP comes with a clear focus on basin scale water balancing and allocation
scenarios. Rather generic modelling possibilities enable implementation of
elements not directly provided by the user interface (e.g. springs and water
treatment plants) as well as some scale independence. WEAP has therefore been
found a flexible and ample tool, generally appropriate for water resources system
modelling in the applied case study. Despite the complexity of the assessed
IWRM system and the detail of the sub-catchment scale, the Wadi Shueib
WEAP model could be successfully constructed to represent all elements
of the preliminary prepared holistic water balance schemes (cf. Chap.
3.3.7). However, it also has to be kept in mind that the groundwater component in
the catchment was represented with a relatively simple bucket model of a single
cretaceous aquifer complex (A1-A7). Although WEAP can link to a MODFLOW
model component, employing a numeric groundwater model appeared not
feasible, due to the difficult and largely unknown geological situation in the study
area and the absence of a suitable observation wells network. Furthermore, a set
of general assumptions had to be made in the effort to find best model estimates
necessary for the IWRM complexity. Also, calibration had to be conducted
manually by iterative adjustment of the monthly parameter values after model
runs, because the stepwise hydro-balance algorithm in WEAP does not cope with
interdependent parameters within one time-step such as simulated water volume
in reservoir and reservoir seepage.
Eventually, the final model displays good performance for the
assessment of the monthly integrated catchment water balance (cf.
Chap. 3.3.7.3). The peak storages of the Wadi Shueib Reservoir appear well
simulated for all years except 2005/06. However, the calibrated transmission loss
parameter, although in the range of comparable literature estimates, might
aggregate various other estimation errors. More reliable logging of dam operation
habits and discharge records could help to significantly reduce remaining
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uncertainties here. For the intended model use of long term IWRM scenario
planning, however, these uncertainties were accepted.
Overall, it was found that WEAP can contribute an important part to IWRM
planning processes with a focus on water balance and allocation, especially when
it is well embedded in a comprehensive and soundly constructed IWRM scenario
planning framework as demonstrated in this study. An important strength of
WEAP was found to be the integrated scenario management that allowed a
straightforward and suitable modelling of to the scenario assumptions
undertaken here. The final WEAP model is well documented in this thesis,
as well as in the parallel developed knowledge platform DROPEDIA (cf.
Chap. 4) and is ready to be employed and extended by the Jordanian
decision making institutions. Hereby, the free licensing for developing
countries, the intuitive usability and the flexible nature are essential benefits of
the WEAP approach. Owing to these advantages, several water sector institutions
in the Lower Jordan Valley have recently already begun to adapt WEAP in their
strategic planning directorates.

3.6.3.

IWRM Planning in the Wadi Shueib

The current Jordanian Water Strategy (RCW & MWI, 2009) is an ambitious
policy that comprehensively addresses the critical issues in its stated objectives.
Furthermore, during the last decade tremendous efforts have been invested in the
water sector by the Jordanian government as well as the international
community. So far, however, these efforts were often not streamlined and
sometimes mismanaged (Humpal et al., 2012). This often leads to the situation
that important and intricately obtained information gets lost after projects are
finished. In better cases, results are summarized into a report, but often the
documentation is incomplete and the knowledge leaves the region with the project
or the worker. In any case, it appears very difficult to keep this large pool of
knowledge alive in the IWRM process.
Within the presented work, it was shown, that the actual planning practice only
considers a small subset the comprehensive national goals and implementation
objectives (cf. Chap. 3.4.1). Hereby, the detailed analysis of the normative
objectives with regard to necessary implementation options and suitable
performance measures (indicators) is another important contribution to
the IWRM planning endeavours in the Wadi Shueib area. In this regard the
study offers a proof of concept and a methodological framework for the application
in other sub-basin scale IWRM planning applications.
The combined modelling and scenario planning approach also shows a potential
path towards an operational realization of the ambitious IWRM
hypothesis on the sub-basin scale and, thus, a step further towards
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realization. The modular and flexible nature of the presented framework appears
applicable for expansion and continuous development

3.6.4.

Results of the Scenario Simulation

The scenario simulations point to the conclusion that only an increased effort (FI
scenarios) can enable a progress towards the goals of the national water strategy
and a successful IWRM process in the Wadi Shueib area. The currently
undertaken projects in the area, even when prolonged into the near
future (BAU scenarios) appear not to be able to relieve pressure from the
water situation in many issues. Furthermore, the rate of success for the issue
of meeting future water requirements is strongly dependent on the uncertain
development of near to mid-future climatic conditions, population growth and
water demands for all implementation strategies addressed.
The major downside of the FI alternative is of course related to the considerable
investment costs involved and the resultant rise of the water service costs. Due to
the feedback of reducing expensive water import volumes and decreasing water
losses the unit cost of water services does not rise linear with the anticipated
investments. Yet, it was still simulated to significantly increase from the current
0.595 JD/m³ to 0.958 JD/m³ in the LRP-FI scenario in 2025 (cf. Chap 3.4.5.5).
However, in the light of the current water sector expenditures (including MWI,
WAJ, JVA, Aqaba Water Company, and Miyahuna) that were estimated at
approximately JD 500 million in 2010 (Sommaripa, 2011), the anticipated
investment costs for the FI scenarios (~JD 94 million over 15 years in a region
with 2-3 % of the country’s population) do not appear overambitious. Even more
so with regard to aspiring mega-projects like the Red-Sea-Dead-Sea canal with
currently estimated costs of approximately JD 4 – 8 billion (World Bank, 2009a).
In any way it is expected that another water tariff reform will be necessary in
order to progress towards the objective of cost recovery in the water sector, since
already today the revenues of the WAJ and the public companies do not cover
their annual expenditures (Segura/IP3 Partners LLC, 2009).
The bottom line of the simulation results in the Wadi Shueib area might
also hint at the general Jordanian situation. During the last decade the
water sector has mostly focused on the maximization of available and the
development of new resources (e.g. use of reclaimed water, brackish water
desalination) as well as the extension of sanitation services. And even though
remarkable accomplishments have been achieved in these segments, the water
situation has not been eased. On the other hand, the reduction of the tremendous
water losses and the realization of efficient demand management and water
awareness campaigns have played secondary roles until now.
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The established scenarios are of course only a limited set that span a basic
framework. For the further application in planning and strategy decisions, the
development of further scenarios is recommended where for example only certain
aspects of the FI options are taken into consideration, or other combinations of
driving forces are assessed. The model presented in this study is flexible
enough to implement such changes in relatively short time.
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Information is not knowledge.
Knowledge is not wisdom.
Wisdom is not truth.
Truth is not beauty.
Beauty is not love.
Love is not music.
Music is THE BEST.
Frank Zappa (1979: Lyrics to the song Packard Goose on the album Joe's Garage:
Act III)

4.

4.1.

Knowledge Management for IWRM Plannig and
Decision Support
Introduction

The previous chapter demonstrated the concrete implementation of a holistic
IWRM modelling and scenario planning concept for a sub-basin catchment of the
Lower Jordan Valley. The combination of physical system modelling with social,
ecological and economic factors required the integration of data and information
from several different domains. The impacts of the planning scenarios were
assessed from various perspectives, represented by an interdisciplinary set of
indicators. Hereto, the author was building on the pool of previous works for the
study area, as well as on the cooperation with sector experts and stakeholders
from within the framework of the SMART project (Wolf & Hötzl, 2011).
Transferred to a productive and institutionalized environment, an IWRM analysis
of this manner involves a highly collaborative process between such distributed
knowledge sources. In this respect, some discussion has already been progressing
in recent years, about how to span the gap between scientific environmental
modelling and respective political decision making (Acreman, 2005; Cash et al.,
2002; Kolkman et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2008). Most contributions on this topic
agree on the urgent need to improve communication and transparency between
science and policy. Regarding the multi-disciplinary nature of IWRM, it is also the
information flow between the participating experts that poses challenges.
The currently established formalized communication channels for the knowledge
transfer between experts and decision makers basically consist of reporting,
presentation and scientific publication. The relevance of these instruments is not
questioned and especially in terms of quality-control the process of peer-reviewed
publishing is undisputed. On the other hand, new web-based communication tools
like blogs or wikis largely improve collaboration potentials. Scientists that have
become aware of such instruments praise the possibilities of a more continuous
flow of information and feedback and more timely discussion between research
participants (Butler, 2005). Another important incentive is seen in the possibility
to document and share the many bits and pieces of work in the daily life of a
researcher that actually never make it to a publication or a project report, in the
best case are informally communicated within an active group of interest, but as
often never leaf the sketchbook of the scientist. This so-called “file-drawerproblem” (Rosenthal, 1979) has been long discussed and various authors see a
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large potential to make science more effective by sharing such details that are
often obscured by the classical communication mechanism (De Roure et al., 2010;
Waldrop, 2008). Especially in the domain of laboratory research in life sciences
and chemistry a young generation of scientists has eagerly commenced on
utilizing online communication and collaboration technology to freely share their
scientific opinion, data and knowledge in so called “Open Notebook” research, or
more generally in the “Open Science Movement” (Bradley et al., 2008; Ekins et
al., 2011; Williams, 2008).
Also under water professionals, the development of a comprehensive and
interdisciplinary water resources knowledge base is perceived as fundamental to
integrated water resources assessments and consequent planning and decision
making (GWP, 2000). It is also recognised that contemporary knowledge
management techniques can contribute to improving the performance and
effectiveness of both capacity development (Luijendijk & Lincklaen Arriëns, 2007)
and knowledge sharing (Giupponi & Sgobbi, 2008; Roux et al., 2006) in the water
sector, provided that there is a basic capacity in place to coordinate this approach.
To handle this necessity, most IWRM projects carried out during the last years
already had knowledge sharing initiatives on their agenda. The requirement for
such a knowledge framework is tackled in current IWRM approaches in several
manners: (1) Applied projects and case studies usually share multi-thematic
databases and Information Systems to enable data access, transfer and
comparability between their interdisciplinary modelling environments. (2) Joint
projects implement internet platforms for building and distributing thematic
bibliographies as information portals on IWRM related topics, or (3) focus on
supporting Capacity Building Networks in the IWRM environment.
Although growing in other disciplines, the direct support of collaborative
knowledge-building and sharing processes has been less prominent in water
research. Several organizations have recently started initiatives of which
probably the most visible example is the UNDP-initiated WaterWiki (WaterWiki,
2012). But especially in the planning practice respective approaches are still
lacking satisfactory consideration in state of the art approaches on IWRMDecision-Support-Systems.
But for all that, the potential for a continuous online collaboration process
appears evident as (1) the process is meant to be highly collaborative per se, (2)
the community of experts often is spatially and disciplinary distributed and (3)
planning and decision-making has often to be undertaken immediately and
constantly and cannot stall until an eventual knowledge transfer process at some
point in the future.
The following chapter presents the conceptual design and the implementation of a
Semantic MediaWiki-based knowledge management platform to approach IWRM
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towards these purposes. Development and preliminary application was centred on
the experience and insights from the Wadi Shueib IWRM model study. Yet, equal
attention was given to an unhampered applicability to comparable case studies as
well as to a structural generality that allows for a broad application potential in
the general IWRM planning practice. The presented instrument was also
designed to be eventually embedded into the decision support framework of the
SMART research project (Fig. 4.1). The other components include a central
database, various expert models and detail studies as well as modules for MultiCriteria Decision Analysis and Optimization (Wolf & Hötzl, 2011).

Fig. 4.1: Components of the SMART-Decision Support framework for Integrated Water
Resources Management in the Lower Jordan Valley. Elements marked in red are investigated
and discussed in this thesis.
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4.2.

Perception of KM in the Jordan Valley Water Sector

Any knowledge management initiative stands and falls with the willingness to
contribute of its addressed users. In order to assess the basic perception on the
subject among water professionals associated to the study region, a set of
questions was given to the attendees of a large SMART coordination meeting in
2011 (Wolf et al., submitted). A total of 53 participants (38 % from Jordan,
Palestine and Israel, 62 % from Germany), including scientists from the project
consortium and associated stakeholders, filled out the anonymous questionnaire.
Fig. 4.2a-d displays the outcomes specifically addressing knowledge management
issues.
On a general level, a strong majority agrees that more publicly available
information would increase the public acceptance of water policy, both on
transboundary and local level (Fig. 4.2a). Transparency appears to be perceived
as important facilitator in a political decision making that follows the national
guidelines. However, in terms of current stakeholder participation processes,
opinions are far more ambiguous. Especially on the local level, the majority is
rather undecided whether stakeholder participation is sufficiently supported.
The participating experts generally responded positively (72 %) on the proposal of
using a wiki based platform for support IWRM in the context of their work and on
the time they were willing to invest into such an initiative (Fig. 4.2b). Again,
transparency and public information appear as strongest incentives for
contribution, followed by information retrieval and dissemination on a
professional level (Fig. 4.2c).
Taken together, these opinions point towards a strong feeling for the need of
improved communication and information between decision makers, water sector
experts and the wider public, but at the same time water professionals are
cautious about facilitating direct participation in decision processes (a possible
flaw in the questions might be related to the unclear definition of ‘stakeholder’).
Thus, following this opinion poll would recommend a semi-open information and
participation system.
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b)

c)

Fig. 4.2: Results from an expert opinion poll about transparency, participation and
knowledge management in the Lower Jordan River Valley.
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4.3.

Requirements Analysis

4.3.1.

Terminology

The discussion of knowledge modelling and representation in the following
sections will employ a vocabulary which was primarily adapted from the field of
ontological engineering. The use of some very common expressions like for
example: ‘concept’, ‘class’ or ‘relationship’ might, however, lead to some confusion.
Even more so, as this basic vocabulary is not consistently used across different
prominent logical knowledge structuring endeavours (e.g. OWL/RDF (Motik et al.,
2009), UMBEL (Bergman & Giasson, 2008), Cyc (Reed & Lenat, 2002), DOLCE
(Oberle et al., 2007)), which then again differ from the debated terminology debate
in philosophical ontology, and also have a particularly different understanding
when compared to other fields of information and data modelling (for some
additional discussion see e.g. Smith et al., 2006).
In comparison to above mentioned formal knowledge structuring specifications
the eventual syntax selection as in Table 4.1, was considerably condensed in
recognition of the reduced logic expressivity of the semantic wiki technology.

Table 4.1: Terminology of the representational units used for knowledge modelling.
*/**: terms are used as equivalents, depending on whether referring to the general
knowledge structure (*) or the implementation into the semantic wiki structure (**).
Term

Understanding

Example

Comparable
OWLterm

Amentalrepresentationofsomething
+Thehydrologicalconceptofaspring
constructedbycombiningallitsknown
+theconceptofspringdischarge
characteristics
+Aspring
Abstractformalizedrepresentationof
+adischargerelationship
Entity
anindividuallyexistingthingabout
Entity
betweenaspringanda
whichinformationistobestored
stream
+HazzirSpring
Individual*
Aconcreteandnamedexisting
+theaverageyearly
Individual
Article**
individualthing.
dischargeofHazzirSpring
Classificationusingrules,principlesor +Theclassofsprings
Class*
predicatestodeterminewhether
+theclassofdischarge
Class
Category**
somethingisaninstanceofthatclass. measurements
HierarchicalornonͲhierarchical
+HazzirSpringislocatedin ObjectͲ
relationbetweenpairsofinstancesor WadiShueib
or
Relation*/**
instancesandliterals.Relationships
DataͲ
+HazzirSpringisaspring
Property*/**
betweenclassesaretypically
+HazzirSpringhas
Property
hierarchicalgeneralizations.
discharge

Representationofconcretevalueofa
Literal
+0.96MCM/a
Literal
property
Concept
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4.3.2.

Knowledge Management Design Goal

As discussed in the introductory review on knowledge management (cf.
Chap. 2.4), the potential approaches on the subject are diverse. With the
fundamental objective being the externalization of knowledge and the facilitation
of its retrieval (internalization), a knowledge management strategy must be
adapted to the given environment and the people that eventually are both: the
providing and receiving end of the knowledge.
Based on the experience from the Wadi Shueib IWRM modelling exercise as well
as from discussions in the community of a large IWRM project, it was established
that ‘knowledge in need of managing’ essentially relates to collaborative and
comprehensive system understanding and to the assumptions that are used to
drive planning and decision making within such systems. Knowledge
management therefore appears foremost as a means of facilitating the
transportation of such system understanding between participants in the process.
From this viewpoint, the participants are predominantly sector experts and
decision makers, and the knowledge management process basically is the
channelling of expert knowledge and decision maker objectives towards the
IWRM planning process. Expert knowledge hereby comprises the manifold pieces
of information that researchers and practitioners gather, create and employ in
their working routine in order to acquire the desired system understanding.
These might span from individual calculation or estimation procedures applied to
obtain model parameters, over a full model application and up to complete
scientific studies. While the latter would at least be likely to progress into the
classical channels of publication and reporting, especially the smaller information
entities, however valuable, are often never fully disclosed to a wider audience. On
the other hand they might well be interesting for other researchers or
practitioners working in nearby or comparable areas to be informed about such
work, as much as any idea could benefit from being discussed by an interested
audience.
Acknowledgement of these requirements led to the broad design decision as
illustrated in (Fig. 4.3) and the definition of three fundamental roles and classes
for the envisaged IWRM knowledge management system:
Fundamental roles:
-

Domain Expert: Someone who performs analyses on a specialized subject
by gathering, combining and inferring information using various sources
(literature, models, studies, or his judgment). Creates knowledge in the
work process (knowledge creator).
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-

IWRM Analyst: Someone who uses a set of defined goals (policy) and the
pool of available knowledge about options and constraints (feasibility, costbenefit) to perform an IWRM planning and decision process. Also includes
the role of Decision Maker.

-

Knowledge Engineer (also Administrator) (not depicted in Fig. 4.3):
Someone who maintains the knowledge management system both in
technological as well as in structural sense. Evolves and adapts the
knowledge management process to the requirements of its participants.

A role describes modes of interaction with the system: an IWRM analyst usually
also is a domain expert and any person can become a knowledge engineer if they
acquire some insights on the knowledge base structure and the skills for its
administration.

Fig. 4.3: Fundamental concepts and user roles in the IWRM knowledge process.
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Fundamental concepts:
-

Expert Analysis: The expressible product of the analysis process of an
expert (e.g. the calculation or estimation of a single value, a literature
study, a complex model application or a full scientific study). Related to a
distinct entity with significance in the IWRM Process.

-

IWRM Object: Something that has significance for IWRM, has information
about itself and stated relationships to other entities. Can be a tangible
entity such as a study area, a spring, a city, a waste water treatment
facility, or an intangible entity such as an indicator, a scenario, a literature
reference). Can also have a representation in the database.

-

IWRM Process: IWRM planning and decision process (cf. Chap. 2.3.1)
applied to a defined area. Builds on the available information about the
associated entities and the given decision constraints and objectives.

Thus, the general approach is to offer an instrument that allows domain experts
to formulate their analyses and structure them by linking to respective
interrelated entities (IWRM-Objects) which represent the IWRM system.
Members of the IWRM domain (IWRM-Analyst) on the other hand are enabled
to identify and select from the available information to formally document their
Decision and Planning processes (IWRM-Processes). Formally linking between a
database and the entities in the knowledge base (mostly with the IWRM-Objects)
establishes an integration of the knowledge management instrument into an
overarching information system. The ultimate goal is to evolve a well-structured
IWRM knowledge base that provides rich application-level information from
experts for experts, IWRM-analysts and decision makers and integrates smoothly
into a holistic planning and decision practice.

4.3.3.

Challenges of IWRM Knowledge Representation

Basic aspects and general approaches on knowledge representation were already
discussed in Chapter 2.4. This section discusses a set of important design
considerations for a functional knowledge management setting according to the
stated goals and usage environment.

4.3.3.1.

Collaborative Ontology Engineering

Ideally, an ontology-driven collaborative knowledge management setting would
engage its users into an evolutionary ontology development process. Experience
shows, however, that ontology development is a very time-intensive task which
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also requires expertise of dedicated ontology engineers (Lumsden et al., 2011;
Simperl, 2009). And even when given users that are experienced in knowledge
representation, collaborative methodologies for ontology engineering are still not
effectively established (Palma et al., 2011; Vrandecic et al., 2005).
Given the concrete application scenario of this study, an effective collaborative
ontology engineering process is very unlikely, as the users are expected to be
neither familiar to formal knowledge representation, nor interested in spending
time on such conceptual discussions. Thus, the knowledge representation
structure has to be widely predefined to allow a functional knowledge sharing and
retrieval application. This means that user contributions, that informally extend
the ontology, will usually have to be formalized by the dedicated knowledge
engineer role.

4.3.3.2.

Level of Formalization

The appropriate level of formalization is strongly dependant on the purpose and
eventual application scenarios. Fully formalized ontologies support automated
knowledge processes and promise various interesting applications in the IWRM
domain (e.g. information retrieval over distributed and independent databases,
information exchange between different modelling tools). Full formalization,
however, is a complex and slow process that requires commitment of a dedicated
user group. Given the broadness of the domain, developing a fully formalized and
fine-grained IWRM-ontology would almost compete with huge scale efforts like
the Cyc-project (Matuszek et al., 2006) on which already many person-years,
maybe centuries, were spent. Furthermore, stronger formalization requires
stronger abstraction, and thus separates the knowledge representation layer from
the (human) knowledge user layer and requires interfaces that manage the
mapping in between.
On the other hand, the anticipated use case has its primary focus on the support
of human agents in knowledge acquisition, structuring and dissemination. In the
ontology application classification proposed by Jasper & Uschold (1999) this
would resemble closest to the “indexing” scenario. In this scenario the principle
actors are ontology authors and knowledge workers and the latter employ the
ontology mainly to search and identify relevant information from the provided
structure. Without the need for inference and strong logic reasoning, full
formalization is not necessary for this application scenario. But the knowledge
representation has to fulfil the requirements to support content structuring and
semantic querying. Following these considerations it appears effective to start
with the definition of a semi-formal ontology, which covers essential concepts of
the IWRM domain. Necessary formalization will then be added at the
implementation phase, to allow for the intended structuring and querying
potential.
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4.3.3.3.

Definition of the IWRM Knowledge Domain

The development of a knowledge representation structure for sharing IWRM
knowledge has to deal with a fundamental Chicken-Egg problem: the knowledge
domain is ill-defined and very broad. At the beginning, it cannot be generally
defined which kind of analyses will eventually be shared, which temporal scale or
which units will be used to describe a certain concept, like for example a spring.
As mentioned before, it is also very unlikely that domain experts will invest much
time and effort in finding consensus on a broad formalization. On the other hand,
a system that restricts usage to a small set of well-defined concepts is not likely to
be accepted as a useful tool. Thus, the conceptualisation process has to be
approached dynamic and to evolve with user activities and that certain concepts
and relationships are unidentified in the beginning (Thakker et al., 2011).

4.3.3.4.

Knowledge Representation with Semantic MediaWiki

Although meeting some key requirements for collaborative knowledge
management, the use of a semantic wiki also brings specific challenges for
knowledge representation. As discussed in Chapter 2.4.5, the basic wiki primitive
is a page and in most semantic wikis (also the Semantic MediaWiki tool used in
this study, cf. Chap. 4.3.7) statements are formulated as binary relations on a
page and use that same page as subject. As a result, it is not possible to assert a
property to a page and at the same time make an additional statement about that
property. This poses no problem as long as stated properties are either
unambiguous one-dimensional dates, or the related object is represented by a
page of itself. On the page about a spring, for example, the springs altitude above
mean sea level can be safely stated as [[has altitude (amsl)::654m]]. And it
is also straightforward to state [[is located in::Wadi Shueib]], given that
Wadi Shueib will be a separate concept described on an own page.
In many cases, however, a property statement requires description of some
additional aspects to become unambiguous, while at the same time it is not
practical to model it as a separate concept on a separate page. Continuing the
above
example,
the
spring
page
could
state
[[has
average
discharge::1 MCM/month]], which, however, is not unambiguous, as it lacks
several dimensions: time period of calculation, reference, etc. As a matter of fact,
most information units in the IWRM are likely to come with some sort of
multidimensionality. While such “n-ary relations” in OWL models handles every
multidimensional information element as a separate object-property class, this
appears as not practical within a knowledge sharing wiki system: users would
need to create new pages for almost every property statement to add formal
descriptions.
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In an attempt to handle this requirement, Semantic MediaWiki offers a
compound datatype (type:record), that contains a short list of values of other
datatypes. These “multi-valued properties” cannot be handled as separate dataproperties, thus bringing several limitations for querying and formatting.

4.3.4.

Use Cases

This section defines seven concrete use cases for the collaborative IWRM
knowledge management system. The selection makes no claim of completeness or
universality, but is mostly aligned to the course of the parallel development of the
Wadi Shueib WEAP IWRM model. Other important influences have been
stakeholder and project partner discussions, the general SMART project progress
as well as discussions with practitioners from other IWRM initiatives (GLOWA
(2009), BMBF-Begleitvorhaben: Vernetzung der Förderaktivität IWRM). The
initial use case definitions were used to discover basic design requirements. In the
later implementation stage these use cases will be refined into workflows adapted
to the given system possibilities.

4.3.4.1.

UC-1: Create IWRM-Entity

Scenario Example: Create the Wadi Shueib catchment or another
IWRM-Object, e.g. the Hazzir Spring, in the knowledge base to document and
share background information and analyses.
Task: Create an IWRM-Entity and add formal relations that describe metadata of
the IWRM-Entity, e.g. that the Hazzir Spring is located in the Wadi Shueib
catchment, its coordinates, the aquifer it taps, etc.

4.3.4.2.

UC-2: Document Expert Analysis

Scenario Example: Expert has collected precipitation data and performed a
spatial interpolation to estimate areal precipitation for the Wadi Shueib
catchment (i.e. Chap. 3.3.5.1), which he wants to document and share for
collaboration.
Task: Create an analysis entity and add formal relations that describe analysis
and results and embed the analysis individual into the IWRM-Entity knowledge
structure.

4.3.4.3.

UC-3: Document IWRM-Process

Scenario Example: IWRM-Analyst starts an IWRM planning study for the Wadi
Shueib catchment, following a structured planning approach (cf. Chap. 3.1) which
should be documented and shared for collaboration, as well as to invite experts to
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provide, review and discuss model and scenario assumptions and possible
planning options.
Task: Create an IWRM-Process entity and add formal relations that describe
metadata, e.g. the study area, the temporal planning horizon, etc. Add entities for
the steps of the planning process (status, goals, alternatives, scenarios, indicators,
etc.) and link them to analyses in the knowledge base which are used in the
IWRM-study.

4.3.4.4.

UC-4: Contribute to Existing IWRM-Entities

Scenario Example: User wants to comment on the areal rainfall-interpolation
analysis for the Wadi Shueib catchment to state his opinion and add a literature
reference.
Task: Edit an existing IWRM-Object/Analysis/Process by adding or changing
formal relations and informal content. Original author and other users are
informed about the contribution.

4.3.4.5.

UC-5: Reuse Knowledge

Scenario Example: User creates an analysis on groundwater recharge of the
Wadi Shueib that uses the areal rainfall analysis (i.e. Chap. 3.3.5.4).
Task: Add a generic relation to an analysis to refer to another entity, which then
also automatically displays the relation.

4.3.4.6.

UC-6: Retrieve Analyses for a Study Area and Subject

Scenario Example: User wants to retrieve a list of all available analyses on
water resources in the Wadi Shueib catchment.
Task: Create a query that asks for analyses with a location relation pointing to a
specific IWRM-Object and a subject relation pointing to a specific theme.

4.3.4.7.

UC-7: Link IWRM-Entity to Representation in Database

Scenario Example: User wants to inform about the available measurement time
series of the Hazzir Spring that are stored in the database.
Task: Define an identifier to link from a knowledge base entity to a database
object. The knowledge base sends a query to receive information on dataavailability and displays the metadata on the respective database object.
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4.3.5.

Semi-formal IWRM-Ontology

In order to compose an a-priori knowledge representation structure that suits the
fundamental concepts (cf. Chap. 4.3.2) as well as the exemplary use cases (cf.
Chap. 4.3.4), a semi-formal class structure of IWRM-Entities was developed. The
choice of represented concepts was initiated from the set of water system model
nodes used in WEAP (cf. Chap. 3.3.7) as well as from the planning process model
used in this thesis (cf. 3.1). The focal point was chosen to be the ‘catchment’
concept, with all spatial relations pointing towards (or from) it. In several
iterative modelling steps the initial concept list was refined and organized in
hierarchical (is_a) and non-hierarchical relations (e.g. located_in) until an
applicably generic representation of the IWRM modelling and planning domain,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.4, was found. The ontology fundamentally distinguishes
between concrete, tangible entities (e.g. catchments, water demand sites, water
resources, measurement stations, etc.), IWRM process entities and expert
analyses. In this constellation the tangible entities as well as the IWRM process
entities act as basic information anchors to which the dynamic and generic expert
analysis class relates to.

Fig. 4.4: Class-structure of the semi-formal IWRM-ontology.
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4.3.6.

Requirements

The discussions from Chapters 4.3.2, 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 generate a set of basic design
requirements for the IWRM knowledge management platform. Truly, defining the
eventual structural, usability and functional requirements has been an iterative
process during the work on this thesis. This involved dialogue with project
partners as well as experiences from early knowledge representation prototypes,
including a DPSIR-like causal network structure (cf. Chap. 2.3.2), an EntityAttribute-Value data-model as well as a Protégé-ontology modeling exercise.
Thus, the requirements listed in Table 4.2 evolve as much from theoretical
considerations as from the experienced practicable feasibility within the scope of
the objectives. Eventually, a semantic wiki application was chosen (cf. Chap.
2.4.5), primarily due to the strong collaborative emphasis, the low technological
barrier and the general flexibility of the technology.

Table 4.2: Identified requirements for a collaborative knowledge management platform
for IWRM planning and decision support.
KnowledgeRepresentationRequirements
IWRMͲEntities,AnalysesandIWRMͲProcessesarefullyrepresented.
Multiplerepresentationsofknowledgeforspecificentityandtopicarepossible.
Formalizedrelationsbetweenallentitiesarepossible.
RepresentationofnͲaryrelations.
Formalizedrelationsbetweenentitiesarerepresentedonbothsides(inverserelations).
SupportthecreationofananalysisͲspecificformalizationvocabulary.
UsabilityRequirements
Technologicalbarrierforcontributorsislow.
Usersdonotneedtocareaboutontologyengineering.
Supportuserinfindingtheappropriatelocationintheknowledgebasetocontribute.
Possibilityofgenericcontribution,ifnoappropriatelocationisfound.
Possibilitytodescribeentitiesinaformthatisfamiliartousers,i.e.likewritingashortreport.
Incompleteformalizationofentitiesisacceptedbutcompletionencouraged.
Contributionsandeditsareimmediatelyrepresentedandcommunicated.
Spatialinformationisvisualized.
Authorshipandcontributionisrepresented.
FunctionalRequirements
Possibilitytoaddfilesandexternallinkstoallentities.
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Supportuseofrelationsthatarecoherentwiththeontology.
EditrightscontrolonIWRMͲEntitiesoncontributorside.
Protectionmechanismagainsterroneouseditsand/orvandalism.
Interfacesupportssemanticsearch,facettedbrowsingandvisualinformationretrieval.
KnowledgeBaseinformsavailabledatafromremotedatarepositories
KnowledgeBaseisabletointeractwithexternalapplications

4.3.7.

Semantic MediaWiki

Different semantic wiki software products have been under development (Buffa et
al., 2008). For this study the “Semantic MediaWiki” (SMW) project (Krötzsch et
al., 2006) was chosen, primarily because it is one of the semantic wiki engines
that has grown and stabilized during the last years. SMW originated from the
AIFB Institute at the University of Karlsruhe as an open source extension to the
well-known MediaWiki software and has attracted a large developer and user
community today.
SMW extends the MediaWiki syntax with expressions for semantic annotations
within the wikitext (cf. Chap. 2.4.5). Annotations are formalized through a
mapping to OWL entities. Wiki articles match OWL individuals and the
annotations always take their page of occurrence as subject individual to make
OWL DL ABox (assertional box) statements similar to RDF triples, thus allowing
to
-

assert a relation (OWL:object-property) to another wiki-page (OWL:
individual)
assert a property (OWL: data-property) and literal of the current page
(OWL: individual)
assert a category (OWL: class) to the current page (OWL: individual)

According to the original developers, “schematic information (TBox) representable
in SMW is kept intentionally shallow [because] […] it is not intended as a general
purpose ontology editor” (Krötzsch et al., 2006). With its architecture, on the other
hand, SMW fosters an approach to implicitly extend the wiki ontology with the
annotation of pages. SMW extends the relational MediaWiki database to store the
annotation-triples, which means that logic reasoning is partly supported. Free
extension modules can be used to employ RDF-Triple Stores that allow for rule
modelling and stronger reasoning support.
The following briefly and not comprehensively describes some fundamental
structural elements that are used in subsequent sections. Detailed syntax
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documentation can be found in the user manuals on the MediaWiki (MW, 2012)
and Semantic MediaWiki (SMW, 2012) sites and in architectural detail in
Krötzsch et al. (2006) and Bao et al. (2008).
Pages are the key structural entities in wikis and also in SMW, as they contain
all annotations. Pages are identified by their page-title and are created by calling
their URL in or through linking to them from an existing wiki page (e.g. [[New
Article Name]]). Basically, it can be differentiated between article pages and
non-article pages. Article pages correspond to OWL individuals. It is therefore
recommended to see articles as distinct knowledge entities, i.e. a certain spring or
a city, that only contain information about themselves, either as implicit context
knowledge in text form or as explicit metadata in form of relations and dataproperties. Non-article page-types include:
(1) category-, property- and data-type-pages: automatically created on demand
and meant to be edited for ontology formalization.
(2) template- and form-pages: created manually as assistant elements.
(3) special-pages: system-created to perform specific functions and usually not
meant to be edited.
Properties are automatically created by property-annotations on wiki-pages. For
example the article-page of As-Salt containing [[is located in::Wadi
Shueib]] automatically creates the Property:Is_located_in with the default datatype range:page and instantiates an individual thereof on the As-Salt page with
value:Wadi Shueib. Changing the default data-type (page) to another type, e.g. a
number, can be done on the non-article page of the property by annotating it with
[[has type::number]]. Thereby, SMW allows definition of OWL: object
properties (page-types) and OWL: data properties (other types).
Categories are automatically created by a category-annotation on a page to add
an OWL-SubClassOf-relation to a page. Annotating for example the As-Salt page
with [[Category::Municipality]], classifies the article-individual as a
municipality. Adding the category annotation to a category page creates a
hierarchical relation. SMW does not restrict the amount of categories a page
belongs to, but understanding categories as OWL:Classes recommends using a
single (or few) category-classification.
Semantic Internal Objects (SIO) are an extension to the SMW core that
provides an additional parser functions to define objects and associated properties
from within a wiki page. Internal Objects are annotated on a page by
{{#set_internal:object_to_page_property|property1=value1…}}

and handled as page-like objects (pages without an article representation), thus,
allowing their properties to be queried separately. SIOs can be used to represent
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n-ary relations in a wiki environment, without the need to create new pages for
every multidimensional information element.
Inline queries are inserted into a page and allow querying annotations in the
wiki ontology. The query syntax is SMW-specific and uses the pattern
{{#ask: [[condition 1]] [[...]] [[condition n]]
|?printout parameter 1|?...|?printout parameter n
|format parameter 1|...| format parameter n}}

The condition argument are used for selection and can include category selectors,
property selectors, comparators (for property selections), OR disjunctions and
property chains. While the condition arguments return a list of pages, the
printout parameters state which page properties are to be fetched and displayed
in the query results. Format parameters define the display format results (e.g. as
list, table, map, etc.).
Templates are pages of the template-namespace that are embedded into other
pages, when called by
{{name_of_the_template_page|optional_parameter_1|...|n.

While the template page contains wiki-text, as well as placeholders for the
parameters as optional_parameter_1}}.
Thereby, templates generally enable structuring, formatting and reusing of wiki
content and are already very popular in non-semantic MediaWiki applications
(e.g. Wikipedia). In the SMW community, the use of templates is also perceived as
very advantageous, as they provide an interface between wiki editors and the
wiki ontology. In this respect, using template parameters to handle semantic
annotations basically saves users from the necessity to search the ontology
structure for the correct properties before contributing formal content.
Semantic Forms are an extension to SMW that allows using form-based input
masks for wiki editing and querying. Forms are constructed as pages in the Formnamespace where the input fields and their behaviour are defined and mapped to
one or multiple templates. The definition of input field behaviour reflects certain
aspects of the rdfs:domain and rdfs:range properties in OWL which can be used to
support as well as control user input. Actual semantic annotations are still
defined within the templates, thus, making the semantic forms another interface
layer on top of templates.
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4.4.

Implementation

With the DROPEDIA platform, a prototype of a collaborative knowledge
management platform for IWRM planning and decision support has been
implemented in the course of this thesis. After an initial closed development
phase, the platform was opened with online access to the SMART project partners
(full access) and the public (read only) under http://129.13.109.100/~dropedia/
(Fig. 4.5). The following sections provide an overview of essential architecture
elements that were implemented to meet the identified requirements (cf. Chap.
4.3.6).

4.4.1.

Hardware and Software

Based on the classical web-based wiki-concept, the Dropedia-platform is hosted as
a client-server-model. At the time of publication of this thesis, the webserver was
running on a self-hosted AMD Athlon 64 3000+ (1.8 GHz) machine. Furthermore,
Dropedia is completely based on Open Source Software distributed under the
GNU General Public License in versions 2.0, 3.0 or under compatible licenses
approved by the Open Source Initiative (OSI). The wiki itself is running on a
MediaWiki installation with a number of extensions that are mostly related to the
Semantic MediaWiki project. A detailed list of the employed software packages is
found in Annex B.

Fig. 4.5: DROPEDIA welcome screen.
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4.4.2.
4.4.2.1.

Architecture
Dropedia-Ontology

An empty wiki can be understood as a plain sketchbook, thus it may evolve in a
multitude of different ways but it gives no initial guidance to its user. In order to
assist the users in the development of a structured knowledge repository the
semi-formal IWRM-ontology (cf. Chap. 4.3.5) was fully implemented as organizing
base structure for DROPEDIA. With regard to aforementioned matters of
knowledge representation in SMW (cf. Chap. 4.3.3.4), the formalization has to
deal with some specific modelling requirements. For specification of the rdfs- and
swivt-vocabulary please see RDFS (2010) and SWIVT (2010).
As a first step, all a-priori identified IWRM-Entity classes are represented as
categories. Categories themselves can be annotated as members of a category,
thus, allowing a rdfs:subClassOf hierarchy that can be used for structuring and
querying. Abundant categorization can, however, also reduce clarity. Therefore,
the category hierarchy is kept shallow in the DROPEDIA-Ontology, constituting a
maximum of three levels with the top-classes: IWRM-Object, IWRM-Process and
Analysis.
For every IWRM-Entity a set of properties was identified that provide a basic
formal description of the subject. Formal description of a complex concept, such as
a city or a spring, can quickly lead to a high amount of perceivably necessary
predicates, especially when considering available knowledge about specific
individuals. The latter typically results in the formulation of relations that an
entity can have, for example that a spring can have a protection zone, but at the
same time distracts from the fundamental attributes that all individuals of the
class share. In order to control the amount of necessary properties, the descriptive
predicates were iteratively condensed to find least common denominators of
property definitions. Eventual properties include a set of descriptions that can be
reused for different concepts (e.g. spatial descriptions like is_located_in,
has_coordinates, has_area, or general descriptions like has_reference, has_file).
Category-specific properties are only added for very common and stable
attributes, (e.g. has_aquifer_tapped for springs and wells). All specific and
dynamic attributes, on the other hand, are considered as instances of the Analysis
category, so to allow arbitrary specification as well as multiple attribute
instances.
Property definition includes the various built in types, as well as a set of
customized data-types, (e.g. area, flow, water type) that allow additional control
on input (swivt:allowedValue) and representation (swivt:mainUnit and
swivt:conversionFactor).
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Since the SMW-model, as OWL/RDF in general, does not support propagation of
properties from categories to individuals, the assertion of the metadata properties
was realized by assigning templates to each category which handle annotations
when an instance of a category is created.
SMW also lacks native support of property ranges (rdfs:range) which can
significantly help users in ontology-coherent knowledge formulation. As an
informal workaround, property ranges were implemented via input data types in
Semantic Forms input field definitions (with “values from= x“, where x is a
specific category, property or namespace).
A subset of the eventual DROPEDIA-Ontology is illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
The combination of several requirements posed a challenge on the DROPEDIAOntology:
1. Users must be able to represent multiple views on one property. Therefore,
and because information cannot practically be atomized to unambiguous
one-dimensionality in a wiki environment, users must be able to represent
n-ary relations in DROPEDIA (as discussed in Chap. 4.3.3.4 SMW lacks
native support of true n-ary relations).
2. An a-priori knowledge model cannot provide formalisms for all probable
representation requirements. Therefore, users should be able to extend the
basic vocabulary with own terms.
3. Users should not have to bother with ontology issues and are thus strongly
supported by predefined form inputs (cf. Chap. 4.4.2.2).
Take for example the representation of the population number of a municipality,
having different values for two different censuses, as well as for different scales
(urban or district). As every number can have relevance for the documentation of
an IWRM process, it is not useful to simply decide on one number and drop the
other information. Furthermore, another user does not employ population
numbers, but the number of housing units in his IWRM model, for which no predefined property exists.
Separating knowledge representation into IWRM-Object entities and related
Analysis entities basically solves the first of above issues. In doing so, an IWRMObject (e.g. a municipality) can relate to any number of views (e.g. have several
related population analyses).
The creation of a generic formalization mechanism with the use of the Semantic
Internal Objects (SIO) extension tackles the second and third issue. Each
Analysis individual can contain an unlimited number of SIOs which represent
user-defined n-ary properties.
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Category:IWRMͲObject

Category:IWRMͲProcess
Ͳ Study Area : Page
Ͳ Objective : Page
Ͳ Option : Page
Ͳ Instrument : Page
Ͳ Scenario : Page
Ͳ Indicator : Page
Ͳ Decision Model : Page
Ͳ Results : Page

rdfs:SubClassOf

Category:Catchment
Ͳ Name : String
Ͳ ID Code : String
Ͳ Located in : Page
Ͳ Coordinates : Geo
Ͳ Area :Area*
Ͳ Reference : Page
Ͳ File : File*
Ͳ Article Author : Page
Ͳ Contributor : Page

rdfs:range

rdfs:range

rdfs:range

Category:Spring
Ͳ Name : String
Ͳ ID Code : String
Ͳ Located in : Page
Ͳ Coordinates : Geo
Ͳ Altitude : Number
Ͳ Aquifer tapped : Page
Ͳ Water Type : Page
Ͳ Monitoring : Page
Ͳ Reference : Page
Ͳ File : File*
Ͳ Article Author : Page
Ͳ Contributor : Page

Legend:

Subject

rdfs:range

Category:IWRMͲInstrument

rdfs:range

Ͳ Part of : Page
Ͳ Includes object : Page
Ͳ Includes analysis : Page
Ͳ Results : Page
Ͳ Reference : Page
Ͳ File : File

Category:Analysis
Ͳ Title : String
Ͳ Topic : Page
Ͳ Related to : Page
Ͳ Time Period : Time
Ͳ Comment : Comment*
Ͳ Reference : Page
Ͳ Status : String
Ͳ File : File*
Ͳ Analysis Author : Page
Ͳ Contributor : Page

Ͳ Property : Type

SIO:ValueOf

swivt:page

relationͲproperty

Ͳ Object : Page
Ͳ Property : Page
Ͳ Value : String
Ͳ Unit : String
Ͳ Scenario: Page
Ͳ Comment : String
Ͳ Confidence : String
Ͳ Status : String

SemanticInternalObject

Fig. 4.6: Subset of the DROPEDIA-Ontology illustrating some basic IWRM subjects and
their respective relations and types (custom data-types are marked with *).

4.4.2.2.

User Interface and Interaction Architecture

DROPEDIA is primarily intended to interact with human agents. In order to
facilitate ontology-coherent contribution without the hindrance of first searching
and understanding the DROPEDIA-Ontology, the platform was set up to make
strong use of templates and semantic forms for user input and content
presentation. Fig. 4.7 illustrates the setup of the interface architecture from a
user perspective. All IWRM-Entity categories have assigned specific input forms
that can be used to add and edit articles. Forms always consist of input fields for
the metadata properties of the respective category, as well as a free-text input
possibility. For most fields input is voluntary, so as to enable contribution even
when not all facts are known. Saving an edited form inserts a template call into
the wiki text of the article page with the input as template parameters. The
transcluded templates fully handle page layout, semantic annotations as well as
ask- and SPARQL-queries. Besides the encouraged use of forms and templates,
directly editing a pages wiki-text is also kept as possibility, in case the controlled
environment is not sufficient.
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Fig. 4.7: User interface architecture of DROPEDIA. All users can browse pages. Domain
Experts and IWRM Analysts can use forms to edit the information on the pages. The
Knowledge Engineer ensures semantics and functionality by providing the forms and
templates.

SMW and the Semantic Forms extensions provide special meta-forms to create
new forms and templates. However, as illustrated in Fig. 4.8, the complexity of
nested and multiple template-calls, and the layout structuring integrated therein,
makes this option impractical. Thus, maintenance and extension of forms and
templates are understood as dedicated task for the Knowledge Engineer role. In
order to control the required maintenance, forms and templates employ a uniform
structure and are generally designed for reuse between categories. Still, at the
time of publication, a total of about 50 forms and almost 100 templates of various
sizes are in active use on DROPEDIA.
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Fig. 4.8: Subset of the form and template structure of DROPEDIA. Specific forms and
templates are available for every IWRM-Object category. Universals are reused across
categories. Forms and templates for the IWRM-Process category are not depicted.

4.4.2.3.

Connection to the External Project Database

As a wiki-based knowledge management platform, DROPEDIA does not compete
with relational database management and is neither intended, nor fit, for the
efficient handling of large alphanumerical or spatial datasets. On the other hand,
it is very useful to let the knowledge base inform users about the availability of
data on a specific IWRM-Object in remote data repositories. In this sense the wiki
platform can act as an integrative frontend that lets users combine information
For this purpose, a query module that allows representation of SMART Database
content in DROPEDIA pages was developed. Implementation of this module was
primarily done by Benedikt Kämpgen (Kaempgen et al., in preparation). The
general architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4.9. A fundamental problem in the
design was the restrictive firewall-policy of the SMART Database, as well as the
fact that it uses different identifiers as DROPEDIA. Thus, the implemented query
module receives the data by HTTP request from a Linked Data Wrapper that
wraps daily generated database views from the HYDROSMART XML/HTTP
interface. The wrapped data is filled into an online triple store (Qcrumb.com),
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thus allowing semantic queries from DROPEDIA to be issued with a SPARK query
syntax.

Fig. 4.9: Architecture of DROPEDIA/SMART-DB connection (Kaempgen et al., in
preparation).

4.4.3.

Use Case Workflows

This section briefly illustrates how the previously defined use cases (UC; cf. Chap.
4.3.4) were realized as workflows in DROPEDIA. For this section, the description
follows the illustration in Fig. 4.10, although, there are several other possible
paths to navigate and interact with the platform to achieve the tasks defined in
the use cases.
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Users may start on the welcome page or via the permanent left-side navigation
and search panel (1) to open to the DROPEDIA Knowledge Browser page (2) which
offers an overview of the knowledge base content. Since the overview is
automatically created with inline queries at every page load, it always presents
an up to date view on the content. The query results are organized as IWRMObjects in sections that correspond to the DROPEDIA -Ontology categories and are
displayed in table as well as in map format.
To add a new IWRM-Entity to the knowledge base (UC-1: cf. Chap. 4.3.4.1), every
section offers an “Add [IWRM-Object]”-link (3) that opens the respective input
form (4) with fields for the categories metadata-properties. Various helpful
features of the Semantic Forms extension are realized, including: auto-completion
of input according to the defined property ranges, file uploads, map-navigation for
geographic locations as well as geocoding of addresses. Saving the form (5) creates
the article page for the IWRM-Object (6), displaying the defined metadata
properties, attached files and a series of sections that represent primary topics of
the subject (e.g. a spring page shows sections for water discharge, water quality,
e.g.).
Every section can be edited by any (logged in) user by following the displayed
“Add/Edit [Section]” links that lead to a corresponding form input (7). Generally,
every IWRM-Object, Analysis or IWRM-Process page offer respective links, thus
allowing successive updating and commenting of the knowledge base content (UC4: cf. Chap. 4.3.4.4).
Article pages also present a graph-view (8) on available data in the SMART
Database, created by an embedded SPARQL query at every page load (UC-7: cf.
Chap. 4.3.4.7).
To create an analysis and add it to the IWRM-Object of the current article, users
can follow the “Add [Section] Analysis”-link (9) to open the Analysis-form (10) that
provides input fields for Analysis metadata properties, file uploads and free text,
as well as multiple instance form fields to add an unlimited number of userdefined properties that are stored as SIOs
(UC-2: cf. Chap. 4.3.4.2).
Furthermore, the related_to property can hold a list of IWRM-Object- or Analysis
pages to create relations and reuse information between knowledge elements in
DROPEDIA (UC-5: cf. Chap. 4.3.4.5). Saving the Analysis form creates an Analysispage that displays the input and queries the stored SIOs. The latter are also
displayed in a query on the article page of the related IWRM-Object (11) (UC-5: cf.
Chap. 4.3.4.6). The workflow of documenting an IWRM-process (UC-3: cf. Chap.
4.3.4.3) is not illustrated in Fig. 4.10, but it basically follows the same scheme as
the creation of an IWRM-Object.
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Fig. 4.10: DROPEDIA workflow for IWRM-Object and Analysis contribution.
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4.5.

Evaluation

The following section evaluates to which extent the previously identified IWRM
knowledge management requirements (cf. Chap. 4.3.6) could be met in DROPEDIA
and which requirements could not or have not (yet) been implemented. At the
time of publication, DROPEDIA has already been opened to project partners, but
has so far not achieved extensive usage within the SMART project. Thus, the
presented evaluation has to rely in large parts on a preliminary and informal
assessment of the knowledge platform potential.

4.5.1.

Knowledge Representation Requirements

IWRMͲEntities,AnalysesandIWRMͲProcessesare(fully)represented.

yes

The statements of the preliminary semi-formal IWRM-Ontology are represented
in the DROPEDIA-Ontology and all concepts are described by a set of meta-data
properties. Full representation, however, also implies completeness, which
appeared as not feasible in the broadness of the IWRM domain. In this regard,
the DROPEDIA-Ontology is meant to evolve with its use.

Multiplerepresentationsofknowledgeforspecificentityandtopicarepossible.

yes

RepresentationofnͲaryrelations.

(yes)

SupportthecreationofananalysisͲspecificformalizationvocabulary.

yes

The separation of IWRM-Object entities and related Analysis entities provides a
working solution for the representation of multiple views and n-ary relations.
Knowledge representation is not necessarily fully formalized, as the level of
aggregation or segmentation of analyses as well as the optional formulation of
properties with SIOs, is basically left to user choice. Yet, the three layered model
of: IWRM-Object Å is_related_to Å Analysis Æ has_value Æ SIO, does not
represent n-ary properties in a strict sense and requires nested queries for
retrieval. Also users might not intuitively understand this threefold separation.

Formalizedrelationsbetweenallentitiesarepossible.

(yes)

Basically, by editing a pages wiki-text any relation can be defined. This was only
partly realized in the input forms, basically for the Analysis is_related_to and the
IWRM-Process includes relations. Generic relations between IWRM-Object might
be another useful addition to the DROPEDIA-Ontology.
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Formalizedrelationsbetweenentitiesarerepresentedonbothsides(inverseproperties).

(no)

In newer versions of SMW it is possible to query for the inverse direction of a
property. However, this does not assign the property to the targeted object.

4.5.2.

Usability Requirements

Technologicalbarrierforcontributorsislow.

yes

Usersdon’tneedtoworryaboutontologyengineering.

(yes)

The wiki environment generally set the technological barrier low. Users only need
a standard web-browser to access DROPEDIA and, owing to Wikipedia, are usually
well adapted to the typical wiki-style navigation. The structural formalism
introduces an abstract complexity that was heavily overbuilt by the use of forms
and templates. On the other hand, several interesting functionalities are still
reserved to proficient users with some understanding of the SMW markup and
the DROPEDIA-Ontology. Foremost to mention are the possibility to create own
queries or to extent the ontology.

Supportuserinfindingtheappropriatelocationintheknowledgebasetocontribute.

yes

Possibilityofgenericcontribution,ifnoappropriatelocationisfound.

yes

Several structural elements were implemented for this purpose. Especially the
DROPEDIA-Knowledge Browser is designed to provide quick and structured
overview of the knowledge base content and allow direct access to contribution.
But as mentioned before, the necessary separation between the fundamental
concepts is not intuitive and is likely to result in some need of introduction for
new users. All input forms also provide free text fields for generic and informal
contributions. Furthermore, any contributor has the possibility to create
unstructured (“normal”) wiki pages.

Possibilitytodescribeentitiesinaformfamiliartousers,i.e.likewritingashortreport.

(yes)

Pre-setting of a certain structural requirement is unavoidable for formalization.
And it disregards the advantages of the semantic structuring to just copy/paste
reporting text into DROPEDIA pages. Still, due to abovementioned informal input
possibilities, as well as the generic setup of the Analysis category, the level of
formalization is to the greatest possible extent left to user choice.
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Incompleteformalizationofentitiesisacceptedbutcompletionencouraged.

yes

Only few metadata properties critical for structuring are set to mandatory input.

Contributionsandeditsareimmediatelyrepresentedandcommunicated.

(yes)

New contributions are by default directly represented on the edited pages.
Furthermore, several native MediaWiki-tools like “History”, “Recent changes”, or
“Related changes” support tracking wiki changes. Interesting changes might,
however, be obscured, as these functions record all changes, regardless of the
significance. The Knowledge Browser provides an automatically updated
structured overview, as do the immediate query representations of new Analysis
relations on IWRM-Object pages. Further interesting and also readily available
improvements could for example include a “Newest Article” feature on the main
page as it is known from other wikis, or the possibility to mark specific pages of
interest in order to receive automatic email change notifications.

Spatialinformationisvisualized.

yes

With the use of the Maps and Semantic Maps extensions, the representation of
point-coordinates and kml-files is possible on the base maps of several web
mapping services (googlemaps, openlayers, osm, yahoomaps). Inline queries can
have map representation as result format.

Authorshipandcontributionisrepresented.

yes

To emphasize authorship and contribution beyond the native and relatively
anonymous wiki standard, the specific metadata-properties has_author and
has_contributor were introduced. Secondly, editing rights are restricted to
registered users.

4.5.3.

Functional Requirements

Possibilitytoaddfilesandexternallinkstoallentities.

yes

File uploads and external links are basic MediaWiki functionalities that were
consistently employed in the input forms.
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Supportuseofrelationsthatarecoherentwiththeontology.

yes

General ontology-coherence is realized through the use of templates for
annotation handling and semantic forms for user input. A possibly useful addition
thereto, could be to offer of an ontology-browser interface that allows more
proficient users to conveniently explore categories, properties and instances. The
native possibility, to list these entities on their corresponding Namespaceoverviews is too unrelated to help understanding of the structuring.

Protectionmechanismagainsterroneouseditsand/orvandalism.

yes

EditrightscontrolonIWRMͲEntitiesoncontributorside.

no

Wikis are fundamentally built on the principle of open editing. Nonetheless, the
“Revision History”-function of wiki-pages provide a capable protection mechanism
against erroneous or unwanted edits. Another possibility also discussed for
DROPEDIA, was to give authors of articles the control on edit rights. The Access
Control List MediaWiki extension that introduces such functionality was tested in
the prototype phase, but eventually dropped due to compatibility problems.

Interfacesupportssemanticsearch,facettedbrowsingandvisualinformationretrieval.

(yes)

Facetted navigation is generally supported by the article-templates and the
Knowledge Browser, which both support map display and query-generated
structured content. Semantic search is also possible, but still lacks satisfactory
support for non-proficient users, as it requires understanding of SMW markup
and the ontology structure.

KnowledgeBaseinformsavailabledatafromremotedatarepositories

(yes)

KnowledgeBaseisabletointeractwithexternalapplications

(no)

An informative connection to the SMART-Database was realized, which allows to
query a daily database-view and represent the results in DROPEDIA-Pages. The
modular approach is suitable to be extended to other distributed datarepositories. External application interaction is also basically supported through
the SMW functionality that allows the import and export of RDF statements.
This, however, was not tested until the publication of this thesis.
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4.6.

Summary

This chapter has presented a conceptual framework and a prototype
implementation for the structured and collaborative documentation and sharing
of planning and decision relevant knowledge in the IWRM process.
As a first step, a generic model of knowledge management requirements was
deduced from the Wadi Shueib modelling exercise (cf. Chap. 3.3), and iteratively
adapted to the requests of the community of scientists and water sector
professionals in the SMART project. In order to approach the challenge of
selecting and formally representing relevant knowledge elements from the highly
heterogeneous IWRM domain, a set of concrete use cases and a semi-formal
IWRM-Ontology was introduced. And out of this, a list of specific structural,
functional and usability requirements was generated.
With the development of the DROPEDIA prototype, it has been shown how the
majority of the defined requirements can be realized on the basis of the Semantic
MediaWiki-technology. Here, especially the transformation and subsequent
specification from the semi-formal IWRM-Ontology to the formal DROPEDIAOntology was a challenging and important development step. In order to support
contributors in ontology-consistent knowledge formulation and retrieval, a usercentred interface model was developed which is based on complex and nested
templates and semantic forms. Thereby, DROPEDIA achieves a combination of the
collaborative, generic and ease-of-use nature of a wiki environment and the
strengths of a semantically enriched repository for efficient knowledge structuring
and retrieval.
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4.7.

Conclusions

4.7.1.

Introducing Semantic Knowledge Management to IWRM

The demand for improved communication and transparency between participants
in the IWRM process is regularly pointed out in the literature. It was also
ascertained and exemplified in the course of evolving the Wadi Shueib IWRM
planning model (cf. Chap. 3.3). At the same time, contemporary knowledge
management with semantic web techniques has a high potential to provide
efficient support to these ends, as successful applications in other disciplines have
frequently shown (cf. Chap. 4.1). The IWRM domain, however, still lacks
exploitation of this potential.
In this regard, the presented work is the first consequent development of a
semantic knowledge management framework for collaborative planning
and decision processes in Integrated Water Resources Management.
As it was thoroughly discussed throughout Chapter 2.4, there cannot be a generic
knowledge management strategy, applicable to any given objective, environment
or user group. Therefore, the focus was placed on what was perceived as one of
the most urgently required aspects: the collaborative documentation and sharing
of planning and decision relevant system understanding during the IWRM
process. Using the Wadi Shueib example as central blueprint, it could be
demonstrated, how such processes can be reasonably formalized and
efficiently managed in a semantic structure that is strongly directed
towards knowledge sharing.
It is expected that comparable activities can greatly benefit from the use of the
presented framework or in general from the application of semantic knowledge
management techniques. The incentive on the side of researchers and
practitioners lies primarily in the prospect to receive a direct and fast feedback
from a widened community of interest as well as from their stakeholders already
during the course of their work. Stakeholder could use this channel to stay
constantly informed about on-going research as well as to take influence by
expressing their direct requirements. Moreover, better documentation of models
and modelling processes usually resides high on the wish lists of practitioners
that adopt models from research initiatives for their own work. And another very
essential incentive for enhanced documentation is the considerable loss of skilled
personal (“brain drain”), under which especially developing countries are
constantly suffering.
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4.7.2.

Expressive IWRM-Knowledge Representation with Ontologies

Aspects of water sector knowledge have been previously represented in ontologies.
Earlier studies, however, focused mostly on strict and rule-based representations
of small sub-domains, with the objective of enabling expert system-like
functionalities for user-guidance (e.g. Ceccaroni et al., 2004; Scholten, 2008; Volk
et al., 2007).
Representing the broadness of the IWRM domain, while at the same time finding
the appropriate formalization level between generality and usability has been an
ambitious challenge. In this regard, the semi-formal IWRM-Ontology (cf.
Chap. 4.3.5), as well as the deduced DROPEDIA-Ontology (cf. Chap. 4.4.2.1),
are unique developments that eventually achieved a satisfactory expressive
potential for the applied use cases (cf. Chap. 4.4.3). Nonetheless, the ontologies
are profoundly meant to evolve with their use.
Although, the collaborative nature of the wiki environment has a potential to
foster such evolution (Schaffert et al., 2005), the level of complexity that has
already been reached is likely to keep most users from considering active ontology
extension. Besides, the IWRM domain is not a discipline with a very strong focus
on strict formalization of its knowledge assets.
The more rational approach is to assign this task completely to the knowledge
engineer role. It would include the regular assessment of usage patterns for
emerging representation requirements and the consequential structure
translation. Together with the necessary maintenance and extension of the
template and form-driven user interaction model, this emphasizes the importance
of a strong and dedicated knowledge engineer role for running a collaborative
knowledge management platform in the complexity of the IWRM domain. A
clearly structured uniform template- and form architecture as proposed
in Chap. 4.4.2.2 significantly helps with the required maintenance and
necessary extensions.

4.7.3.

Semantic MediaWiki for Collaborative IWRM Knowledge
Management

Options in the landscape of knowledge management instruments are plentiful (cf.
Chap. 2.4.3). The original starting point for the exploration of semantic knowledge
management options was the search for an effective structuring technique,
applicable to the complex and heterogeneous information requirements of the
IWRM domain. Recognition of the essential necessity of a strong collaborative
element, in addition to structural functionalities, led to the eventual choice of the
semantic wiki approach.
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Although only few alternative semantic wiki engines have been tested, it is safe to
say that the use of Semantic MediaWiki brings several essential advantages: the
software has continuously grown and stabilized during the last years, it has
already attracted a large and active developer and user community today, and it
directly extends the very well-known MediaWiki engine.
The DROPEDIA prototype demonstrates the potential of a semantic wiki
framework to provide solutions for various critical knowledge
management requirements (cf. Chap. 4.5). In the IWRM context, it was
experienced that especially a low technological-barrier and a general easy
usability are essential for contributors to adapt to a new system. Thus, in order to
handle the structural formalism DROPEDIA consequently employs semantic forms
and templates to build a straightforward user-centred interface-architecture. In
conjunction with the structural setup of the DROPEDIA-Ontology and the use of
Semantic Internal Objects, this also provides users control on the formalization
level of their contributions, while at the same time they don’t have to be
concerned about the tedious and complex task of ontology engineering.
Overall, it was not evaluated, if the semantic wiki way is the best or most suitable
approach to realize a collaborative knowledge management platform for IWRM
planning and decision support. However, for the most part, the initially
experienced limitations of the wiki-nature of knowledge representations
could be overcome with the presented structural setup. Eventually, it was
demonstrated how DROPEDIA is able to store, display and edit information in
many types of rich content (e.g. text, data values, references, images, maps, files,
videos), and how structured queries could be realized for internal as well
as external information from remote data repositories.
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“Curiosity, especially intellectual inquisitiveness, is what separates the truly alive from those
who are merely going through the motions.”
Tom Robbins (American author)

5.

Research Summary and Outlook

Previous sections have already provided in-depth discussions, summaries and
conclusions on the IWRM modelling and scenario planning study (cf. Chap. 3.5)
and the collaborative knowledge management approach and platform (cf.
Chap. 4.6).
Thus, this section will concentrate on a brief summary with regard to the major
contributions and give the author’s thoughts on interesting future research
potentials in relation to the presented work.

This thesis has three major contributions
1. The comprehensive analysis and holistic integration of a large set of
available data and information from various sources significantly enhances
the understanding of the Wadi Shueib water resources system, provides the
basis for future integrated water resources management analyses, and also
highlights critical gaps in the current state-of-knowledge and the potential
for future research initiatives.
2. A demonstration of an IWRM modelling and scenario planning framework
on a sub-basin-scale, that consequently combines national strategic
development objectives with local planning options, and provides a useful
indicator toolkit for evaluating scenario performance in terms of IWRM
principles.
3. The introduction of a contemporary semantic knowledge management
approach to the IWRM domain, with an ontology prototype for collaborative
IWRM planning and decision support knowledge sharing, and a semantic
wiki architecture that also supports non-technicians in the documentation,
semantic structuring and representation of such knowledge.
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5.1.

Outlook and Recommendations

Based on the set of available data (cf. Chap. 3.3.3), it was demonstrated that it is
possible to establish the operational Wadi Shueib IWRM WEAP model (cf.
Chap. 3.3.7) for water balancing and scenario planning. Extending the model to
further study areas on a similar scale and detail-level would of course be highly
interesting. Data acquisition and quality control, however, was an extensive task.
And in this regard, it has to be kept in mind that the Wadi Shueib catchment is
regarded as very well studied in Jordan. Using the Wadi Shueib model, as
presented here, as a blueprint, could prove useful to early identify the information
requirements of a comparable IWRM model and help increasing the data
acquisition efficiency.
Regarding the presented Wadi Shueib model itself, it has been mentioned (cf.
Chap. 3.3.6), that some important compartments and flow paths of the water
balance are still subject to high uncertainty. Especially groundwater related
aspects bear interesting potential for future detail studies. And here, regarding
the complex karst lithology of the catchment area, tracing techniques with a focus
on unintentional recharge appear a feasible and rational approach. Overall, water
quality aspects have not been in the scope of the presented Wadi Shueib WEAP
model, but are currently addressed by another working group within the SMART
project.
The scenario planning approach was found especially useful in combination with
the detailed analysis of the national objectives and the local planning
possibilities. Therefore, extending this analysis to other study areas could bring
immediate further insights into gaps and possible bridges between IWRM theory
and practice. In this regard, the extension of the presented IWRM performance
indicator set could result in a truly comprehensive and generic indicator list
applicable to future IWRM studies.
The semantic knowledge management approach presented in this study has been
a novel way for an IWRM initiative. In this regard, it had constantly to deal with
a wicked chicken-egg problem: Ideally, a functional knowledge management
would have been available from the beginning of the project – but to know which
and how IWRM knowledge has to be managed could only be learned during the
project. In this respect, future IWRM initiatives are urgently advised to
specifically address this task. And not only as a side activity assigned to domain
experts or the overall project management, but as a dedicated effort for fostering
communication and collaboration.
The presented knowledge management approach has also focused primarily on
knowledge sharing. A multitude of emerging applications demonstrated in other
disciplines, suggest a considerable potential to extend the presented framework to
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further knowledge management tasks, like knowledge acquisition or knowledge
application. One example could be to investigate the possibility to include the
growing open data repositories (e.g. Linked Open Data (LOD, 2012)) into queries
conducted from within the knowledge base.
DROPEDIA also bears potential for interesting development potential in terms of
structural features. First of all, it could be useful to review and the current
caching strategy of DROPEDIA. With the Alternative PHP Cache (APC, 2012) and
the Squid cache (SQUID, 2012), two supportive caching modules have already
implemented which appear to improve parsing response times, but there has not
yet been a systematic validation.
Due to stability reasons, DROPEDIA has been kept running on an SMW version,
that has already been outdated at the time of publication of this thesis. It could be
very interesting to thoroughly investigate the added functionality of new core and
extension versions, especially in respect of newly added querying and result
presentation possibilities. A possible use case could be the dynamic graph
representation of semantic content, e.g. in the form of a water balance scheme
that dynamically represents its elements according to their data values.
Eventually, a more thorough evaluation of the user interface and the use cases
could provide valuable insights into future enhancement potential. For example
by applying small scale usability tests as presented in Lange (2011), or, after a
longer period as an evaluation of usage patterns and discussion culture.
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5.2.

Critical Remark: Sharing Knowledge –
Experiences from DROPEDIA

At the time of publication of this thesis, the discussed DROPEDIA platform had
been opened to contributions by SMART project partners and stakeholders for
about one year. Thus, it appears time for a preliminary review on the adaption.
Concept, design and functionality generally perceived approval from the project
community as well as from the international IWRM community, when presented
at international symposia (Riepl et al., 2011). And sector experts signalled
interest and willingness to invest time into a wiki-based knowledge platform (cf.
Chap. 4.2).
However, any knowledge management system is dependent on the input from a
motivated user community, but adaption of DROPEDIA has not yet reached the
anticipated level. There might be several reasons for the reluctance of the
targeted audience. For a start, a brief review of other online communities reveals
related challenges that are often called the “1% rule” or the “Participation
Inequality”. The basic hypothesis is that in most online communities user
participation more or less follows a 1-9-90 distribution, with 1 % regular and 9 %
occasional contributors as well as 90 % that only consume. In his blog, Nielsen
(2006) collected some interesting figures on the topic, including some of the
largest online communities (e.g. Wikipedia, Amazon), that all more or less apply
to such a participation divide. This also relates to some part to the experience of
the author, as the most often asked question after a DROPEDIA-presentation was
rather: “what can I find there?” instead of “how can I contribute/collaborate?”.
Another important aspect of reluctant contribution might be the difficulty to
design a good integration into the day-to-day workflow of the targeted audience,
due to their heterogeneity. In this regard, contributing might be perceived as
additional work. And the potential incentive of collaboration can only be
encouraged by citing successful endeavours from other disciplines, but eventually
has to become a personal experience. A possible way out of this dilemma would
require the creation of additional incentives, as for example, to explicitly channel
reporting duties into a knowledge sharing platform.
And a third essential reason is most likely linked to the fear of losing control over
one’s personal knowledge assets and in the worst case having others copy or
exploit the personal work. This fear, actually has long been driven in the quasieconomic competitive principle of scientific research (Knorr-Cetina, 1982). At
least here, a possible way out may just be on the brink of emergence, as new types
of scientists and practitioners begin to embrace the idea of opening their
notebooks (WP, 2012c) and governments (WP, 2012b), opening their data (WP,
2012a) and knowledge (WP, 2012d) and eventually opening their minds.
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Appendix

A: Structural Analysis of the Jordanian Water Strategy:
“Water for Life: Jordan's Water Strategy 2008-2022”
Institutional setting
The need for an institutional reform is understood as central necessity to support
the accomplishment of many of the other objectives (Fig. 3.28).
Strategicobjectives Implementationapproaches
- Developanewwaterlawtoclarifyinstitutionalresponsibilitiesinthewatersector
Revise,updateand
- SettheNWMPasabindingdocumentinthenewwaterlaw
extendwater
- Reviseexistinglawsandstandardstopermitprosecutionofwaterstrategygoals
legislation
- DeveloplegislationtorevisetheroleoftraditionalwaterrightsinJordan’sfuture
- SeparatepolicyͲmakingandplanningfrombodiesresponsibleforserviceoperation
- Separatebulkandretailwaterprovision
Reforminstitutional
- Establishinstitutionandsectorperformancemonitoringbodies
structurestoclear
- Establishmanagementorothercontractswithpublicandprivatecompanies
responsibilitiesand
- Separationandcorporatizationofindividualwatersectorutilities
improvedefficiency
- Enableandfosterwaterusergroupsthroughtrainingandtechnicalassistance
- Enhancecollaborationamongallconcernedministries
- EstablishNationalWaterTrainingCenterforbettervocationalandcontinuousonͲ
Watersector
theͲjobͲeducationprogramsforallwatersectoremployees
capacitybuilding
- Upgradeandexpandutilitiesandworkenvironmentsofwatersectorinstitutions

Resource Availability
Assess, monitor and exploit all resources at rates that can be sustained over time
Strategicobjectives Implementationapproaches
- Conductperiodicassessmentofallavailableandpotentialresources
Assessandmonitor
- Managetreatedwastewaterasintegralpartofthenationalwaterbudget
availableresources
- Improve,automateandcentralizemonitoringanddatacollection
- Improveanalysisandmodellingcapabilitiesandensureitsuseindecisionmaking
- Increasestoragebyreservoirsedimentremovalandconstructionofnewreservoirs
- Increasegroundwatersafeyieldbyartificialrecharge(alsowithtreatedWW)
- Increasevolumeofwastewatercapturedandtreated
- Increasevolumeofbrackishwaterdesalination
Maximizeavailable
renewableresource - Rainwaterharvestinginnewbuildingsandindustrycompounds
quantities
- Utilizegreywaterinnew(highͲrise)buildingsandindustrycompounds
- Regulatedallocation(import/export)ofresourcesinaccordancetodemands
- Dignewwellsinallgovernorates
- ImplementtheRedͲSeaͲDeadͲSeaͲCanalproject
- FormulatealongͲtermplanforexploitationandrevolvingfiveyearplansfromthat
Utilizefossil
- NonͲrenewablegroundwaterisonlyallocatedtosupplymunicipalandindustrial
groundwater
demands
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Transboundary
WaterResources

-

ImplementtheDisiWaterConveyanceProject

-

PursuebilateralandmultiͲlateralregionalcoͲoperationsandcontractsfor
monitoringandusageofsharedresources

Resource Protection
Maximize the protection against pollution, quality degradation and depletion of
resources.
Strategicobjectives Implementationapproaches
Reducetheriskof
pollution

Reduceriskof
depletion

-

Environmentaland
healthprotection

-

Systemiseandautomatequalitymonitoringofsurfaceandgroundwater
Establishprotectionzonesforrechargeareasofdrinkingwatersupply
resources
ConductvulnerabilityandhazardassessmentsforgroundͲandsurfacewater
Reducedischargeofuntreatedwastewater
Enforcequalitystandardsfordrinkingwater,industrialwastewaterdischarges
andtreatedwastewater
Developguidelinesforpollutionriskreductionofpotentiallyhazardousactivities
Establishcriteriainordertoapplythe"polluterpays"principle
Reduceallgroundwaterwithdrawalstowardssafeyieldofaquifers
Enforceandcontinuouslymonitorabstractionlimitsonprivatewells
Closewaterwellsthatextractwaterfromdeterioratinganddepletedaquifers
Closeallillegalwaterabstractions
ConductEnvironmentalImpactAssessmentsandManagementPlansduring
planning,designandconstructionofallwatersectordevelopmentprojects
Considerenvironmentalqualityandquantitydemandsinsensitivehabitats
whendesigningwaterallocationplans
Limittheuseofbrackishwaterinirrigationinordertominimizesoilsalinity
Monitorobservationwellsnearwastewatertreatmentfacilities
Enforceandsustainnationalhealthstandardsinmunicipalwatersupplyand
treatedwastewaterreuse

Supply Efficiency
Distribute water to consumers in adequate quantity and quality and at the
required time to meet the demand in the most efficient manner.
The following allocation principles are stated in the national water strategy:
-
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First priority is given to the allocation of a modest share of 100 liters per
capita per day to domestic water supplies
Nonrenewable groundwater sources shall be allocated to municipal and
industrial uses as a first priority
Maximize the use of alternative water sources including the use of greywater
and rainwater harvesting in industries, municipalities and homes
Encourage the use of marginal groundwater quality for agricultural uses
especially when such use may relieve pumping from fresh groundwater
aquifers.

7. Appendix
-

-

-

All treated wastewater generated will be used for activities that demonstrate
the highest financial and social return including irrigation and other nonpotable uses.
Use all surplus treated wastewater for irrigation whenever safely possible
while ensuring that health standards for farm workers as well as consumers
are reinforced.
Desalination of brackish water in agriculture and industry.

Strategicobjectives Implementationapproaches
Providecontinuous
watersupply

Ensureadequate
supplyqualityfor
intendedusage
Improveoperating
efficiencyofwater
allocation

-

Improvecost
efficiencyofsupply
servicetowardsthe
finalgoaloffullcost
recovery

-

Improveenergy
efficiencyofthe
watersupplyand
distributionsystems

-

PrepareandcontinuouslyupdateaBalancingandAllocationPlan
Planwatersupplyunderconsiderationofvariousfuturescenarios(including
climatechange)
Rehabilitateoldanddamagedsupplysourcesandnetworkcomponents
Expandproductionandsupplynetworkstorequiredcapacitiesinallregions
Reduceserviceresponsetimeforconnections,complaintsandrepairs
Improvemonitoringandqualitytestingfacilitiesforwatersupply(laboratories)
ApplyqualityͲboundallocationpriorities
Usemultipleresourcesmixtomaximizethenetbenefitfromtheuseofunitflow
Reducephysicalsupplyandstorageevaporationlosseswithmaintenance
program
Improveplanning,operationandmaintenance,technical,managerialand
financialcapabilityofsupplydepartmentsbyhumanresourceandinfrastructure
programs
Simplifyandeventuallyeliminatethecurrentsupplysubsidies
Reviseandrisewatertariffs,connectionandwellfeesconsideringdifferential
pricesforwaterbasedonwaterquality,theendusersandthesocialand
economicimpactofpricesoneconomicsectorsandregions
LinkcostrecoverytotheaveragepercapitashareoftheGDPanditslevelin
domesticwaterandthecostoflivingandthefamilybasketofconsumption
Improvemeterreadingandbillingaccuracytoreduceadministrativelosses
Assessfutureindustrial,commercial,tourismandagriculturalprojectsintheir
requirementsofunitsofwaterflow
ReducemanͲpowerrequiredperunitofwaterdeliveredtocustomer
Enableandpromoteprivatesectorparticipationinwatersupplyservices
Partnerwithmanufacturersofpumpingstationsandfacilitiestointroduce
energyefficiencyprogramsatallworkingfacilities
Establishincentiveforrenewableenergyuseandenergyefficiencyinwater
sectors
DevelopaplanforreplacingfarmingwithsolarproductionintheJordanian
Desert
Producerenewableenergyfromwastewatersludge

Demand Management
Improve water use efficiency and reduce water demand in each sector while
creating awareness of water value
Strategicobjectives Implementationapproaches
Improvewater
awarenessinevery
demandsector

-

Conductnationalprogramsforwatereducationandconservation
Implementwaterharvesting,reuseandconservationinallofficialinstitutions
Providetransparentinformationonwatersectorissuestofosterunderstanding
ofexistingproblemsandnecessaryreforms
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Increaseoverallwater
useefficiency

Reduceirrigation
waterdemandand
improveirrigation
efficiency

-

Encourageparticipationofbasinwaterusersassociationsindecisionmaking
Usewatertariffstobetterrepresentthevalueofwaterconsumed
Provideloansforwaterharvesting,reuseandconservationtechnologies
Establishincentivestructuresforwatersavingineverysector
Enforcestandardsfornewbuildingstoreducewaterconsumption
Promotegreywateruse,rainwaterharvestingandmaximumflowlimitsin
domesticfacilities
StrengthenWaterUserAssociationswithresponsibilityinwatermanagement
BuyprivatehighlandͲwellsfromtheirownersandforbidnewprivatewells
Reducetheirrigatedareainthehighlands
PreventtheexpansionofirrigatedagriculturalareasintheJordanValley
Bansummercropsindroughtyears
ReͲallocatefreshwaterfromagriculturetotheothersectors
Promotedripirrigationsystems
AdvisefarmerstofocusoncropsofhighͲqualityandwithhighereconomic
returnsperunitofwaterused
Permitregulatedwatermarketbetweenagriculturalusers
Rentlandsfromfarmersinordertopreventthemfromplantingcrops

Waste Water Management
Wastewater is collected, treated, managed, and used in an efficient and optimized
manner with due consideration to sustainability, economy, quality assurance of
the effluent and the requirements of public health and the environment.
Strategicobjectives Implementationapproaches

Increasewastewater
servicecoverage

Treatmentquality
meetsnational
effluentstandards

Putalltreated
wastewaterto
productiveuse
Improvecost
efficiencyofwasteͲ
waterservices
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-

Priorityforfullwastewaterservicecoverageinresourcerechargeareas
Completecollectioninurbanareasservedbytreatmentfacilities
Rehabilitateallseweragepipeswhichareover10yearsold
InstalldecentralizedtreatmenttoservesemiͲurbanandruralcommunities
Establishandenforcestandardsfortheuseofseptictanksinruralareas
TreatsewagefromunͲservedareasinwellmonitoredandmaintainedfacilities
Effluentqualityshouldsufficestandardsforirrigationreuseandaquiferrecharge
Enforcecontinuousandsystematicmonitoring
UpgradeWWTPwhennecessary
Enforcestandardsforindustrywastewaterdischargetosewers
Provideincentivesforindustriestotreattheirwastewatertoeffluentstandards
Createpublicunderstandingandacceptanceoftreatedeffluentreuseoptions
Providedecisionandimplementationsupportfortreatedwastewaterreuse
Usetreatedeffluentinagriculture,industry,landscapesandaquiferrecharge
Obligeindustriestopartlyrecycletheirwastewater
Encouragepowergenerationfromsludge
Establishsludgeasfertilizerandsoilconditioner
Setwastewaterchargestocoveratleastcostofoperationandmaintenance
Revisewastewaterconnectionfee
Enableandpromoteprivatesectorparticipationinwastewaterservices

ApacheSoftwareFoundation
ThePHPGroup
Oracle(formerlySun,MySQLAB)
TheSquidproject
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J.DeDauw

Spark
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WikimediaFoundation
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A: Software employed for the Dropedia-platform
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Knowledge-Based Decision Support for Integrated Water Resources
Management with an application for Wadi Shueib, Jordan
Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) is an attractive concept to obtain more sustainable, equitable and efficient water management. But translating the
theoretical construct into operational guidelines for local application remains an intricate challenge for the water sector community.
The author takes a two-staged approach to contribute to the contemporary IWRM
research. On the one hand he investigates the potential of sub-basin-scale water balance modelling and scenario planning. On the other hand, a framework to collaboratively manage planning and decision making knowledge with the help of semantic web technologies is developed. An exemplary application in the Jordanian Wadi
Shueib demonstrates the possibility to provide decision makers with local planning
support that is equally based on national policies as well as on sound science.
This book addresses IWRM researchers and practitioners who can benefit from the
offered theoretical and methodological insights in order to progress towards operational Integrated Water Resources Management.
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